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 Chapter 1 
 
 
Everything that can be invented 
has been invented. 
Charles H. Duell, U.S. Office of Patents, 1899 
1 Introduction 
There is nothing you can do with mobile agents that you cannot do without them. At 
least, that is what critics of this new technology for distributed systems and networks 
say. Software entities which can autonomously migrate from one host to another while 
carrying along both their code and their status are of no particular use – or so they say. 
And many people are mislead by this opinion, as they continue looking for a “killer 
application” which is supposed to justify mobile agent technology. But then, what 
exactly is the killer application for object oriented programming? Did this programming 
paradigm allow implementation of programmes which could not be realised before? It 
did not and neither did it make programmes perform better. But there is no doubt that 
object oriented programming allows, for example, a more structured system design and 
development, a more modular approach and thus better reuse. Object oriented pro-
gramming is widely accepted today. 
Things are quite similar with mobile agents. It is simply wrong to assume that they gen-
erally improve performance. Sometimes they do. However, they also introduce qualita-
tive benefits such as modularity and reuse. Therefore, the question whether there is a 
killer application for mobile agent technology is simply the wrong one. Mobile agents 
introduce an innovative approach to designing distributed systems. They allow to create 
mobile components of software programmes which act autonomously. This enables 
decentralisation, load-balancing, self-organisation and many other new concepts. The 
right question to ask, therefore, is the following: when do mobile agents offer a real 
benefit to the system developer and to the user? This surely requires to specify which 
parameters can be improved. Performance, connectivity in wireless networks, reliabil-
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ity, modularity, reuse of code, or development costs are only some parameters which 
may be of relevance. And as the importance of the different parameters varies from one 
application to another, the key for assessing mobile agent technology is to understand 
that it all depends on the respective application. 
Most advocates of mobile agents maintain that future distributed systems will be domi-
nated or even be based entirely on mobile agents, with remote communication being 
replaced by the migration of mobile code and fast local communications. This assump-
tion is not only wrong, it seriously hampers the proliferation of mobile agents as it can 
be easily be proved wrong. 
The characteristics of mobile agents suggest several application domains to be particu-
larly promising for them. Autonomous software agents, which are able to migrate, allow 
to transfer the idea of real world meetings to the virtual world where these agents get 
together in order to collaborate and negotiate. This is, for instance, a promising idea for 
E-Commerce solutions. With users deploying mobile devices with wireless access, the 
concept of mobile profiles and services accompanying these users on the network side, 
and thus guaranteeing service availability and optimal performance becomes attractive 
for wireless telecommunication network providers. Another great potential to be found 
here is disconnected operations where mobile agents migrate to the wired network to 
represent the mobile user which can disconnect knowing that important tasks are being 
taken care of. These and other potential application domains of mobile agent technology 
can be found in the literature. Unfortunately, this is as far as the considerations go. 
What exactly is the benefit to be expected and to which extend? Which parameters are 
involved here and how are they affected? Could it be possible that the performance im-
provement with mobile agents might turn out not to be feasible – although the idea 
seems promising? 
1.1 Goals 
This thesis approaches the above questions by providing both qualitative and quantita-
tive parameters for deciding in which cases mobile agents are beneficial. It takes a look 
at mobile agent technology from the application point of view. If an application is to be 
based on mobile agents, which features must be provided to the application programmer 
in this context in order to allow him to implement good software? These requirements 
will be matched against the capabilities which mobile agents, and the underlying mobile 
agent systems, have to offer. The focus will be on complexity and efficiency, as these 
are the main challenges in the mobile agent context – and the main points for criticism 
to be found in the literature. 
Goal 1: Present a Framework for both Existing and Lacking Mobile Agent System 
Capabilities 
Whereas some of the applications’ requirements are already met by existing mobile 
agent systems, there are others for which support is still lacking today. As there is no 
such thing as a standardised mobile agent system with standard features, the extent to 
which support for applications is provided also differs from one agent system to 
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another. Of course, the type of support also depends on the particular application do-
main. In addition to globally required services there are others which may be of high 
importance for one specific application domain, but not necessarily for other domains. 
As a reference application domain, this thesis will focus on network and system man-
agement. The idea here is to delegate management tasks such as the surveillance of 
network elements or the configuration of distributed applications to mobile agents. They 
will move to the respective elements and operate locally, thus saving network band-
width and providing decentralisation. However, mobile agents themselves introduce the 
need for additional co-ordination efforts, performance overhead, decreased transpar-
ency, and other new aspects which make the question non-trivial whether or not they are 
truly beneficial. Again, it is all application dependent. Therefore, a framework will be 
provided which allows the integration of state-of-the-art support for mobile agents as 
well as innovative features, presented in this thesis, to provide the required support for 
the development of mobile agent based applications. This framework must follow 
existing standards to be generally applicable, it must provide both general and applica-
tion specific features, and it must also be flexible to allow future extensions. The Mo-
bile Agent Support Services, which meet these requirements, will be introduced. 
Goal 2: Show Feasibility of Complex Solutions based on Mobile Agents 
The Mobile Agent Support Services will provide the required framework for mobile 
agent based applications. In the first place, this is an architecture which allows to flexi-
bly add and remove required functionality as services. It is required to evaluate this 
architecture with applications built on top of the provided services. This will be done for 
the reference application domain, network and system management. First, some general 
agent-management functionality must be provided, as mobile agents require additional 
co-ordination efforts. Communication between, and control of mobile agents will be 
discussed in detail, and novel concepts will be presented which allow to provide these 
requirements adequately and reliably even in the presence of complex and heterogene-
ous environments and particularly disruptive links. Once these general issues have been 
addressed, this thesis will focus on a specific problem of the reference application do-
main which requires tailor-made support by the Mobile Agent Support Services. Alarm 
correlation, which is a crucial task in network and system management, will be exam-
ined in detail and a suitable solution for solving the associated problems in the mobile 
agent context will be integrated into the framework, and its performance will be evalu-
ated in depth. 
Goal 3: Develop a Concept for Efficient Deployment of Mobile Agent Migration 
Services like the ones presented for mobile agent control and communication on the one 
hand and for the exemplary task of alarm correlation on the other, allow to realise com-
plex software solutions based on mobile agent technology. Yet, it still remains to be 
shown that mobile agent based solutions not only work properly, but also efficiently. 
The literature typically takes for granted the adequate performance of mobile agents; the 
combination of agent migration and local communication is said to outperform tradi-
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tional concepts for remote communication in networks and distributed systems. Yet, 
concrete supporting evidence is hardly ever presented. To actually analyse the validity 
of this claim this thesis will take a closer look at relevant parameters of mobile agent 
performance, in particular at the migration process. Deficiencies of existing approaches 
for efficient deployment of mobile agents will be identified. However, using a theoreti-
cal model it will be shown that the alleged performance improvements can actually be 
achieved. Subsequently, a novel concept enabling dynamic decisions on the application 
and network dependent deployment of mobile agent migration will be presented and 
evaluated. 
1.2 Overview 
Chapter 2 introduces mobile agent technology and describes its main characteristics and 
potentials. Existing solutions for mobile agent deployment are examined and missing 
features which need to be provided to fully exploit the potentials are identified. More-
over, application domains suitable for mobile agent deployment are presented, including 
network and system management, the reference application in this thesis. 
Chapter 3 reviews the state of the art in network and system management. The main 
concepts are described and problems that result from changing requirements are dis-
cussed. Existing adaptations and new approaches to network and system management 
are analysed, and the need for a fundamental change of the management concept is ex-
plained. 
In chapter 4 it is shown how mobile agents can contribute to this fundamental change. It 
is demonstrated how their characteristics make them a promising technology for solving 
these problems with new approaches to network and system management. Related work 
from the literature is discussed in this context, and restrictions and shortcomings of 
these approaches are identified. These shortcomings call for a structured approach to 
mobile agent deployment in management, which is valid in the other application do-
mains not explicitly covered in this thesis, too. A service-based architecture to support 
mobile agents in network and system management as well as other application domains 
is presented. This architecture is called Mobile Agent Support Services. 
Chapter 5 focuses on the integration of the Mobile Agent Support Services approach 
into existing management solutions. On the one hand, this requires the integration of 
existing applications and non-mobile concepts into the mobile agent context. On the 
other hand, it requires adequate and controllable means of information exchange on top 
of this integration. The former will be addressed with a novel concept of proxies. For 
the latter, services for mobile agent control and communication are presented. Together 
this will yield a complete basis for mobile-agent based application development. Yet, 
two other services, which are crucial to allow the necessary complexity of such applica-
tions and to ensure their high performance, are addressed in the remaining chapters of 
this thesis. 
Chapter 6 discusses a fundamental task of network and system management – to corre-
late distributed events in order to determine underlying error conditions. This chapter 
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examines the general feasibility of complex management operations using mobile 
agents. 
The efficiency of mobile agents is addressed in chapter 7. A novel approach is presented 
which allows the efficient deployment of mobile agents even under uncertainty and in 
case of competing goals. This approach is not limited to the domain of network and 
system management, but also allows the beneficial use of mobile agents in general, i.e. 
the migration process is only exploited if this leads to a real benefit. 
Chapter 8 summarises the concepts and results presented in this thesis and tries to assess 
their impact on the generation of mobile agent based applications. Moreover, an outlook 
on future developments of this new technology is given and it is attempted to draw a 
picture of future deployment and proliferation of mobile agent technology. 
 
 

 Chapter 2 
 
 
Question: What is an Agent? 
Answer: What is a Number? 
Gerd Wagner 
2 Mobile Agents 
The days are long gone when an agent clearly denoted either someone operating on her 
majesty’s secret service or one of his opponents. Today, the notion of an agent can be 
found in many disciplines, e.g. as biological agent, which are naturally occurring, or as 
robotic agent, which is used to model natural agents for instance to explore general 
principles of intelligence. The term agent is especially widespread in computer science, 
where anything that somehow seems to be autonomous is named an agent. The inherent 
problem is that in various disciplines like software engineering, distributed systems, 
etc., the term agent is associated with different characteristics and meanings. As agent 
concepts are of high importance in all of these disciplines, people set out to define what 
precisely an agent is. However, one should not attempt to do this, as a general definition 
of an agent which covers all aspects and fits all application areas is not only unneces-
sary, but even impossible. As an analogy, [Wag96] compared the definition of agents to 
the definition of numbers in mathematics. Here, definitions of specific kinds of numbers 
capturing important cases exist, such as natural or rational numbers. But there is no 
general definition of what a number is. Databases are another analogy which underlines 
that a general definition of an agent is not advisable. There is no formal definition of 
what a database is in general, but only of specific kinds, such as relational or deductive 
databases. Similarly, the notion of an agent is meant to be a tool for modelling and 
analysing systems, not an absolute characterisation that divides the world into agents 
and non-agents [RuNo95]. Therefore, just as numbers and databases, agents are nothing 
to be generally defined, but important cases of agents should be defined separately in-
stead. 
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This thesis deals with mobile agents, a fairly new field of research. Prior to defining 
what a mobile agent is, the notion of the underlying agent concept needs to be clear. 
This chapter therefore starts with a short overview of agent definitions to be found in 
the literature. A suitable definition of an agent is given which is extended to the defini-
tion of mobile agents. This definition will be valid throughout this thesis. Then, the ori-
gin of mobile agent technology is pointed out, the main features of mobile agents are 
discussed, as well as their potential, and their application domains are identified. Novel 
approaches for mobile agent deployment, especially in network and system manage-
ment, are then developed and elaborated in the remainder of this thesis. 
2.1 Definition of Mobile Agents 
In the literature, a variety of definitions for agents can be found, ranging from general to 
specific, from brief to lengthy, from simple to demanding (see [FrGr96] for a good 
overview). This work focuses on software systems, and consequently, the term agent 
will be defined and used for software systems only, i.e. each agent is a software agent 
and thus a programme. But even with this restriction, typical definitions of agents are 
not precise: 
“An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors 
and acting upon that environment though effectors.” [RuNo95] 
This definition stresses the importance of the agent’s environment for its definition. For 
a software agent, perceiving its environment comprises e.g. the operating system, appli-
cations, as well as other agents. However, whilst each agent is a programme, the defini-
tion suggests that conversely, each programme is an agent too, as this merely depends 
on the way the interaction with the environment is defined. Other aspects need to be 
taken into consideration in order to demarcate agents from other programmes. Auton-
omy and life cycle are suitable here: 
“Let us define an agent as a persistent software entity dedicated to a specific purpose. 
‘Persistent’ distinguishes agents from subroutines; agents have their own ideas about 
how to accomplish tasks, their own agendas. ‘Special purpose’ distinguishes them from 
entire multifunction application; agents are typically much smaller.” [SCS94] 
This definition contains three aspects which are particularly important for an agent defi-
nition which the conception of mobile agents can be based upon. First, the assumption 
that agents are typically much smaller than applications does not tally with other defini-
tions of agents to be found in the literature, e.g. [Hay95, Mae95]. Particularly intelligent 
agents tend to be very complex constructs and cannot be distinguished from other appli-
cations by size [WoJe95]. With regard to mobile agents however, it is a reasonable 
characteristic, as mobility imposes a severe restriction on the size of agents. This will be 
detailed in the next section. Second, persistency is important, as an agent has to carry a 
status throughout its lifetime. Third, having an idea about how to accomplish tasks re-
quires some kind of plan or a certain amount of reasoning. Putting together the impor-
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tant characteristics, the following definition of an agent can be given, which will be 
valid in the following: 
An agent is a specific purpose software entity which acts autonomously, yet on behalf of 
a user or another agent. It is able to perceive and influence its environment, e.g. the 
operating system, applications, and other agents by communicating with these in-
stances. 
It is strongly emphasised that this definition neither prescribes nor excludes additional 
properties such as learning abilities and reasoning (typical of intelligent agents), char-
acter etc. These properties are application dependent and not of relevance in this work. 
Based on this definition of an agent, the definition of a mobile agent is now straightfor-
ward: 
A mobile agent is a persistent agent (i.e. it can outlive the application it originates 
from) which is typically limited in size and which most importantly is able to migrate, 
i.e. to suspend its execution, move to another location, and continue execution there. 
Migration is the key ability of mobile agents which offers new approaches to problem 
solving and new potentials for application design. This will be covered in section 2.3.2. 
However, migration also causes a limitation concerning size and consequently limits 
reasoning capabilities etc. of mobile agents. This will become clear in the next section. 
2.2 Mobile Agent Technology 
The foundations of distributed systems and applications were laid in 1984 when Birell 
and Nelson proposed a mechanism which allows programmes to call sub-programmes 
residing on a different machine [BiNe84]. Through encapsulation with stubs this remote 
communication is indistinguishable from local communication, i.e. a function call is 
received by a local stub which in turn handles the actual remote messaging and then 
returns the result. This mechanism which is the key to the client/server paradigm and 
which keeps the underlying remote messaging transparent to the caller is entitled 
Remote Procedure Call (RPC). Until today, this mechanism has been the basis for all 
distributed computer systems. However, in the last decade a new generation of so called 
mobile code languages emerged which viewed the network and its resources as a global 
environment in which computations take place. Rather than solely relying on the 
client/server paradigm and its RPC communication which allows clients to call func-
tions provided by servers, mobile code languages enabled the transfer of functions. 
Rather than sending data as parameters of function calls to remote procedures, which 
process these data and then return a result, it was now possible to send a function to the 
data. Mobile code languages thus support the notion of mobile code. 
2.2.1 Mobile Code Languages 
The most popular and widespread mobile code language today is Java [GoGi95, 
Sun95]. Java uses an intermediate, platform independent language called Java Byte 
Code which Java source programmes are translated to. This byte code is then executed 
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by the Java interpreter which is part of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The Java pro-
gramme can thus be executed on any hardware and software architecture which the 
JVM has been realised for  [Sun1]1.  
Another important part of the JVM is the Java Class Loader. It allows Java to exploit 
the concept of classes as it enables the loading and linking of classes which compose a 
Java programme. This is performed at runtime by the Java Class Loader, i.e. classes are 
only loaded and linked when required. Dynamic code linking is not a new technique, as 
many operating systems have supported dynamic link libraries (DLLs) even before mo-
bile code languages emerged. This process, however, was extended by dynamic linking 
of remote code. The classes belonging to a programme are downloaded from a remote 
server prior to the process of linking. A new concept of mobile code languages such as 
Java is the concept of dynamic linking of local resources. Moving classes from one host 
to another, the access to resources at the new host must be provided by linking the 
classes to them at runtime. 
Java as the most popular and widespread mobile code language raised most of the cur-
rent debate on and expectations from mobile code. Conceptually, however, Java code is 
less mobile than in other mobile code languages, because it provides weak mobility. 
Weak mobility allows programmes to be bound dynamically to code coming from other 
hosts as described above. Other mobile code languages which appeared in the mid 
nineties provide strong mobility by allowing to move both the code and the execution 
state of programmes to a new host. While alike Java, other mobile code languages like 
Safe-Tcl [Bor95], and Facile [Kna95] provide weak mobility, others like Telescript 
[Gen95], Agent Tcl [Gra96], and Tycoon [MMS94] provide strong mobility. 
However, mobile agents require a mobile agent system which provides the basic 
features for mobile agent deployment. For instance, a mobile agent system takes care of 
mobile agent transfer via its agent transfer protocol (ATP). Therefore, strong mobility 
need not be provided by the mobile code language itself when dealing with mobile 
agents. As Java is the predominant language for mobile agent systems and mobile agent 
realisations and has been used in this work too, other mobile code languages will not be 
regarded in the following. A detailed analysis and comparison of mobile code languages 
can be found in [CGP+96]. 
2.2.2 Mobile Code Techniques 
With mobile code languages at hand, different approaches to build mobile code applica-
tions emerged which can be roughly classified with the following taxonomy: 
• Remote Evaluation (REV) [StGi90]: Any client in a distributed system can invoke 
services offered by servers residing anywhere in the system by providing not only 
input data needed to perform the services like in the RPC scheme, but also by pro-
viding the code that describes how to perform the service. Remote evaluation is 
                                                 
1
  This special notation denotes a reference to a WWW source. The entire reference can be found in the 
appendix “Bookmarks”. 
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thus a transmission of stateless functions to the data which is required for a compu-
tation. 
 Code on Demand (COD) [BGP97]: The required functionality of components in a 
distributed system almost without exception changes over time. If the code imple-
menting this functionality is statically bound, then a change of functionality is diffi-
cult to achieve, as the system has to be halted and the respective component has to 
be recompiled. Instead, using mobile code, a component is able to download the 
code that performs the updated or new task from a so called “code server” and link 
this code on-the-fly. 
 Mobile Agents (MA) [CHK95]: There are two main differences which distinguish 
mobile agents as defined in section 2.1 from the two aforementioned approaches. 
First, remote evaluation and code on demand deploy stateless mobile code, whereas 
mobile agents carry along their state when migrating. Second, mobile components 
in remote evaluation and code on demand are up- or downloaded and linked by 
applications, whereas a mobile agent acts autonomously. 
Other, finer-grained taxonomies for mobile entities have been proposed, e.g. by 
[CGR00] who distinguish between mobile data (analogous to call by value), mobile 
reference (call by reference), mobile code (like applets), mobile code and store (mobile 
agents), mobile closure (migration of a complete runtime description of a computation), 
mobile code, store, and execution state (strong mobility) and mobile ambient (transfer 
of a set of running programmes). Whereas such a more detailed taxonomy can be useful 
to compare mobile entities and the related programming language support, the common 
taxonomy will be used here for the sake of simplicity. 
Mobile agent technology first emerged in the mid nineties and has grown increasingly 
popular in recent years. The remainder of this chapter focuses on the key aspects of this 
technology, especially on the process of migration, and discusses, how and where mo-
bile agents can be used and how this can be beneficial. 
2.2.3 Migration Phases 
As state-conserving migration is the key feature of mobile agents, let us first have a 
look at the main phases involved in a migration process. It is assumed that the decision 
for a migration has already been made. This process can involve different considera-
tions and techniques, which are discussed in chapter 7. The first phase of a migration 
process then is called serialisation. Here, both the classes containing the code of the 
agent and its current status are brought to a serialised form which can be transferred 
over the network. This transfer is done in the next phase called agent transfer. Depend-
ing on the underlying agent system, an agent in this phase can either carry along all 
classes it needs for execution, or merely the application specific ones. In the former 
case, all classes needed to execute the mobile agent will be directly at hand at any given 
host. The obvious disadvantage, however, is that carrying along all classes can seriously 
influence the efficiency of the migration process, as the mobile agent is considerably 
larger. This will be detailed in the examinations in chapter 7. In the latter case where 
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only application specific classes are transmitted, the remaining common classes needed 
to be provided somehow. Again, there are straightforward approaches to achieve this. 
Sharing strategies between hosts can be realised which allow original bindings of mo-
bile agents to be kept. In these approaches, references to classes on remote hosts must 
be generated. Sharing strategies have severe disadvantages. In case of network failure, 
performance seriously deteriorates or the mobile agent is even unable to continue exe-
cution. But even with a very solid and high-performance network at hand, classes can-
not be replaced or deleted unless no more remote references to these classes exist. This 
requires to keep track of all inter-host references of classes. Therefore, usually a combi-
nation of a replication strategy, where some classes called ubiquitous classes 
[Kna95, MMS94] can be provided by all mobile agent systems, and class loading is 
used. Class loading describes the process of dynamically loading remote classes on de-
mand. These classes can either be loaded from the host the mobile agent originates 
from, or from a dedicated class server. 
2.2.4 Mobile Agent Life Cycle 
With both complete code and status being present at the target host, the deserialisation 
of the mobile agent now is possible and execution can continue. The agent transfer 
protocol used for the migration process provides additional mechanisms to ensure the 
correctness of migrations. For instance, the deletion of the original mobile agent is 
guaranteed prior to invoking the mobile agent instance at the new host, in order to avoid 
multiple copies of agents. 
mobile agent
creation and
configuration
executing
migrating
suspended
returning home terminated
 
Figure 2.1: The Mobile Agent Life Cycle 
The ability to migrate and to trigger this migration autonomously allows mobile agents 
to move around in a network or distributed system while pursuing their goals. The life 
cycle of a mobile agent typically resembles the one depicted in figure 2.1. After being 
initially created and configured, the mobile agent starts execution. During its execution, 
the agent can visit different hosts and it can temporarily be suspended. Upon completion 
of its tasks, the mobile agent, possibly having returned to its original host in order to 
report results, terminates. 
2.2.5 Mobile Agent Example 
Having described the phases of agent migration and the lifecycle of mobile agents, let 
us have a brief look at the practical aspects of mobile agent implementation. Figure 2.2 
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shows the main programming steps required to programme a mobile agent with Voy-
ager [Obj]. Voyager is the mobile agent system which has been used for the evalua-
tions and prototype implementations presented in this thesis, because it outperforms 
other mobile agent systems by offering strong communication support and features such 
as support for the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [OMG1] 
and Remote Method Invocation on mobile agents. For a detailed examination of Voy-
ager and other mobile agent systems, please turn to section 2.4. 
 
IMobileAgentMini.java: 
public interface ImobileAgentMini { 
    void start(); 
    void goal(); 
} 
 
MobileAgentMini.java: 
import java.io.*; 
import com.objectspace.voyager.*; 
import com.objectspace.voyager.agent.*; 
 
public class MobileAgentMini implements IMobileAgentMini, Serializable { 
    public void start () { 
        try { 
            Agent.of(this).moveTo("//localhost:8000", "goal()"); 
        } 
        catch(Exception exception) { 
            System.err.println(exception); 
            System.exit(0); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void goal() { 
        System.err.println("-> done\n"); 
    } 
} 
 
AgentStarter.java: 
import com.objectspace.voyager.*; 
import com.objectspace.voyager.agent.*; 
 
public class AgentStarter {     
    public static void main(String[] argv) { 
        try { 
            Voyager.startup(); 
             
            // add mobility part 
            IMobileAgentMini mobileAgent = (IMobileAgentMini) 
                     Factory.create(MobileAgentMini.class.getName()); 
            System.err.println("-> start migration"); 
            mobileAgent.start();  
        } 
        catch(Exception exception) { 
            System.err.println(exception); 
        }         
        Voyager.shutdown(); 
    } 
} 
Figure 2.2: Mobile Agent Example 
Voyager supports dynamic aggregation which allows to attach secondary objects called 
facets to primary objects at runtime. Together, a primary object and its facets form an 
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aggregate which is persisted, moved, and garbage-collected as a single unit. Migration 
of agents is realised in Voyager with an Agent facet2, which allows basically any object 
which is serialisable to move autonomously. A very simple example which demon-
strates the implementation basics of mobile agents with Voyager is shown in figure 2.2. 
Three components are required for the mobile agent. First, the method signatures are de-
fined in the interface IMobileAgentMini. This interface and the java.io.Serializable 
interface are then implemented by the class MobileAgentMini. Here, the mobility facet is 
added via dynamic aggregation (Agent.of(…)). Then, the crucial function for agent mi-
gration, moveto(), is called. As first parameter, this function takes the destination agent 
system’s address. The second parameter allows to specify the method to be invoked 
upon arrival at the destination system (goal()). In this way, a mobile agent can have 
multiple entry points. Some mobile agent systems do not offer this and at the single 
point of entry, a multiple-choice statement must be used in order to determine the 
method to be executed at a particular location. 
Figure 2.2 contains the full code for a simple mobile agent example, thus not only 
showing the practical issues of mobile agent creation, but also outlining the simplicity 
of this process. The next section discusses the advantages resulting from a mobile agent 
based system development. 
2.3 Using Mobile Agents 
The immense interest in mobile agents results from their inherent potentials. In order to 
list and assess these potentials, it is necessary to be aware of how the new features intro-
duced by mobile agent technology can be deployed. Therefore, the next section classi-
fies typical ways of using mobile agents which allow to benefit from special advantages 
this technology enables. Then, the potentials offered by such mobile agent usage are 
discussed. Moreover, application domains are identified where mobile agent based 
applications can be implemented. 
2.3.1 Classification of Mobile Agent Deployment 
Whilst other approaches like [BiPa98] try to classify mobile agents by their behaviour 
and generate new names for a taxonomy of mobile agents, the following classification is 
purely driven by functionality, i.e. different ways of using mobile agents are identified. 
This is more suitable, because a classification is merely a conceptual help for under-
standing mobile agent usage and no paradigmatic regulation. Moreover, mobile agents 
are not limited to a specific type, but can actually make use of a combination of the fol-
lowing modes of deployment. 
First, mobile agents can be used for executing clearly defined tasks remotely. Take for 
instance an unsorted table located at a remote host. Searching for a specific entry, a mo-
bile agent can be equipped with a search algorithm and transferred to the remote host to 
execute the search there [BGP97]. Upon completion of the search and transmission of 
                                                 
2
  Mobile agents are realised with facets in Voyager since version 3.0. In earlier versions, mobile agents 
were created by inheriting from the Agent class. 
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the result, the agent will terminate. More complex tasks and even permanent tasks be-
long to this class of mobile agent deployment. Mobile agents can for instance be used to 
extend server functionality. Either way, mobile agents are used to provide remote 
evaluation. Migration of state and autonomy of mobile agents are not important here. 
Similarly, a specific functionality can be downloaded by using mobile agents. With a 
specific server at hand – often called an agent factory – which provides predefined types 
of mobile agents, specific functions can be requested when needed. For instance, a mo-
bile agent equipped with directions on how to investigate the structure of a local area 
network can be downloaded from an agent factory. Again, merely code is transferred 
here, not state. Autonomy of mobile agents is also not relevant. This resembles code on 
demand. In fact, the mobile agent concept includes remote evaluation and code on de-
mand. 
The most powerful class of mobile agent use, however, exploits their autonomy and per-
sistency of state. A mobile agent can for example be instructed with a specific task and 
an itinerary and can then visit all hosts listed in this itinerary to fulfil its task there. In 
the above example of searching an unsorted table for specific values, the mobile agent 
can do this consecutively on several hosts. The mobile agent’s autonomy can also be 
used here. The agent can be told which table entries to search for, without being given 
an itinerary. It then autonomously looks up all hosts relevant for its tasks and builds up 
its own itinerary. More complex and less deterministic tasks of mobile agents, e.g. 
negotiations, exploit the autonomy of mobile agents to a much greater extent. 
With practicable deployments as listed above, mobile agents form a new technology for 
realising distributed applications and can be regarded as an extension and alternative to 
the traditional client/server approach. The following sections take a closer look at the 
potentials offered by such mobile agent deployment. 
2.3.2  Potentials of Mobile Agent Technology 
The benefit of mobile agents primarily being discussed in the literature can be summa-
rised as benefit of locality. As mobile agents can migrate to remote hosts, they enable to 
avoid remote communication by replacing it with a migration followed by far more effi-
cient local communication. This is illustrated in figure 2.3. 
Host 1 Host 2 Host 1 Host 2
MA
stationary agent
MA mobile agent
mobile agent (deleted)
network traffic (migration)
network traffic (RPC)
local communication
RPC-based migration-based
 
Figure 2.3: RPC- and Migration-based Communication Scheme 
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Thus, mobile agents can help to reduce network traffic, because instead of transferring 
large amount of data over the network, functionality is transferred instead.  
Reduced network traffic is a quantitative advantage. However, in the literature this ad-
vantage is usually taken for granted without giving reasons. In order to supply evidence 
that reduced network traffic is a true potential of mobile agents, the example of search-
ing a remotely located, unsorted table for specific values shall be examined once again. 
The task is to check whether a specific value is contained in this table. In order to do so, 
the table entries need to be requested consecutively and compared to a specific value. 
The following simple analysis of the network traffic underpins the potential of im-
proved bandwidth use through mobile agents. The network traffic caused by a remote 
search on the table can be modelled as 
∑∑
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The number of columns in the table to be searched is denoted by C, the number of rows 
by R. The size of a request is Q, while P is the size of a reply. Protocol overheads must 
be taken into account, too, and are summed up as δ. Assuming a network based on the 
Internet Protocol (IP) with User Datagram Protocol (UDP) communication, which is 
better suited for single interactions than e.g. the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
which requires a connection to be set up for each request, an overhead of 20 bytes (IP 
header) respectively 8 bytes (UDP header) is given, i.e. δ = 28 bytes. Q and P must be 
multiples of 8 bytes, as they are contained in the body of an IP packet. A value of 
48 bytes is assumed for Q which is suitable for a request referencing a particular table 
on a particular host [BaPi98]. As the reply merely contains the requested value, a mini-
mum of 1 byte is assumed. The overall traffic, depending on the size of the table, i.e. on 
the number of columns C and the number of rows R, can then be calculated as 
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In case of mobile agent deployment, network traffic is generated only by the agent mi-
gration and by the return of a flag which indicates whether or not the value was found in 
the table. The network traffic can thus be modelled as 
PMTMA ++= δ . (2.3) 
The size of a mobile agent is assumed to be 8000 bytes. This is, in fact, is a good aver-
age value for a simple mobile agent in most mobile agent systems. It includes the spe-
cific mobile agent classes and all protocol overheads introduced by the agent transfer 
protocol and by the IP headers. It does not include commonly available classes and 
ubiquitous classes, which can be found at the remote host. 
It is now trivial to compute the network traffic generated by searching the table while 
using a mobile agent: 
bytesbytebytesbytesTMA 80211288000 =++= . (2.4) 
Note that the traffic no longer depends on the size of the table to be searched, as the 
table accesses are done locally. Consequently, with growing size of the table, where a 
remote search of the table is generating more and more traffic on the network, deploy-
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ing a mobile agent is far more efficient with regard to generated network traffic than an 
RPC based search. This is depicted in figure 2.4. For the sake of simplicity, the number 
of columns and rows is assumed to be equal. Judging from the quadratic growth of 
transferred bytes in the RPC based approach, it becomes evident that for instance in a 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) networks, where customers are billed according 
to the amount of traffic they generate, using a migration based approach can make a 
considerable difference. 
Mobile agents can also pre-process data and transmit intermediate results only. This is 
often called semantic compression. As an example, take a table where only the sum of 
values in separated columns are of interest. While in an RPC based approach, all values 
contained in the table need to be transferred over the network and then need to be 
summed up, this can be done locally at the remote host by a mobile agent which will 
then transmit only the summed values. 
Similarly to the reduced network traffic, execution times can be reduced by using 
migration. Other than in the comparison given above, however, local communications 
must be taken into account too, just as the delays introduced by the migration process, 
namely serialisation, deserialisation etc., see section 2.2.3. Generally, the efficiency of a 
migration depends on various factors such as number of interactions, size of data trans-
ferred over the network, size of the mobile agent, which influences the migration proc-
ess, the migration process itself, latency of the network, etc. The efficiency of migration 
in comparison with RPC-based communication and the influence of the separate pa-
rameters will be discussed in detail in chapter 7. 
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Figure 2.4: Searching a Remote Table for a Value – Two Approaches 
However, mobile agents not only offer such quantitative improvements. They also im-
prove and enable qualitative aspects of distributed system development and operation. 
The best known novelty introduced by mobile agent technology is called disconnected 
operation. In the traditional client/server approach, a client which sends a request to a 
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server is blocked until the reply becomes available. By using asynchronous communica-
tion or a sequence of one-way messages, it is possible to allow the client to continue 
processing and retrieve the result later on. However, it is left to the client to take care of 
the schedule of these consecutive requests. If requesting a result too early, the server 
will not be able to process this additional request. If requesting the result too late, the 
overall execution time of the process is unnecessarily extended. By using mobile agents, 
however, it is possible for the client to disconnect after having sent out the mobile 
agent. This agent accesses the server locally and does not depend on a network connec-
tion. Such disconnected operations are particularly valuable in wireless networks, where 
disruptive links will often cause connections to be broken, in which case results of 
ongoing client/server interactions are lost. 
Besides this innovative operational aspect, mobile agent technology also provides vari-
ous improvements for the development of distributed systems. A great benefit of mobile 
agents for distributed system operation lies in the improved flexibility. Mobile agent can 
make do without the static bindings omnipresent in client/server architectures. Whereas 
with static bindings, the replacement of specific modules of a distributed system is a 
complex tasks which in most cases requires a partial recompilation of the system as well 
as a system restart, the use of mobile agents allows their simple replacement in case of 
system changes and updates. Other examples for mobile agent benefits are improved 
robustness and fault tolerance which can be achieved by cloning of mobile agents 
[SSC+98]. Moreover, the separation of the agent environment from the underlying 
hardware and operating system specifics bear a number of advantages [BPW98]. Exam-
ples are the support of heterogeneous environments and enabling of rapid application 
development through a modular structure and high component reuse. All these aspects 
bear great potentials and are important to the future proliferation of mobile agent tech-
nology. This thesis focuses on the analysis of quantitative aspects of mobile agent de-
ployment, concerning both general aspects, as well as application domain specific ones. 
2.3.3 Mobile Agent Application Domains 
Critics of mobile agent technology frequently try to undermine the potential of this tech-
nology by bringing up the question about the killer-application. They obviously have 
not understood that mobile agents in the first place form an innovative approach to de-
signing distributed systems, similar to object-oriented programming which allows a 
more structured system design and development. And as there is no killer application 
for object-oriented programming – any programme can be realised in complete absence 
of the OO-paradigm – there is no killer-application for mobile agents either. Any appli-
cation realised with mobile agents can be built with a combination of other technologies 
too. 
However, the potential advantages discussed in the last section suggest that mobile 
agent technology can be beneficial in various application domains, i.e. outperform solu-
tions based on other technologies with regard to both quantitative and qualitative char-
acteristics. An overview of some of the application domains which can be found in the 
literature and which are being evaluated with prototype implementations is given in the 
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following, starting with application domains which will not be discussed in more depth 
in this thesis. 
Providing improved flexibility is a main issue of mobile agent deployment. Closely re-
lated is the basic idea of active networks [Ten97]. Here, service code, which is tradition-
ally placed outside the network, is moved directly to the network’s switching nodes in a 
highly dynamic manner. There are two ways of achieving this dynamic movement of 
code, both providing highly flexible and dynamic network structures. In the integrated 
approach, the transmitted data packets – called capsules – contain programme fragments 
which are read and executed by programmable switches. Alternatively, the discrete ap-
proach of active networking performs the code movement separately, i.e. as outband 
network traffic. For the second approach, mobile agents can be regarded as an enabling 
technology. [BrMa98] for instance apply mobile agents to the telecommunication ser-
vice environment influenced by the Intelligent Network (IN) architecture. 
[Gli00] proposes the deployment of mobile-agent-based architectures in the context of 
Internet telephony. For instance, mobile agents may help to provide universal access 
which is not supported by either H.323 [ITU99], or the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
[Han99], which are the principal proposed standards for Internet telephony by the 
ITU-T and the IETF respectively. In this context, mobile agents could provide an ele-
gant and network-infrastructure-independent solution.  
Mobile agents are also attractive in distributed information retrieval applications. By 
moving to the location of an information resource, the agent can search the resource 
locally, eliminating the transfer of intermediate results across the network and reducing 
end-to-end latency [BGM+99]. Recall the example given above of a mobile agent 
searching a remote table for an entry. Mobile agent deployment for information retrieval 
is particularly valuable when operating on large amounts of data. 
Service and location management in wireless networks is another important application 
domain with a high potential for mobile agent technology. In fourth generation Univer-
sal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) networks, user specific services, also 
called tailored services, will be provided in addition to a set of basic services. These 
tailored services are adjusted to the individual needs of users and they allow each user 
to access a personal communication environment from different kinds of end devices. 
This diversity of services will cause a considerable increase in signalling, which is criti-
cal in wireless networks with limited resources. By representing the users with user 
agents which reside in the backbone of the wireless network, new approaches can be 
established for service and location management [KüPa99]. 
In electronic commerce, numerous parties share information and work concurrently and 
co-operatively on objects, potentially distributed over a large scale network like the 
Internet. Client/server architectures reach their limits under such circumstances. Alle-
viation can be provided with mobile agents, which enable the meeting concept, where 
autonomous and mobile agents meet at so called marketplaces in order to negotiate and 
trade locally [Bog98]. 
There are more application areas for mobile agents, for instance multimedia systems, 
where mobile agents can be deployed for an efficient negotiation of Quality of Service 
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(QoS) parameter [OOC97], or Internet chat applications [RAS+96]. However, these do-
mains are less important, as the contribution of mobile agents is not as significant as in 
other domains. 
In wireless networks, mobile agents can have an impact not only on service and location 
management as described above, they also offer new approaches to mobile computing 
[ChSu98, BCS01]. Disconnected operations, as described in section 2.3.2, especially 
allow an innovative and efficient access to wireless networks in the presence of non-
permanent connections. In chapter 4, mechanisms for supporting mobile agent deploy-
ment in this context are presented. 
Even in the absence of performance improvements, mobile agent technology can be 
valuable for application design and implementation, merely due to the qualitative im-
provements which can be achieved. Workflow management is a good example. Existing 
workflow management systems show deficiencies concerning flexibility and adaptabil-
ity. Mobile agents can act as personal assistants performing actions on behalf of the 
workflow participants and facilitating interaction with other participants [BJP+00]. In 
[YLS+01], a concept for basing workflow management on mobile agent technology has 
been presented. 
This thesis on the one hand deals with general issues of mobile agent deployment. On 
the other hand, however, one application domain of mobile agent technology is dis-
cussed in more detail, namely network and system management, which functions as 
reference application domain in this thesis. 
Network and system management is used for evaluation purposes for the concepts pre-
sented in this thesis. Today, network and system management is based on centralised, 
client/server structures. The current and future evolution of network causes these ap-
proaches to reveal deficits, predominantly concerning efficiency, scalability, and flexi-
bility. Bearing the potentials of mobile agents in mind (cp. section 2.3.2), network and 
system management is currently being discussed as one of the most promising applica-
tion domains for mobile agents. Against this background, network and system manage-
ment has been selected as reference application domain in this thesis. It will be intro-
duced in chapter 3 and is discussed and evaluated as exemplary mobile agent applica-
tion domain in this thesis. 
2.4 Mobile Agent Systems 
2.4.1 Features of Current Mobile Agent Systems 
In order to utilise mobile agents and exploit their potential, a mobile agent system is re-
quired which provides the agent programmer with the core functionality to implement 
mobile agent based applications. This core functionality can be identified as nine sepa-
rate features [PhKa98]: 
• Mobility: The main distinction of mobile agent system from other systems is mobil-
ity of code. Mobile agent systems must provide means for basic agent mobility as 
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described in 2.2.3. More sophisticated mechanisms, e.g. for cloning of agents or for 
support of code on demand, can also be provided. 
 Portability: Platform heterogeneity is present in all application domains. Therefore, 
when designing and implementing a mobile agent system, portability of the agent 
system must be provided. Not surprisingly, most mobile agent systems have chosen 
Java as implementation language as it guarantees a widely accepted platform inde-
pendence through platform neutral byte code, see section 2.2.1. 
 Communication: Communication mechanisms are needed not only to allow mobile 
agents to communicate with each other or to interact with services in the network. 
These mechanisms are also needed for being able to control mobile agents.  
 Control: Even though they act autonomously, applications deploying mobile agent 
technology need to stay in contact with and in control of the agents. In addition to 
operations which can be executed prior to the agent leaving its host of origin, e.g. 
creation, start, etc., control of remotely located mobile agents is required via remote 
operations, in order to trigger for instance the duplication or the termination of an 
agent. Remote communication thus is a prerequisite for control. 
 Security: This sure is a crucial issue for the proliferation of mobile agents. Different 
sub-problems can be identified here. Whereas the protection of a mobile agent sys-
tem against another one can be solved with existing security measures, and whereas 
there are solutions for the protection of both the mobile agent system and mobile 
agents against other mobile agents, the most difficult problem is the protection of a 
mobile agent against a malicious agent system. 
 Resource Management: Mobile agents require access to two different types of re-
sources. First, there are lower-level resources like memory, disk, and the network, 
which the mobile agents rely on. Second, higher-level resources such as server ac-
cess, persistency, etc. must be present. Some issues concerning the lower-level 
resources can be left to the JVM, e.g. by using the Java thread facility. As part of 
the resource management, however, all access to the remaining resources must be 
regulated by the agent system to ensure an equitable distribution among mobile 
agents.  
 Service Discovery: A mobile agent not only needs to rely on resources, but also on 
services, as its capabilities are limited. The application programmer is given a much 
greater degree of flexibility, if the agent can dynamically discover required services 
at runtime. Therefore, the mobile agent system needs to provide service discovery 
and trading mechanisms. 
 Data Management: As a mobile agent carries around both its state and its code, and 
for purposes such as fault tolerance, mobile agent systems must provide a data man-
agement which regulates the persistent storage of mobile agents. 
 Identification: It is inevitable for the mobile agents to be tagged with a globally 
unique identifier. Without such an identification, communication, co-operation, and 
co-ordination of specific mobile agents is impossible. Mobile agent systems must 
present an identification scheme for generating and looking up such globally unique 
identifiers. 
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2.4.2 Mobile Agent System Types 
Since mobile agent technology was first introduced, numerous mobile agent systems 
have appeared, which – to a different extent – provide the features discussed above. 
According to their design and implementation, three different classes of mobile agent 
systems can be distinguished. 
First, a mobile agent system can be realised by creating a specialised language. This lan-
guage contains special features which provide the requirements of mobile agent sys-
tems. Examples for such languages are Wave [Sap95] and Obliq [Car95]. However, 
as this approach is philosophically different from the widespread mobile agent 
approaches and from the approach followed in this thesis, it will not be discussed here 
any further. 
Mobile agent systems can also be realised as operating system services or as an exten-
sion to the operating system. In this way, existing OS features can be taken advantage 
of. TACOMA [JRS95] is an example of such a mobile agent system which makes oper-
ating system services accessible via a scripting language. 
Most commonly, however, mobile agent systems are realised as application software, 
i.e. a mobile agent system used as a basis to implement applications is itself an applica-
tion which runs on top of the operating system. Here, two sub-classes of mobile agent 
systems can be distinguished. In the first class, the mobile agent system consists of a 
scripting language with an interpreter and runtime support. Examples of this type of 
agent system are Agent Tcl [Gra96] and ARA [PeSt97]. This class is often referred to as 
strongly mobile systems, because of the tight integration of mobility as a language fea-
ture, compare section 2.2.1. 
In contrast to this integrated form of mobility, most mobile agent systems are weakly 
mobile systems provide mobility in a less integrated form. In Java-based systems, this is 
done with external classes. Examples for this type of agent system – which will be dis-
cussed in the following – are Aglet [LaOs98], Concordia [WPW+97], AMASE 
[PLK+99]2, Mole [BHR+98], Odyssey [Gen1], Swarm [KRS99]3, and Voyager 
[Obj], which are all Java-based. A considerable number of other mobile agent sys-
tems exists. Aglets [LaOs98], AGNI [RBM00], Grasshopper [BäMa99], JAMES 
[SSS+99], Magenta [SaMo98b], NOMADS [SBB+00], and SOMA [BCS00a] are some 
more examples of popular ones. 
Here, it is not possible to present an exhaustive listing of all agent systems in industry 
and research. An attempt to list all known mobile agent systems is made by the Univer-
sity of Stuttgart where the Mobile Agent List is located [MAL]4.The entries in this 
site are made and maintained by the authors of the mobile agent systems themselves. 
Although many of these mobile agent systems deal with interesting aspects of mobile 
agents, the selection of agent systems focused on in the following covers the main fea-
tures. 
                                                 
3
  AMASE has been developed based on the mobile agent systems JAE [PKL97] and Swarm. 
4
  Currently, the Mobile Agent List holds 72 entries. 
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2.5 Classification of MAS Features  
When looking at current mobile agent systems, it becomes obvious that some of the 
aforementioned features have been quite well understood and integrated, whereas other 
features are immature or missing completely. It has not been the aim of this thesis to 
come up with yet another mobile agent system. The focus of this work has rather been 
twofold: 
• To determine and improve those features of mobile agent systems which need fur-
ther development. 
 To identify new features which are required for mobile agent applications by 
examining the deployment of mobile agents from the application point of view. 
Concerning the nine identified features, a closer study of current mobile agent systems 
has identified only four of them as being sufficiently targeted by at least one existing 
solution. These four features are mobility, portability, resource management, and identi-
fication. Two features need to be addressed more clearly and require extensions, namely 
service discovery and data management. The remaining three features – security, com-
munication, and control – need to be conceptually improved. The following sections 
discuss the results of this classification of features and also identify new features which 
have been identified as currently missing in mobile agent systems, but which are re-
quired for deploying mobile agents efficiently and successfully. 
2.5.1 Sufficiently Addressed Features 
2.5.1.1 Mobility 
Most agent systems address mobility through the use of an agent transfer protocol on 
top of TCP, which allows them to transport agent code and state. Most Java based agent 
systems use Java language features such as Remote Method Invocation (RMI), object 
serialisation, and reflection5 extensively for this purpose. The main drawback of these 
approaches lies in the proprietary nature of the agent transfer mechanisms. The best 
approach has been chosen by Odyssey, where the transport layer is isolated from the 
rest of the agent system. On transport layer, RMI, the Internet Inter Orb Protocol (IIOP), 
and Microsoft’s Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) are supported. How-
ever, the major effort for providing a vendor-independent agent transfer comes from the 
Mobile Agent Facility (MAF)6 [OMG2], an OMG standardisation effort based on a 
joint submission of IBM [IBM], Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft7 [FhG], Crystaliz 
[Cry], General Magic [Gen2], and the Open Group [OPG]. As the differences 
among mobile agent systems prevent interoperability and the proliferation of mobile 
                                                 
5
  Reflection is used to provide multiple entry points for mobile agent execution after a migration. 
Compare e.g. the goal() function in the mobile agent example in figure 2.2. 
6
  The Mobile Agent Facility is often also referred to as Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility 
(MASIF). 
7  GMD FOKUS has been involved in this submission. GMD and Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft have merged 
afterwards. 
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agent technology, MAF is to enable interoperability of agent systems. It must be noted, 
however, that MAF addresses interoperability of agent systems written in the same 
language. Language independence is outside the scope of MAF. Apart from agent trans-
fer, MAF also addresses agent management, agent system types, agent and agent system 
names, and location syntax. 
2.5.1.2 Portability and Resource Management 
As mentioned above, portability is left to the underlying JVM by all agent systems real-
ised in Java. Before Java, mobile agent systems depended on an operating system spe-
cific core and on language specific interpreters for agent code. The problem of such 
approaches are performance and scalability. 
Apart from the low-level resource management of the JVM, resource management is 
still not clearly addressed in current agent systems. However, this is rather an imple-
mentation issue and omitted here. 
2.5.1.3 Identification 
Just as objects in other distribution technologies such as CORBA and the Component 
Object Model (COM), mobile agents need to be assigned globally unique identifiers. In 
connection with the ability to change host systems during execution, such a globally 
unique identification is even more important and challenging. Without identification, 
other mobile agent system features such as communication and control cannot be estab-
lished. In addition, many concepts for agent co-operation and co-ordination, which are 
discussed in detail in chapter 6, become impossible without the identification of specific 
mobile agents. Different approaches for mobile agent identification are followed by 
existing mobile agent systems. While e.g. Mole uses a DNS-like addressing scheme, 
Voyager supports a federated naming service which connects many directory services to 
a large logical directory. Very important in this context is the readability of the mobile 
agents’ addresses for agent programmers and users, a fundamental requirement for mo-
bile agent deployment in applications. A DNS-like addressing scheme supports read-
ability. A federated naming service may be highly efficient, but identification is not as 
simple. Again, taking Voyager as an example, an alias facility has been added to the 
agent identification in order to add ease of use to the federated naming service. 
2.5.2 Features Requiring Clarification and Extension 
For some of the problems concerning the use of mobile agents, suitable solutions have 
been proposed in the literature which are also addressed by the aforementioned features 
of current mobile agent systems. Other problems either still leave open issues, or require 
clarification and extensions in the features that address them. The latter are service dis-
covery and data management. 
2.5.2.1 Service Discovery 
Service discovery must be dynamical, as pointed out in section 2.4.1, as this allows to 
construct much more flexible solutions with mobile agents. As service discovery and 
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trading thus are fundamental premises of distributed systems, they are addressed by  
various approaches such as naming and trading [PaLi98] and are well understood. How-
ever, these solutions are designed for static, i.e. non-mobile components. Service dis-
covery in the mobile agent context must include mobile agent localisation, because on 
the one hand, applications require the localisation of mobile agents, and on the other 
hand, services themselves can be mobile. This is why service discovery is part of the 
MAF standardisation process. The MAF module contains two interfaces, namely the 
MAFAgentSystem interface and the MAFFinder interface. While the former defines 
agent operations such as creation, reception, suspension, and termination of agents, the 
MAFFinder interface addresses service discovery with operations for registering, un-
registering, and localising mobile agents and agent systems. It must be noted that MAF 
merely specifies the interfaces and not the underlying localisation mechanisms. Local-
isation of mobile agents is elaborated in section 5.1.1. 
2.5.2.2 Data Management 
Data management is the second feature where current solutions require modifications. 
Although current agent systems offer mechanisms for persistent storage e.g. at prede-
fined checkpoints, means for customisation are required which support mechanisms e.g. 
for security, fault tolerance, and control, as shown in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. 
2.5.3 Features that Need New Concepts 
Whereas features supporting agent mobility presented so far are either well understood, 
or require modifications, three aspects are not sufficiently solved to date. 
2.5.3.1 Security 
Security is the first feature where insufficient solutions currently hamper the prolifera-
tion of agent technology. With regard to the sub-problems of security in the mobile 
agent context, as introduced in section 2.4.1, security is unmasked as a weighty problem 
domain. In this thesis, the main focus is not on security, as the issue’s complexity re-
quires mobile agent security to be tackled as a standalone field of research. Chapter 5 
thus merely explains the main issues of mobile agent security and points to research 
activities in this area. 
2.5.3.2 Agent Communication 
Communication as fundamental means for co-ordinating and controlling distributed ob-
jects in most mobile agent systems based on Java is supported by distributed event com-
munication and message-passing mechanisms using normal Java objects. While the Java 
approach eases the portability issues related to communication, it has the strong disad-
vantage of being language dependent. With regard to mobile agent interoperability, this 
is insufficient. It is rather required to provide language- and application-neutral com-
munication mechanisms. Such an interoperable communication mechanism is presented 
in sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
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2.5.3.3 Agent Control 
The disconnected and autonomous mode in which mobile agents can operate introduce 
new aspects concerning the ability to control them. Localisation as foundation for con-
trol and as part of service discovery has already been mentioned. However, additional 
mechanisms are required which allow to handle the agents’ inability to migrate in the 
presence of unforeseen disconnections, as well as their retrieval and debugging in the 
presence of errors. Suitable mechanisms to meet these problems are introduced in 
chapter 5.1. 
2.5.4 Missing Features 
2.5.4.1 Performance 
Mobile agent technology is still fairly young and there are aspects which to date have 
either found little attention, or which have been addressed with insufficient solutions. 
As part of this thesis, one particular problem, namely the efficient deployment of agent 
migration, is examined. Related work in this area is limited to the direct comparison of 
execution times and the amount of data transferred over the network. However, it has 
been entirely neglected that the optimisation of these parameters is often in direct con-
flict with other goals an application has to meet, for instance availability and reliability. 
In addition, the non-determinism of an application’s execution in many cases prohibits 
to foresee the amount of communication required in a certain process, which makes a 
reasonable decision on the communication patterns difficult to achieve with merely 
general knowledge on communication expenditure. In chapter 7, an innovative approach 
is presented which offers new ways of solving these problems. 
2.5.4.2 Domain Specific Features – Alarm Correlation 
Whereas migration efficiency is a general problem of mobile agent deployment, there 
are other problems which arise in particular application domains and which require spe-
cial attention in the mobile agent support. The reference application domain of mobile 
agent technology in this thesis is network and system management. As an exemplary 
problem arising when aiming to deploy mobile agents in this domain, the correlation of 
alarms is examined in this thesis and is discussed in chapter 6. 
2.6 MASS – Integrating Improved and New Features 
In the above sections, mobile agent communication and control have been identified as 
two of the features for deploying mobile agents where solutions do exist, which, how-
ever, are insufficient. In addition, new features have been identified which are inevitable 
for serious use of agent technology, namely the efficient deployment of strategic mobil-
ity, and application dependent features such as the correlation of events in network and 
system management. These features are central to this thesis. However, offering sepa-
rate solutions to the individual problems is inappropriate. It is rather required to build a 
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framework which integrates all of the solutions into a whole and thus enables the prolif-
eration of mobile agents. 
This is achieved by a middleware called Mobile Agent Support Services (MASS). The 
concept of the Mobile Agent Support Services is presented in chapter 4, followed by in-
depth discussions of the improved and new features in the subsequent chapters. Prior to 
presenting the Mobile Agent Support Services, the next chapter gives an introduction to 
network and system management, which in this thesis has been chosen as mobile agent 
application domain for evaluation purposes. This introduction contains the identification 
of the main problems in network and system management. This is also necessary in 
order to understand the issues of the correlation of alarms, which is tackled as an exam-
ple of an application dependent feature for mobile agent deployment in chapter 6. 
 
 
 

 Chapter 3 
 
 
Knowing is not enough; we must apply. 
Willing is not enough; we must do. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
3 Network and System Management 
This chapter deals with network and system management, one of the main application 
domains of mobile agent technology as identified in section 2.3.3 and the reference 
application domain in this thesis. First, a definition of network and system management 
is given, because the notion of management widely varies, as this term is used in differ-
ent contexts. The functionality comprised by network and system management is pre-
sented and existing management solutions are discussed. Then, problems of network 
and system management are identified, e.g. centralisation, scalability, and heterogene-
ity. Existing approaches which try to alleviate these problems are compared and it is 
shown that while most approaches fail to address all of the identified problems, mobile 
agents are a promising technology which can be part of an integrated solution which 
solves these problems. 
3.1 Definition of Network and System Management 
In the last chapter, where mobile agent technology has been introduced and where its 
potentials has been outlined as well as missing features, a clear definition of mobile 
agents needed to be given first in order to demarcate this agent terminology from other 
existing ones. Similarly, the term management used in this thesis needs to be clearly 
specified, because this term is used in probably even more disciplines than the term 
agent. 
Generally, management is concerned with performing long term supervisory and control 
activities to ensure the continuous and efficient activity of an entity. It requires the 
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planning, surveying, and co-ordination of the resources involved in order to ensure their 
efficient and reliable operation. It is the entity which determines the type of manage-
ment. Figure 3.1 shows different types of management in a layered model [HAN99]. 
The management of business processes and services or policies is called enterprise 
management. It comprises financial, human resource, technology, and product man-
agement. Enterprise management also determines policies for IT-management, which 
consists of four different management types. 
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Figure 3.1: Types of Management 
Application management addresses applications, which can be distributed. These 
applications operate on data which can be distributed too and which is taken care of by 
information management. Information management comprises the design and main-
tenance of business data as well as the provisioning of consistent storage and accessi-
bility, as data may need to be accessed from anywhere in a globally distributed com-
pany. Applications operating on this data can also constitute general system services. In 
this case, their management is part of system management. System management 
addresses all resources of end systems, such as CPUs, storage, processes, servers, log 
files, etc. This also includes software, i.e. general services provided in a distributed 
system. Concerning the software, there is no sharp distinction between application and 
system management. Last but not least, network management takes care of communica-
tion services and network components, i.e. similar to system management, network 
management concerns both hardware components, such as hubs, bridges, routers, etc., 
as well as software components, such as protocols and interfaces. 
In this thesis, network and system management is considered as application domain for 
mobile agent technology. As most management concepts for networks and distributed 
systems are identical, the two management domains need not be considered separately 
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and typically are regarded as one. The other management layers are not tackled in this 
thesis. 
But even with this demarcation of network and system management at hand, problems 
with terminology are not solved. There are misnomers even for central terms such as 
managers and agents. A manager in the following denotes a software entity which con-
tains a certain functionality to execute network and system management tasks. To avoid 
any confusion between such programmes and humans when the term manager is used, 
people in charge of managing a network or system will be called administrators. Agents 
in management are processes running on managed devices, which can be either network 
devices or components of a distributed system. In order to avoid confusion with mobile 
agents, agent in the management context will be referred to as management agents. 
3.2 Current Management Solutions 
There is a trend towards an increased deployment of modern computer systems and 
networks in virtually all business sectors. This is particularly true for progressive, 
highly competitive, and critical applications in the field of Internet and intranet technol-
ogy. Therefore, network and system management has become a mission and business 
critical task. In this section, management solutions predominantly used today are intro-
duced. The two main protocols for network and system management today are  the 
Simple Network Management Protocol and the Common Management Information 
Protocol. Both of these protocols are used in a platform-centric manager-agent paradigm 
which will be examined in more detail later on. 
3.2.1 Simple Network Management Protocol 
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) was first issued in 1988 by the 
Internet Activity Board (IAB) and soon became and still remains the most widely 
spread management protocol, as it is a simple tool for management purposes. It bases on 
the UDP protocol suite and standardises the exchange of control and management in-
formation between a management application and management agents. The manage-
ment intelligence is held in the central management application. Commands that are 
issued to management agents via managers can be classified according to three main 
capabilities. The management application can either Get values of management agents, 
values can be Set, and agents can be notified to Trap significant events. The latter is 
an extension to the polling strategy of SNMP. Usually, a manager is to poll all relevant 
information from the management agents. This can soon become impractical or even 
unfeasible, if a large number of management agents containing a large number of values 
are to be managed. Therefore a technique called trap-directed polling has been intro-
duced, where management agents can be instructed to inform the manager of specified 
event. This will free the manager from continuous polling and reduce network load. The 
principle of the management architecture is shown in figure 3.2. 
It soon became apparent that the centralised architecture of SNMP, although being sim-
ple to implement and use, did not meet the requirements of large distributed systems. 
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The Trap operation did not provide sufficient means to deal with growing network size 
and traffic. 
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Figure 3.2: Principle of SNMP and CMIP Architecture 
Therefore SNMPv2 and the current version SNMPv3, issued in 1993 and 1998, not only 
offered more powerful Get operations like GetBulkRequest to avoid e.g. tedious 
series of single operations in order to obtain values of entire tables, they also included 
additional features for a more decentralised management. The main change was to allow 
a hierarchical management by introducing top level and intermediate level managers 
(ILM). While in SNMPv1, a central manager needed to take care of all agents, it is now 
possible for intermediate level managers to take over responsibility for sets of agents. 
Such intermediate level managers take commands from top level managers and only 
report pre-processed and condensed information. Important features for this hierarchical 
management are the Inform command for unsolicited communication, which has been 
added to the set of SNMP operations, and a manager-to-manager Management Informa-
tion Base (MIB). A detailed discussion of the evolution of SNMP can be found in 
[Sta98]. 
3.2.2 Common Management Information Protocol 
In principle, the Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) adheres to the 
same management architecture as SNMP, see figure 3.2. Both protocols follow a 
client/server approach with managers invoking operations on management agents. They 
also provide mechanisms for reporting of events by management agents. However,  
there are fundamental differences between these two management protocols. CMIP 
offers a much richer set of protocol operations both on manager and on management 
agent side [Ram98]. It is defined by the Common Management Information Service 
Element (CMISE), one of the Application Service Elements (ASE) of the Open System 
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Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model application layer. Rather than consisting of 
mere variables as in SNMP, the CMIP MIB contains real objects, offering advantages of 
e.g. encapsulation and inheritance. In addition to operations for creating, accessing, and 
deleting management agents, CMISE also offers features such as filtering and scoping 
which can be applied to these operations. In combination with the object-oriented 
structure of the MIB, these features allow CMIP management agents to do a far more 
extensive pre-processing of events and information than SNMP agents can do with the 
Trap operation. However, this also makes CMIP agents far more complex than those in 
the lightweight SNMP approach. The complexity of the overall approach has been one 
of the main reasons why until today, only few CMIP implementations have become 
available and this management protocol has found little acceptance. 
3.3 Problems of Centralised Management 
SNMP, CMIP, and related approaches to network and system management all follow a 
centralised paradigm based on the client/server architecture. These solutions require to 
gather all management functionality in a central manager. This  provides several ad-
vantages, e.g. with regard to data storage. A fundamental problem of distributed man-
agement solutions draws from the physical distribution of information, which requires 
to deal with genuine parallelism. Providing a consistent global state of the managed 
network or system, which is a vital pre-requisite for management, is a non-trivial task. 
In order to obtain an information base that always contains the latest data, it is neces-
sary to work out strategies for appropriate information updates [LLL+96]. In order to do 
so, several aspects must be taken into consideration, e.g. that intervals between updates 
on the one hand must not be too large, because otherwise the information will become 
stale, but on the other hand must not be too short, as this would cause on overload of the 
system. This problem does not exist in centralised management approaches, as no data 
needs to be distributed. However, there are a number of problems which set a limit to 
the applicability of centralised approaches and require distributed solutions, despite 
their problems like the one described above. These problems of centralised approaches 
are examined in the following sections. 
3.3.1 Complexity 
Currently, there are several ongoing processes which cause networks and systems to 
grow increasingly complex, and this complexity is one factor limiting the applicability 
of centralised management approaches. First of all, the amount of operational data that 
must be monitored and processed in real time is increasing dramatically. This is impor-
tant, because due to the platform-centric manager-agent paradigm, all of the manage-
ment information needs to be transported to the central manager. One might expect that 
this development is compensated by the increasing speed and bandwidth of modern 
computer networks. However, bandwidth remains a critical factor, as one link with low 
throughput can cause the entire traffic towards the centralised manager to be hampered. 
This is a ubiquitous problem, not only due to the proliferation of wireless links. 
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In addition, an inherent problem of centralised approaches is that in cases of congestion 
due to heavy traffic, the centralised approach can cause the situation to deteriorate. In 
order to communicate information about the origin of a congestion and enable an alle-
viation of the situation, notifications are generated which add additional load to the 
congested links, which can have the opposite effect. 
But even if transfer rates provided by networks would outgrow management needs, the 
problem remaining would be an information overflow at the manager. The required data 
needs to be explicitly requested and processed by this central manager, and even if the 
relevant data is provided without problems, in many cases the processing of this data 
can be more than the managing instance is able to handle. This is another indication that 
there should be no such thing as a central component occupying a unique, system wide 
responsibility or authority. Another reason is that the malfunctioning of such a central 
component would inevitably cause the failure of the entire system. One way of trying to 
avoid the problems involved is to replicate such a central component. This, however, 
requires complex and expensive replication techniques. 
3.3.2 Heterogeneity 
A major problem of distributed systems is heterogeneity. This includes incompatible 
(management) interfaces, programming languages following different paradigms, de-
ployment of fundamentally different operating systems, and dependence on diverse data 
structures. Not only the managed networks and systems are affected by this diversity, 
but also the management application itself, because in a distributed system, different 
management application can coexist which need to exchange information or rely on 
each others functionality. Basically, there are three ways to overcome this heterogene-
ity. 
• Multi-architectural platform: In this approach, at least one management platform 
exists which is able to connect to another management platform and to understand 
its management instructions and data. Usually this is addressed on application level, 
i.e. a management application is responsible for the translation process. Differences 
of management architectures thus have an impact up to the application level, which 
is not desirable. This approach not only leads to a coexistence of management ar-
chitectures under a common user interface. It also does not solve the problem of 
heterogeneity of the managed network and system. 
 Management gateway: This solution foresees a special management gateway which 
takes care of the translation of management protocols and the transformation of 
management information. Such a gateway in the optimal case is transparent to both 
managers and management agents, i.e. given management architectures A and B, 
where a manager of type A contacts a management agent of type B, the gateway to 
the manager will look like a management agent of type A, and for the management 
agent, the gateway will look like a manager of type B. Figure 3.3 exemplary shows 
a CMIP/SNMP gateway specified by ISO/CCITT and the Internet Management 
Coexistence Initiative (IIMC), which implements translation algorithms of the ISO 
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Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO) to the Internet Struc-
ture of Management Information (I-SMI) of SNMP. For the reverse translation, a 
gateway must be provided analogously. The gateway shown in figure 3.3 receives 
and translates information requests and management instructions from the OSI 
manager and passes the translated requests and instructions to the SNMP agent. The 
resulting answers are handled analogously. In addition, the gateway receives asyn-
chronous notifications from the management agent and passes these on to the OSI 
manager. The main tasks of the translation process are the mapping of object identi-
fications and the mapping of services. 
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Figure 3.3: CMIP/SNMP Gateway 
 Multi-architectural management agent: In the third solution, the required mappings 
are made inside the management agent. The key task here is to map local informa-
tion onto management information of different management architectures. It is thus 
not necessary to provide translations of protocols or between different information 
models. 
All three approaches address the heterogeneity of management architectures, but all of 
them fail to address the heterogeneity of the managed resources. However, a combina-
tion of the gateway and the multi-architecture management agent approach can be used 
in order to do so. The idea is to equip management agents with a CORBA interface. 
These standardised interfaces will allow all kinds of management applications to access 
the agents’ management information. The mapping to specific management protocols 
and to information models is taken care of by associated gateways. Here, the work of 
the Joint Inter-Domain Management (JIDM) Group is applied. This common initiative 
of the Network Management Forum (NMF) [NMF] and the Open Group [OPG] 
was founded in 1993. Its aim is to provide gateways between CORBA on the one hand 
and OSI- and Internet management on the other, i.e. gateways for various interoperabil-
ity scenarios are specified. The most important ones in the context of a CORBA based 
management are shown in figure 3.4. For a detailed description of the translation of 
management information and protocols, see [HAN99]. 
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The deployment of CORBA as enabling technology for network and system manage-
ment not only provides a basis of management agents with standardised interfaces 
which can be accessed by all kinds of management applications that a suitable gateway 
exists for. It for instance also enables the deployment of common methods for software 
development [Nag99] for the creation of management solutions. 
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Figure 3.4: JIDM Interoperability Scenarios 
In accordance with the idea to combine CORBA-based multi-architectural management 
agents with management gateways as specified by JIDM, the concept of MASS Proxies 
presented in section 5.2.2 will be based on management resources with CORBA inter-
faces. The MASS Proxies will extend the interfaces of the managed resources in order 
to provide additional management information and to form multi-architectural manage-
ment agents. 
3.3.3 Connectivity 
It is not only the complexity and the heterogeneity of the networks and distributed sys-
tems which cause problems for management solutions. It is the entire nature of the un-
derlying networks which is growing increasingly difficult to handle with traditional 
management approaches. As mobile communication is becoming an increasingly im-
portant part of today’s applications, problems of intermittent network connectivity need 
to be addressed by these management solutions. It has to be assured that management 
functionality is executed reliably and correctly, even if connections are temporarily lost. 
In client/server based approaches to management such as OSI- and Internet manage-
ment, loss of connectivity is not sufficiently addressed and thus an immanent problem. 
One clear indication for this problem is the transport protocol used in these management 
approaches, which is UDP. In contrast to connection-oriented transport protocols like 
TCP, UDP does not provide a reliable data transfer. Connection-oriented transport pro-
tocols foresee a connection set-up, data exchange, and closing of the connection, thus 
providing a reliable data transfer. Reliability in this context means no transmission 
errors, i.e. no erroneous transmission, no duplicates, no loss, and guaranteed sequence 
of data packets. UDP, however, merely foresees the transmission of UDP datagrams 
which are not acknowledged. The absence of a negative acknowledgements which indi-
cate that a datagram has been lost requires the applications to take care of the error de-
tection and correction. 
There are good reasons why UDP has been used in current management applications. 
First of all the information exchange is largely done with series of single operations, e.g. 
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Get and Trap in SNMP. Despite the introduction of more powerful operations which 
allow to aggregate multiple operations, this structure of information exchange mostly 
remains. Using a connection-oriented transport protocol not only requires to transfer 
more data, as datagrams are considerably larger than those of connectionless transport 
protocols. It also requires the set-up and closing of a connection even for single mes-
sages like a Trap notification. Together, this results in a large overhead. 
However, it is the development of the networks which causes UDP to become less suit-
able as transport protocol for most tasks of management applications. Although UDP 
does not guarantee the delivery of datagrams, management applications are based on the 
assumption that transmission errors hardly ever occur. So far, this assumption did not 
cause any problems due to the underlying networks. Basically, with regard to reliability, 
three types of networks can be distinguished. 
Type A: Reliable networks which are free of errors. Basically, only LANs can provide 
such a network service. 
Type B: Networks which are mostly free of errors. An example is a WAN with a 
connection-oriented protocol on network layer. 
Type C: Unreliable networks with unreliable network layer protocol. Here, packets 
can be lost and duplicated, their order can be changed. 
To date, management applications in most cases operated in networks of type A. UDP 
datagrams were hardly ever lost or unintentionally altered due to the reliable network 
service. The deployment of a connectionless transport protocol thus allowed to effi-
ciently exchange management information between management applications and man-
agement agents. Nowadays, however, the scope of management applications can no 
longer be restricted to standalone networks of type A. Business networks are extended 
and interconnected, e.g. via wide area networks with a connection-oriented protocol on 
network layer (type B), or as Virtual Private Networks (VPN) across the Internet, which 
is a type C network as it is based on IP. Other type C networks are introduced to the 
management domains by the proliferation of wireless networks. Different types of 
transport protocols exist which meet the requirements of these types of networks to a 
different extent. 
Figure 3.5 displays the hierarchy of OSI transport 
protocols. Class 0 protocols only provide the core 
features – namely connection set-up, maintenance, 
and closing, message segmentation, and error 
separation. Class 2 protocols add multiplexing 
capability to these features. Both class 0 and 
class 2 protocols can be used over networks of 
type A. Class 1 protocols, which include simple 
error recovery mechanisms, and class 3 protocols, which contain class 1 and class 2 
features, are used for networks of type B. Type C networks, however, can only be de-
ployed in connection with OSI protocols of class 4, which provide full error detection 
and recovery. 
Class 0
Class 1 Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
 
Figure 3.5: Hierarchy of 
Transport Protocols 
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Although all of the OSI transport protocols are connection-oriented, the above require-
ments are also valid for non-OSI and connectionless transport protocols. Therefore, 
management solutions addressing networks of type B and C cannot be based on UDP, 
as it does not allow error detection and recovery. 
But simply switching from UDP to TCP would not only add a considerable overhead 
for connection management, it would not solve problems like intermittent network con-
nectivity and high error rates of wireless links. Theoretically, TCP operates independ-
ently of  the underlying type of network. However, TCP implementations have been 
optimised based on assumptions which only hold for networks of type A. A good exam-
ple is the Slow-Start Algorithm used in TCP for congestion control. If packets are lost, it 
is assumed that this is due to an overload situation and the transmission rate which has 
continuously been doubled up to this point is reduced to the last value and increased 
linearly. This is to reduce network traffic and to alleviate situations of high network 
load. However, in the presence of wireless network, packets are frequently lost due to 
the network characteristics. This, however, erroneously and frequently triggers the TCP 
Slow-Start Algorithm and causes the transfer rates to drop dramatically, even in total 
absence of network overload. 
Attempts are being made to optimise the behaviour of transport protocols over wireless 
links. Most of these attempts are based on the idea of Indirect TCP (I-TCP) [BaBa95], 
where a TCP connection is split into two different connections, one from the sender to 
the base station, the other from the base station to the receiver. This allows to manage 
separate connections over more homogeneous links. Nonetheless, it is evident that the 
manifold characteristics of the different sub-networks impede or even prevent the im-
plementation of centralised management solutions. Rather than hoping for this situation 
to decisively change, management approaches need to be improved in order to cope 
with these circumstances. In the next section, such improved approaches for network 
and system management are presented. 
3.4 Improving Network and System Management 
The conclusion to be drawn from the deficiencies discussed in the previous sections is 
that it is no longer useful to centralise management processing and to restrict the role of 
management agents to collecting, pre-processing, and reporting instrumentation data 
[KaBe97]. The diminishing suitability of centralised approaches to network and system 
management is becoming more and more apparent. In October 1999, the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) has issued an internet draft [IETF99], in which it is stated 
that “This very real need to dynamically extend the management objects...” exists and 
that “It can become quite cumbersome to configure subagents ... on a particular man-
aged node”. This stresses the limits of the client/server paradigm outlined above. 
Several approaches have been made or are currently being examined to shape manage-
ment in order to meet the new requirements. An overview of these approaches is given 
in this section. 
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3.4.1 Decomposition of Management 
Size and complexity of networks and distributed systems as described in section 3.3.1 
are factors which can make it impossible to treat each component of the system as a 
separate entity. The diversity of tasks involved – including all aspects of monitoring 
states, evaluation of information, generation of goals, and accessing components for 
goal-directed modifications – and the interdependency of these tasks are other limiting 
factors. Network and system management must therefore comprise means of grouping 
related components for management purposes [FoSl97]. One way of achieving this is to 
view management as a three dimensional problem which can be structured as shown in 
figure 3.6. First, complexity is reduced by classifying management operations according 
to their functional meaning, which is shown on the y-axis (Management Functions). The 
OSI standards have introduced a classification of management functions consisting of 
configuration, performance, fault, security, and accounting management. However, at a 
level of finer granularity, this classification needs to be further elaborated due to 
common parts and dependencies [FoSl97]. 
The x-axis (Objects) specifies that management functions can be categorised with 
regard to the entities they address. This distinction is made in accordance with the 
definition of network and system management given in section 3.1. 
Management is a continuous process and covers much more than the mere operational 
lifetime of an entity. It is also concerned with the panning and design phase, with in-
stallation and set-up, maintenance, and with the evolution of an entity, i.e. with consid-
erations on the nature of an entity and structural changes for overall enhancement. The 
z-axis (Life Cycle Phases) in figure 3.6 shows these different phases of network and 
system management. 
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Figure 3.6: Decomposing Complexity 
However, this decomposition of management is not sufficient. It only addresses the 
complexity problem, and even here decomposition cannot be regarded as a full solution, 
because even the single aspects can still be arbitrarily complex. 
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3.4.2 Hierarchical Structure of Management 
One group of approaches to an improved network and system management has at-
tempted to modify and extend the most widespread management protocol, SNMP, in a 
way which eliminates some of its shortcomings. One major drawback of SNMP is its 
polling-oriented nature. All values contained in MIBs at the managed systems have to 
be accessed by the centralised manager with operations such as GetRequest, 
GetNextRequest, and SetRequest. The Trap operation for manager notification in 
case of a predefined events is not sufficient to change the overall nature of the protocol, 
compare section 3.2.1. SNMPv2 with its introduction of intermediate level managers 
made an attempt to alleviate the problems caused by centralisation by introducing a 
hierarchical management. This attempt, however, does not suffice to keep up with net-
work and system requirements. Alike decomposition, it only addresses the problem of 
complexity. Instead, a conceptually new approaches to management are required which 
also address the problems of heterogeneity and connectivity and thus enable an im-
proved network and system management. A fundamental change away from the cen-
tralised and polling-based architecture is needed. A concept which serves this purpose is 
decentralised management.  
3.5 Decentralised Management 
The key to decentralised management is the distribution of functionality. The main dif-
ference in approaches realising decentralised management is whether this distribution is 
achieved statically or dynamically. In the case of static distribution, it is determined at 
compile time which tasks are distributed and where they are executed. In the case of 
dynamic distribution, this can be flexibly done at runtime. 
The principle of distribution in network and system management can be compared with 
distribution of tasks in enterprise management. Distribution is based on the delegation 
of tasks to other entities. In Enterprise management, these entities are people, whereas 
in network and system management, these entities are managers and management 
agents. Delegation in both contexts describes the process of transferring power, author-
ity, accountability, and responsibility for a specific task to another entity. Typically, 
downward delegation can be found, i.e. tasks are delegated in hierarchies, e.g. in enter-
prise management from top-level managers to mid-level managers and to operatives. 
Upward delegation can also be found, e.g. due to illness. Co-operative entities can also 
delegate tasks horizontally, e.g. in situations of unevenly balanced work. 
In network and system management, management tasks will typically be vertically 
delegated from managers to management agents which reside at the managed resources. 
This frees the manager from this task, grants the management agents local access to the 
managed resources, thus avoiding connectivity problems and reducing network traffic. 
However, upward delegation is also necessary, because a management agent can detect 
that it is unable to execute a specific task and delegate this task back to a manager. For 
instance, a management agent can be unable to gather all information required for a 
decision process. 
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Horizontal delegation can also be found in network and system management, typically 
in distributed artificial intelligence, where co-operative paradigms are being evaluated. 
In the following sections, approaches realising static and dynamic distribution of tasks 
for a decentralised network and system management are discussed. 
3.5.1 Static Distribution 
3.5.1.1 Web-Based Management 
Web-based management (WBM) addresses the problem of heterogeneity as it aims at 
overcoming the problem given with management solutions such as SNMP that there is 
no common and easy access to management information on heterogeneous systems. 
WBM deploys internet technology, in particular web browsers, intranets, HTTP-servers, 
and the Java programming language in order to provide a complete independence of the 
underlying hardware and software. With management agents running on all devices 
(particularly SNMP agents) and with management applications being platform inde-
pendent, management information can be accessed from anywhere in the system or 
network. 
There are two main ways of realising web-based management. First, an embedded 
approach to WBM is possible. With this approach, the network and system resources 
are accessed and instructed by an HTTP-server and the underlying processes. The 
access to resources can easily be monitored with a web-browser. This approach, which 
only requires little financial investment and little effort at the start, is particularly suited 
for small infrastructures. 
The second approach relies on existing management application which can cope with 
large scale and complex networks. It is called the proxy solution to WBM and merely 
interfaces an existing functionality of a management application, which is seen as a 
proxy to the management of devices, through a web-interface. In this case, communica-
tion with resources is still based on management protocols such as SNMP. 
The use of web-browsers in both approaches to web-based management also offers the 
advantage of running parts of the management application at the client’s side by using 
Java applets, thus freeing computational capacity at the manager. This is a first step 
towards dynamic distribution of management tasks, which is discussed below. At the 
same time, this also solves the problem of software distribution and updates. Two main 
standardisation activities aim at the proliferation of WBM, namely the Web-based 
Enterprise Management (WBEM) Initiative [Tho98], realising both the embedded and 
the proxy WBM solution, and Sun Microsystems’ Java Management Extension (JMX) 
[ JMX], formerly known as Java Management API (JMAPI) Architecture, which 
provides a proxy solution for WBM. 
3.5.1.2 Management based on CORBA 
Decomposition, hierarchies, new access to management information – none of these 
approaches fundamentally changes the overall management paradigm. Although a de-
centralised and event-driven nature of management can be established to some extent, 
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the structure of management agents is always very rigid, because dynamic changes of 
functionality are not supported. Moreover, the main part of the management functional-
ity always centrally resides in one management application, while the management in-
formation is generated at the managed resources. All management solutions presented 
so far tried to close the gap between central management functionality and management 
information by transferring the information to the central functionality. In many cases – 
particularly if large amounts of information are involved – it would be more appropriate 
to close the gap by distributing the management functionality and to place it at the man-
aged resources. 
An approach towards this new conception of management which is not based on SNMP 
or a similar management protocol has been presented in [Kel96]. It aims at implement-
ing delegated management services in CORBA environments as a basis for intelligent 
agents. Rather than having a management intelligence in centralised management com-
ponents, it is isolated in objects and distributed across a CORBA-based environment. It 
can then be shared between managers and management agents as services. With this as 
an underlying architecture, tasks can now be delegated to agents with CORBAservices 
such as the Externalisation Service, which allows to flatten objects into streams, and the 
LifeCycle Service, which offers a copy and move operation for objects. 
This approach displays some parallels with the new approach to network and system 
management presented in this thesis. It bases on CORBA to address heterogeneity 
problems, and it aims to reduce complexity by distributing the management functional-
ity as services. However, although it foresees the rudimentary delegation of tasks to 
management agents, connectivity is not sufficiently addressed. Moreover, the transfer of 
object in CORBA is very inefficient. In the following, better approaches towards the 
dynamic delegation of management tasks are presented which lead to the MASS archi-
tecture as a basis for an improved network and system management. 
3.5.2 Dynamic Distribution 
As shown in section 3.3.3, I-TCP has been the basis for solutions which try to address 
connectivity problems. The main idea is to isolate the disruptive link and to solely ad-
dress the related problems on this link. But it would be even much better if the problems 
were avoided, rather than isolated. The last two sections have shown how static distri-
bution of management tasks can help to do this. An even better way to achieve this is to 
dynamically distribute management tasks by delegating them to the management agents. 
These tasks can then be executed directly at the managed resources, rather than at a 
distant, central management application. In order to do so, means must be provided to 
dynamically delegate the management tasks in the network. 
3.5.2.1 Remote Monitoring 
An approach which is often used in connection with SNMP is called Remote Monitor-
ing (RMON). RMON is used to observe particular network segments. For this purpose, 
RMON probes are integrated with network components. These probes collect specific 
network related data, such as the number of packet collisions, the amount of transferred 
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data, etc. A special MIB is used to store the data which has been collected by the 
probes. Given such RMON probes, an SNMP manager can now specify tasks for these 
probes and later poll the pre-processed data. The manager will only be informed in case 
of configurable events. Thus, a continuous surveillance of the network components can 
be realised without permanent polling of the manager. The concept of RMON probes 
also allows for a proactive management. Rather than merely reacting to problems after 
they have been discovered through polling, problems can be detected while they arise 
and their consequences can be reduced. 
In accordance with [MZH99], it can be stated that RMON allows delegation by micro-
task, i.e. it allows to delegate the tasks of pre-processing on static MIB variables. 
Although this frees the manager from constant polling of these variables, it still requires 
the transfer of the aggregated data to the central manager. Consequently, it does not 
solve the problems discussed in section 3.3, because if for the instance connection be-
tween a manager and a management agent which includes a wireless link is lost, the 
management agent may have aggregated valuable information. This information must 
nonetheless be transferred to the manager, and in the case of disconnection it cannot and 
might have become out of date by the time the connection is re-established. Therefore, 
what is required is a delegation by macro-task, i.e. the control of an activity is entirely 
delegated to the management agent. This allows to solve the problems of connectivity, 
e.g. the continuation of task execution despite a lost connection. 
In addition to the limitation of delegation by micro-task, RMON probes also cannot be 
uploaded to agents dynamically. It is not possible to provide delegation by macro-task 
by trying in advance to include all code required for the delegation in the management 
agents. This attempt must lead to overweighted agents and does not scale. The growing 
system complexity causes the need to observe countless parameters and to provide a 
continuously changing functionality. Recently, in the internet draft mentioned above 
[IEFT99], the IETF has therefore initiated the development of a standard protocol for 
dynamic MIB extension, called AgentX [IETF99]. Although this is a first step towards 
delegation by macro-task, the challenge remains to equip management agents with more 
autonomy and more functionality than a mere collecting, pre-processing, and reporting 
of instrumentation data in order to meet all of the requirements. Means must be pro-
vided to dynamically move the entire control over a task to another entity. The best way 
to do this is to move the entire management agent, which holds this control, to the man-
aged resource. 
3.5.2.2 Management by Delegation 
A solution supporting the moving of management agents has been introduced with 
Management by Delegation (MbD). This language-independent approach is based on 
the concept of elastic servers. The main feature of such an elastic server is the ability to 
support translation and dynamical linking of delegated agents, i.e. delegated agents are 
executed as threads inside the elastic server on the destination host. In order to do so, 
elastic servers are realised as multithreaded processes with a programme code and a 
process state that can be modified dynamically on execution. A delegation protocol 
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must be specified to support the transfer of an agent’s code to the elastic servers. A 
three-layered architecture of the elastic processing runtime environment is presented in 
[GoYe98]. 
While means for delegation of macro-tasks, which were missing in the approaches dis-
cussed before, are given by Management by Delegation, a lack of autonomy of the dele-
gated agents side hinders this management concept from appropriately addressing con-
nectivity problems. This is due to the fact that the management agents need to be 
instructed and co-ordinated explicitly. This deficit can be overcome by introducing mo-
bile agent technology to network and system management, which allows to realise this 
missing autonomy. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has defined network and system management and has outlined its impor-
tance as application domain for mobile agent technology. An overview of existing man-
agement concepts has been given and the deficits of these concepts have been pointed 
out against the background of ongoing developments in network and distributed system 
technology. It has been shown that decentralisation and delegation of management 
functionality are key requirements and that autonomy of management agents is impor-
tant to address all problems of network and system management, namely complexity, 
heterogeneity, and connectivity. The previous chapter had shown that mobile agents 
display crucial characteristics in this context. The application of mobile agents to net-
work and system management will be elaborated in the next chapter. 
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Why should my agent 
do anything for your agent? 
Jeff Kephart 
4 MASS for Mobile Agent Based Management 
The discussion of mobile agents characteristics in section 2.2 has revealed numerous 
potentials this technology has to offer. In the last chapter, requirements of network and 
system management have been presented and shortcomings of current solutions have 
been identified. As the potentials of mobile agents match the requirements of network 
and system management and in addition provide means to overcome its shortcomings, 
mobile agent technology promises to offer improved solutions for network and system 
management. Current research efforts on mobile agent deployment underline the valid-
ity of applying this technology to network and system management. These research 
efforts address various aspects such as intelligence and organisation and will be pre-
sented in the first section of this chapter. However, on the one hand there are several 
aspects and problems of mobile agent technology which these efforts do not address. On 
the other hand, solutions for the aspects that are covered by these efforts often do not fit 
together, as a common framework is missing which allows to integrate the solutions and 
to develop all of the benefits this new technology promises to offer. 
Network and system management functions as application domain and driving force for 
the development of mobile agent solutions in this thesis. After an overview of existing 
mobile agent solutions for network and system management, existing management 
paradigms including mobile agent based management are classified in this chapter. Re-
sulting from this classification and from the shortcomings of the different approaches, 
an agent middleware called Mobile Agent Support Services is introduced which allows 
to integrate solutions to the aforementioned problems. In particular, the focus is on 
issues which current mobile agent systems as well as mobile agent research projects 
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either address insufficiently or which they fail to address. These features have been 
identified in sections 2.5.2 to 2.5.4. The features which need clarification and improve-
ments are discussed in detail in chapter 5 – namely mobile agent integration, communi-
cation, and control. Two main features which to date are missing in mobile agent solu-
tions, namely strategic agent migration and agent based correlation of events in network 
and system management – the latter being an example of an application domain specific 
feature – will be evaluated in depth in separate chapters (6 and 7). 
By providing services for the individual features which aim to support mobile agents, 
the Mobile Agent Support Services address an inherent problem of mobile agents: com-
plexity. As already indicated, mobile agents have severe restrictions, predominantly 
with regard to size and complexity. These restrictions are compensated by the Mobile 
Agent Support Services. 
4.1 Mobile Agents in Management - Related Work 
Network and system management is one of the most promising fields for mobile agent 
application, as pointed out in section 2.3.3. This is reflected by the large number of re-
search projects which are carried out in this field. Some of these projects strive to evalu-
ate in more detail how suitable the application of mobile agent technology to network 
and system management is in general, for instance [BGP97, BPW98]. These considera-
tions rarely introduce new aspects to the overall topic. Other projects have a special 
focus, e.g. which kind of intelligence can be provided by mobile agent solutions 
[SMB97] and which organisations of autonomous mobile agents are possible [WBP98]. 
As mobile agent technology has been introduced in detail in chapter 2 and its relevance 
to network and system management has already been pointed out in the last chapter, in 
this section, the focus is research projects with a special focus. A – non exhaustive, but 
representative – overview of these research projects is given, highlighting their specific 
innovative approaches and contributions. 
4.1.1 Perpetuum Mobile Procura Project 
As part of the Perpetuum Mobile Procura Project [Per] carried out at University of 
Carlton, Canada, important aspects of mobile agent technology have been addressed. 
From the conceptual point of view, an application-oriented taxonomy has been pre-
sented which followed the terminology of an applet and which classified mobile agents 
according to their task, thus introducing servlets, extlets, deglets, netlets, and piglets 
[BiPa98]. The project has aimed to identify application scenarios for all of these types 
of mobile agents. The main aim, however, has been to introduce so called plug-and-play 
networks [BiPa97], where newly added resources are automatically detected and con-
figured with the help of mobile agents. Once a resource has been added to the network, 
a mobile agent delivered with this resource starts a network discovery and then migrates 
to a dedicated host in the network and initiates the initialisation and configuration proc-
ess for its resource. This concept is similar to JINI [Sun2], but it also offers the 
modular extension of services offered by resources as the corresponding mobile agents 
can easily be updated and exchanged [BRP+98]. 
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The primary application domain for the concepts of the Perpetuum Mobile Procura 
Project is network management [BPW98]. Concepts evaluated in the project have been 
directly applied here. It has for instance been attempted to equip mobile agents with a 
learning ability and apply this e.g. for fault localisation in distributed networks 
[WhPa99]. However, the project has not managed to introduce the proactive manage-
ment it has aimed at. Moreover, self-organisation as an important aspect not only of 
plug-and-play networks has been examined. A swarming approach of ant-like mobile 
agents has been taken for the path-finding problem in networks [WPO98]. This is rele-
vant for the swarming approach to alarm correlation presented in section 6.2. 
Together with work on other aspects of mobile agent deployment in network manage-
ment, e.g. configuration management of ATM networks [PLB+98], the Perpetuum Mo-
bile Procura Project has been one of the pioneering projects in mobile agent technology. 
4.1.2 GTA 
The work of the Grupo de Teleinformática e Automação at the Universidade Federal do 
Rio de Janeiro [GTA] focuses on performance and scalability of mobile agent tech-
nology in network management. Important parameters of mobile agent performance like 
response times and sensitivity to network latency are examined [RDP00a]. With regard 
to the scalability of mobile agent solutions, a lower and an upper bound of successive 
hops of a mobile agent itinerary are determined which should ensure the feasibility and 
the performance of large scale management solutions [RuDu99a]. By forcing mobile 
agents to return home when reaching the upper bound and thus breaking their itinerary 
into parts, the complexity is supposed to be addressed. This relates to the work pre-
sented in chapter 7, where a more flexible approach to these problems is presented. 
4.1.3 SOMA 
The Secure and Open Mobile Agent (SOMA) project [Som] at the Università di 
Bologna, Italy, examines mobile agent technology with the help of a programming envi-
ronment of identical name [BCS+99], the focus primarily being on security and interop-
erability. The former is approached not only with general thoughts on security issues of 
mobile agents [CMS99a] like in many other projects, but also with a security model and 
in particular with various tools and mechanisms to build and enforce flexible security 
policies. For instance, a certificate status validation service, which is essential for ena-
bling public key infrastructures, is provided which is required for secure mobile agent 
deployment and which is also based on mobile agents [BCL+00]. The execution of mo-
bile agents which have arrived from an unknown host and which constitute a potential 
thread can be secured with the help of a declarative specification in the language 
Ponder. This specification language allows to transfer the defined policies into an im-
plementation of the Java security architecture [CLM+00]. The extended security archi-
tecture of Java 2 which replaced the former sandbox model allows downloaded code to 
perform any kind of operation, depending on its source location and signature. The in-
tegrity of mobile agents in open environments, to give another example, can be ensured 
with mechanisms which are either based on a trusted third party entity, or on a distrib-
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uted protocol [CCM+99a]. Special attention in the SOMA project is paid to the 
deployment of mobile agents in the Internet. In [CMS99b], for instance, the above in-
tegrity protocol is applied to the Internet as a distributed multiple-hop integrity protocol. 
The Internet also plays an important role with regard to the second focus of SOMA, 
interoperability. It is attempted to overcome the barriers of heterogeneity by providing 
compliance with CORBA and MAF [BCC+99]. SOMA’s basic functions have been 
extended to achieve this, on the one hand with CORBABridge modules which simplify 
the design of SOMA entities as CORBA clients and servers, on the other hand with 
MAFBridge modules which by default implement the basic functionality for agent man-
agement and naming [BCS00b]. 
The above concepts and tools have been applied to various application domains, e.g. e-
commerce [CCM+99b], mobile computing [BCS01], and QoS in multimedia applica-
tions [BCM01]. Various aspects of network management have been covered, e.g. web-
based management [BCS+99] and monitoring and automation in system management 
[CST98]. Altogether, the work of the SOMA project has an important impact on mobile 
agent technology. For this thesis, the project’s approaches to interoperability in network 
management are particularly valuable as related work to the concepts presented in sec-
tion 5.3. 
4.1.4 Management in Telecommunications with JAMES 
The project JAMES [Jam] of the University of Coimbra, Portugal, concludes the list 
of exemplary research projects which deal with mobile agents in network and system 
management. Much alike SOMA, JAMES addresses interoperability of network man-
agement solutions, focusing on the management of telecommunication networks 
[SSS+99]. In particular, the JAMES platform provides support for SNMP in a bi-direc-
tional way, leading to three distinct services, namely interaction with local and remote 
SNMP agents, access to mobile agent based services from legacy applications, and a 
service allowing legacy applications to manage the JAMES platform itself [SRS+99].  
4.2 Taxonomy of Management Paradigms  
Different approaches to network and system management exist, as presented in the last 
chapter, which are based on the centralised paradigm. Although efforts are made to find 
alleviations for the inherent problems of centralised solutions in expanding networks 
and systems, the attention is drawn to new approaches which aim to address these 
problems in a conceptually different way. The previous section has listed efforts which 
deploy mobile agent technology in order to provide network and system management 
which has been improved with regard to specific characteristics such as autonomy and 
organisation. However, all of these approaches also display deficits which in most cases 
are caused by the restrictions of mobile agents with regard to complexity and efficiency. 
It can thus be stated that mobile agents are a promising technology, not only for net-
work and system management, but also that a solution is required which allows to ad-
dress their deficits. The aim of this thesis is to efficiently deploy mobile agents in net-
work and system management, as the solutions involved can be transferred to other 
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domains, thus contributing to mobile agent proliferation in general. In order to find a 
good mobile agent based solution for network and system management, it is required to 
categorise the existing approaches, because this allows to spot their deficits and to de-
termine how these can be avoided with mobile agents. This will be done with an appro-
priate taxonomy. 
4.2.1 Related Taxonomies 
In [MaZn97] a simple taxonomy has been introduced which allows to classify manage-
ment paradigms according to their degree of distribution and co-operation. Although 
this taxonomy provided a solid foundation to distinguish between management ap-
proaches with regard to these characteristics, it was not sufficient, because many 
approaches, which were substantially different in many other ways, could not be distin-
guished if they were similar with regard to these two characteristics. Therefore, the tax-
onomy was elaborated in [MZH99], introducing additional criteria. These criteria are 
delegation granularity, which expresses the way tasks can be delegated to the distrib-
uted components, semantic richness of the information model, degree of automation, 
and degree of specification of tasks. In this taxonomy, the criteria are coupled in two 
pairs. Delegation granularity is coupled with degree of automation and semantic rich-
ness with degree of specification of tasks. This coupling of criteria must be seen as a 
limitation of the model, as it does not allow to specify parameters coupled in pairs sepa-
rately. 
Nonetheless, with the help of this taxonomy it has been found out that there is no win-
all solution. Different technologies are good at managing different networks and differ-
ent systems, or put in other words, all technologies display deficits. Both centralised and 
distributed technologies have been examined with the taxonomy. Whereas the group of 
centralised and the group of distributed technologies display conceptually different 
problems, a problem common to all technologies is interoperability. Even network and 
system management solutions which performed best with regard to the four criteria 
were limited in the way they allowed to interact with other solutions. The aim therefore 
is not only to find a new solution which provides remedies for the problems other solu-
tions have, but also to make sure that this solution enables the integration with existing 
solutions. 
4.2.2 An Extended Taxonomy Including Mobile Agents 
The solutions for network and system management that have been evaluated with the 
above taxonomies comprised mobile code, but not mobile agents. The difference be-
tween these two technologies, especially in their potentials, has been discussed in sec-
tion 2.2.2. In order to find an improved solution for network and system management, 
the taxonomies have to be modified to emphasise the aspects of distribution and to al-
low the examination of mobile agents too, while bearing in mind their potentials, com-
pare section 2.3.2. In the following, a new taxonomy is introduced which adopts criteria 
from the above taxonomies and includes new ones. The new criteria are motivated by 
the examination in the last chapter of existing mobile agent solutions for network and 
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system management. Please recall the notion of a management agent given in section 
3.1, which is different from a mobile agent. 
The extended taxonomy is based on the fundamental aspect of the new management 
solutions which promises to solve the problems inherent to centralised approaches: their 
degree of distribution. Four criteria, which in contrast to the above taxonomy are kept 
independent, have been linked with this criterion to form a new taxonomy: 
• Autonomy of management agents: In the last chapter, the importance of a dynamic 
delegation of tasks to management agents has been pointed out. The autonomy of 
management agents describes to which extent the delegation of a task allows the re-
cipients of the delegated task to autonomously fulfil it. 
 Flexibility of management agents: This criterion has been adopted from the original 
taxonomy. It is inevitable, as the growing scale of networks and systems requires 
the automated processing of tasks by the management agents, rather than transfer-
ring all data to a central manager, in order to be able to cope with this scale. This 
also enables autonomously acting management agents and avoids connectivity 
problems described in section 3.3.3. 
 Overall automation: Modern networks are becoming more and more flexible, e.g. 
due to wireless links, and their configuration and set-up change at runtime. Ad-hoc 
networks [MaCo98] are one example of such a type of network. Therefore, it is of 
growing importance that the network and system management solutions are able to 
adopt to these changing requirements at runtime, too, and management solutions 
are divided into some which can, and other which cannot. 
 Overall capability: Not only are the requirements of management solutions grow-
ing with regard to flexibility, but also with regard to their sheer complexity. It must 
therefore be examined, how complex solutions can become if based on specific 
paradigms, because if these paradigms fail to address this complexity, they are not 
capable of managing the networks and systems. 
This taxonomy has been chosen, because it visualises crucial factors of management, 
namely autonomy, automation, flexibility, and capability, and because it allows to 
examine these criteria independently, while at the same time enabling the intuitive cate-
gorisation of management paradigms. Most importantly, it clearly separates centralised 
and distributed paradigms. The taxonomy has been applied to common management 
approaches as described in the last chapter as well as to mobile agent based manage-
ment. The results are shown and explained in the next section.  
4.2.3 Taxonomic Evaluating of Management Paradigms 
In this new taxonomy, distribution as key criterion is individually linked with each of 
the four criteria introduced in the last section. The upper left diagram of figure 4.1 dis-
plays the degree of distribution and the autonomy of the examined management solu-
tions. SNMPv1 shows a very low degree of distribution – recall that all management 
information is transferred to a central manager – and at the same time uses very simple 
management agents which merely collect the data for transfer to the central manager. 
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Responsive action to events is not taken by the management agents, they only report to 
the central manager. SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 allow hierarchical structuring of intermedi-
ate managers and thus provide at least some relief from centralisation. With regard to 
autonomy of management agents, however, the newer versions of SNMP do not display 
any improvement. In order to equip the management agents with some degree of auton-
omy, remote monitoring can be used. As described in section 3.4, RMON allows the 
pre-processing on static MIB variables and thus delegation by micro-task. In combina-
tion with SNMP, an improvement of both distribution and autonomy can thus be 
achieved. 
All approaches following a distributed paradigm – distributed objects, intelligent agents, 
and mobile agents – consequently support distributed management solutions up to a 
very high degree of distribution. With regard to autonomy, distributed objects have 
limitations, as they do not support the delegation of tasks, i.e. distributed objects can 
only address tasks automatically which have been specified and which have been ad-
dressed with the installation of the corresponding code at runtime. Assignment of new 
tasks, however, can be taken care of autonomously both with intelligent agents, where a 
description of the task can be sent to an agent which will be able to understand this task 
and execute it, and with mobile agents, which can carry a task to a destination and exe-
cute it there. 
It is this flexibility of management agents, too, which enables a very high degree of 
automation of management solutions based on intelligent and mobile agents. This is 
shown in the upper right diagram of figure 4.1. Given specific circumstances, the 
delegation of appropriate tasks to the distributed agents allows to automatically treat 
these circumstances. The key aspect here is that tasks can be delegated at runtime. If for 
instance a new node is added to an existing network, this can automatically be detected 
and either a newly created mobile agent – which possibly came to existence through 
cloning – is send to this specific node, or the required tasks for this node are taken over 
by an intelligent agent on a neighbouring node. To some extent, this may be achieved 
with delegated objects too which might cooperate in order to reach a certain level of 
automation. For centralised solutions, however, automation of management agents is 
difficult to achieve. 
The degree of distribution and the ability to delegate tasks not only affects the auton-
omy of management agents, but also their flexibility. Centralised solutions have disad-
vantages with regard to flexibility, which can be seen in the lower left diagram of fig-
ure 4.1, because the inability to delegate tasks at runtime prohibits flexible adaptations 
to changing requirements. Intelligent agents and distributed objects may offer some 
improvement here, e.g. by planned replication of functionality and a distribution of 
tasks over the replicated entities according to current system parameters. But only mo-
bile agents with their ability to migrate, clone, and execute without static bindings can 
provide true flexibility at runtime. 
Whereas the three diagrams discussed so far have shown that network and system man-
agement based on mobile agents outperforms most other management solutions and 
evenly matches the best alternatives, it is the limited capability of the individual mobile 
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agents which represents the main drawback of this technology, as shown in the lower 
right diagram of figure 4.1. Although many tasks can be broken down into subtasks 
which can then be executed by individual mobile agents or by groups of cooperating 
mobile agents – this will be discussed in depth in chapter 6 – not all tasks can. At the 
same time, the migration process imposes limitations on mobile agents concerning size 
– detailed examinations will be made in chapter 7 – and consequently concerning their 
capability, i.e. one mobile agent cannot be assigned an arbitrarily complex task. 
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Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of Management Paradigms 
This is why there are tasks in network and system management which cannot be 
efficiently addressed by mobile agents alone. For centralised solutions, capability is no 
problem, as in the centralised component, arbitrarily complex algorithms can be 
executed and it is rather the centralised nature of the approach which will cause a 
bottleneck and limit the scalability. Intelligent agents and distributed objects alleviate 
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this bottleneck through decentralisation, while at the same time also allowing more 
complex algorithms due to their stationary nature. In summary, the four diagrams of 
figure 4.1 thus state that even if mobile agents are included in the taxonomy, there still 
is no win-all situation. 
This thesis presents an approach which allows to exploit the advantages of mobile agent 
technology for an improved network and system management, while at the same time 
avoiding the limitations imposed by this new technology. The idea is to find a way 
which allows to improve the capability of a mobile agent based approach without re-
ducing the high level of mobile agents with regard to the other three criteria. To put it in 
other words, in order to improve the capability of mobile agent based solutions and dis-
card the only limitation they display in this taxonomy, it is necessary to somehow com-
bine the mobile agent characteristics of being flexible, autonomous, supporting automa-
tion with the capability of the – both centralised and distributed – stationary compo-
nents. This is what the MASS architecture aims at. The distributed Mobile Agent Sup-
port Services provide functionality to the mobile agent which these cannot contain due 
to their restrictions, while the potential of mobile agent can still fully be exploited. The 
overall aim of this approach is to get out of the no-win-all situation and provide a basis 
for successfully deploying mobile agents in all of their application domains in general, 
and to provide a powerful solution to network and system management in particular. 
The following section examines which requirements the Mobile Agent Support Services 
must fulfil in order to reach this aim. 
4.3 Requirements for the MASS Architecture 
First and foremost, the Mobile Agent Support Services have to comprise the appropriate 
services corresponding both to the general issues of mobile agent deployment, and to 
particular requirements of mobile agents application domains like network and system 
management. Special attention in this context has to be paid to the features examined in 
sections 2.5.2 to 2.5.4. It is crucial to address these issues in a manner which ensures 
that technical hurdles which currently hamper the proliferation of mobile agents are 
overcome. 
Take performance of mobile agents as an example for such a technical hurdle. In the 
absence of network disconnections, mobile agents often take longer to accomplish a 
task than more traditional implementations, since the time savings from avoiding inter-
mediate network traffic can be smaller than the time penalties for slower execution of 
Java byte code compared to binary code and for the migration overhead. The same goes 
for network traffic too. Basic examinations, like in section 2.3.2, have shown that – 
depending on the number of communications – a break even point can be reached where 
migration becomes beneficial with regard to transferred data, compared to remote com-
munication. Analogous results can be generated for execution times. However, in order 
to be able to predict if a break event point will be reached for a non-deterministic se-
quence of communications, application specific and dynamic parameterisation are re-
quired. Otherwise, this result cannot be achieved or made use of reasonably. The 
support of the decision process, in particular the provisioning of the parameterisation, is 
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exemplary for a key issue of the Mobile Agent Support Services. It will be elaborated in 
depth in chapter 7. 
Moreover – sticking with the example of mobile agent performance – general progress 
concerning performance is an important input in this context. [MMB+97] discuss tech-
niques for performance improvements for mobile agents, such as just-in-time-compila-
tion and software fault isolation. From these techniques, [KoGr99] draw the conclusion 
that eventually, these efforts will lead to a system in which accepting and executing a 
mobile agent involves only slightly more load than if the machine had provided the 
agent's functionality as a built-in, natively compiled procedure. An agent middleware 
offering support concerning performance aspects thus needs to guarantee a degree of 
flexibility which allows the straightforward and easy upgrade whenever technological or 
implementation improvements become available. Moreover, new features need to be 
easily integrated. 
Similar to flexibility, scalability of the Mobile Agent Support Services must be given in 
order to allow mobile agent solutions in large scale projects. Other issues are portability 
and standardisation, because on the one hand, code must be portable across mobile 
code systems, and on the other hand, it is unreasonable to expect that the mobile agent  
community will agree on a single mobile agent system. 
Last but not least, security is a crucial issue for mobile agent proliferation. Basically, 
today it is already possible to provide a mobile agent system that adequately protects a 
machine against malicious agents [Che98]. However, other security problems are still 
open issues, like protecting machines without artificially limiting agent access rights, 
protecting an agent from malicious hosts, and protecting hosts which are not under a 
single administrative control. 
4.4 Providing Functionality via Services 
In chapter 2, existing mobile agent systems have been examined. Required extensions 
of features offered by these mobile agent systems have been identified, as well as miss-
ing features, and it has been shown that two kinds of these features can be distinguished. 
On the one hand, general problems of mobile agent deployment require features which 
form a general solution to these problems. On the other hand, there are problems which 
only arise in particular application domains. Although not required by all mobile agent 
applications, these problems require special attention as part of the mobile agent sup-
port. 
This can be compared with the Reference Model specified by the Object Management 
Group (OMG) [OMG3]. The Reference Model is part of the Object Management 
Architecture (OMA) [OMG4], a standard for distributed systems. It classifies the 
components, interfaces, and protocols that compose an object system. Four components 
are specified, namely the Object Request Broker (ORB), the CORBAservices, the 
CORBAfacilities, and the Application Objects (cp. figure 4.). 
• The Object Request Broker is a software bus which enables objects to transparently 
make and receive requests and responses. The ORB’s architecture is defined in the 
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Common Object Request Broker Architecture and Specification [OMG1]. It has 
been discussed in detail in the last chapter, as it is of high importance for network 
and system management too. 
 The CORBAservices8 [OMG5] are a collection of services that support basic 
functions for using and implementing objects. These services are necessary to con-
struct any distributed application. 
 The CORBAfacilities9 [OMG6] are a set of services many applications may share 
but which are not required by all applications. The CORBAfacilities are divided 
into two major categories. Services used by most applications are called Horizontal 
CORBAfacilities, whereas services, which are domain-specific and exclusively 
used by applications in a particular domain are called Vertical CORBAfacilities. 
 Finally, Application Objects are specific to a particular application and not used by 
other applications.  
Object Request Broker
Application Objects CORBAfacilities
CORBAservices
 
Figure 4.2: The OMA Reference Model 
With regard to the requirements for an agent middleware specified above, the compo-
nents involved in mobile agent technology can be mapped to the OMA components and 
can be realised accordingly. The core agent system with the features discussed in sec-
tion 2.4.1 corresponds to the Object Request Broker itself as enabling communication 
infrastructure, and to the CORBAservices, i.e. it provides the basic requirements (mi-
gration, raw communication, etc.) for mobile agent use. Application specific solutions 
correspond to the Application Objects. Services required in this context are provided on 
a per-application basis and cannot be generalised. Analogously, the Application Objects 
are outside the standardisation scope of the OMA. 
What to date is missing and what this thesis addresses is a counterpart for the CORBA-
facilities in the mobile agent context. Agent control, enhanced communication, security, 
                                                 
8
 Initially termed as CORBAservices, these services were temporarily renamed in Common Services. 
Currently, they are called CORBAservices again. 
9
 Alike the CORBAservices, the CORBAfacilities were renamed in Common Facilities, but this term has 
also been dropped. 
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and migration performance are general topics where solutions are required by all kinds 
of agent-based applications. These features can be provided as services to mobile agents 
and thus correspond to the Horizontal CORBAfacilities. A service enabling the mobile 
agent based correlation of events in network and system management exemplarily cor-
responds to a service of the Vertical CORBAfacilities. 
In the following, a middleware called Mobile Agent Support Services is presented 
which provides such services for mobile agent support. 
4.5 The MASS Architecture 
In the following, a mobile agent system providing the core features as presented in sec-
tion 2.4.1 is assumed to be given, in particular the features which have been identified 
to be sufficiently addressed by most mobile agent systems, compare section 2.5.1.  
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Figure 4.3: The Mobile Agent Support Services 
What is required is an extension to this mobile agent system which provides the ex-
tended and new services identified in sections 2.5.2 to 2.5.4, while fulfilling the re-
quirements discussed in section 4.3 – namely performance, flexibility, scalability, port-
ability, standardisation, and security. By choosing a modular approach for the Mobile 
Agent Support Services which is shown in figure 4.3 and which resembles the CORBA-
facilities, these services can be provided while fulfilling the constraints, as shown in the 
following [Lip98a]. 
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4.5.1 Service for Mobile Agent Communication 
Although mobile agents allow to bridge the gap between remote entities through migra-
tion, communication remains fundamental in mobile agent applications. Most mobile 
agent systems provide communication means such as distributed event communication 
and message-passing. However, richer concepts for inter-agent communication as well 
as communication between mobile agents and their environment are necessary. A major 
problem to be overcome is interoperability of agent communication. In MASS, this is 
addressed by the CORBA Communication Service. 
4.5.1.1 CORBA Communication Service 
Most mobile agent systems offer proprietary communication mechanisms for mobile 
agents. However, standardised communication mechanisms are required in order to 
allow the cross-platform cooperation of mobile agents. Standardisation efforts con-
cerning mobile agent communication do not provide sufficient means for this purpose. 
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [FIPA97] extensively addresses 
agent communication, but focuses on Agent Communication Languages (ACL), rather 
than on technical communication mechanisms. The Mobile Agent Facility specification 
does not address mobile agent communication, but simply refers to the CORBA stan-
dard instead. Accordingly, the MASS architecture provides a CORBA Communication 
Service  which enables standardised communication based on CORBA. It is presented 
in section 5.3. 
4.5.2 Services for Mobile Agent Control 
The Mobile Agent Support Service architecture as depicted in figure 4.3 foresees agent 
control in correspondence to the Horizontal CORBAfacilities of OMA. Control of mo-
bile agents is achieved through the interplay of five services, namely the Localisation 
Service, the Kindergarten Service together with the Notification Service, and the Under-
taker Service together with the Excavator Service. 
4.5.2.1 Localisation Service 
Mobile agents have the ability to autonomously roam in a network. However, many 
applications require to maintain a certain degree of control over the mobile agents. It is 
thus a basic requirement to be able to spot the current location of a mobile agent. This 
can also be seen as part of the Resource Discovery, extended by mobile resources. Mo-
bile agent localisation is supported by most mobile agent systems. However, they de-
ploy different localisation techniques. These are all presented and compared in sec-
tion 5.1.1 and integrated in the Localisation Service, allowing combined approaches to 
exploit the particular benefits of the individual approaches. 
4.5.2.2 Kindergarten Service and Notification Service 
Even with means for localising mobile agents at hand, control of mobile agents still is 
not sufficiently supported due to the agents’ autonomy and ability to migrate. Control 
mechanisms are required which allow to deal with special requirements set by wireless 
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links. It must be possible to handle situations where mobile agents cannot be accessed 
by the applications they originate from due to disruption of links. Services are required 
which allow the seamless continuation of the applications’ execution even in this case 
of inability to directly address the mobile agents. The Kindergarten Service is such a 
service, as it takes care of temporarily – and possible permanently – orphaned mobile 
agents. In interplay with the Notification Service, the execution path can later be re-
sumed. The two services enabling migration control in the absence of access to the mo-
bile agents are described in section 5.1.2. 
4.5.2.3 Undertaker Service and Excavator Service 
But even with this tailor-made control mechanism at hand, not all problems introduced 
by disconnected operations of mobile agents are solved, as merely faultless execution 
paths are supported so far. However, if a mobile agent execution fails while no direct 
connection to the system of origin exists, special means are required to recover from 
this situation at a later date. Error detection and recovery is provided by two new ser-
vices, the Undertaker Service and the Excavator Service. The former takes all necessary 
measures upon the detection of an error for later analysis and possibly for a recovery, 
the latter guides this process of analysis and recovery. The two services and their inter-
play are described in section 5.1.3. 
4.5.3 Service for Mobile Agent Performance 
Although the potential of migration with regard to performance can easily be shown, 
compare section 2.3.2, performance of mobile agents is a non-trivial question. It heavily 
depends on dynamically changing parameters. As taking all of these parameters into 
account is nothing a mobile agent can handle itself – this would require to collect and 
carry along large amounts of information – the MASS architecture therefore must take 
up to date information into account and offer support for dynamic decisions concerning 
the migration behaviour of mobile agents. This is done with a new type of service, the 
Strategic Mobility Service. 
4.5.3.1 Strategic Mobility Service 
The Strategic Mobility Service contains all components for decision support of mobile 
agents. The Strategic Mobility Service’s structure, the agents’ extensions required for 
using this service, and the interplay of the components involved is described in chap-
ter 7. 
4.5.4 Service for Network and System Management 
So far, we have dealt with missing services which are required by basically all applica-
tions to be based on mobile agent technology. Besides these service corresponding to 
the horizontal CORBAfacilities and services, which are only required for one specific 
application and which correspond to the CORBA Application Objects, there are ser-
vices which are used in a particular class of services. As part of this thesis, the MASS 
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architecture provides one exemplary service for the network and system management 
domain, namely the Correlation Service. 
4.5.4.1 Correlation Service 
The Correlation Service corresponds to a service of the Vertical CORBAfacilities and is 
an imperative service for network and system management. The main focus for its de-
ployment in this thesis is on fault management, in particular alarm correlation, where 
distributed alarms are correlated in order to determine the underlying event which 
caused these alarms. However, the Correlation Service can also be used in other parts of 
network and system management, e.g. for event correlation in intrusion detection as part 
of security management. The structure and deployment of the Correlation Service is 
discussed in chapter 6. 
4.5.5 Other Services 
The modularity of the MASS architecture allows the provisioning of additional services 
which are required for mobile agent support. In figure 4.3, an example of both general 
and domain specific services is given. As example of domain specific services, a Billing 
Service and an Accounting Service in telecommunications are included. The Security 
Service in an example of a general service which is of high importance but not covered 
in this thesis. It allows to integrate current and future solutions for mobile agent secu-
rity. Mobile agent security is of high importance and complexity [FGS96, Che98] and 
can basically be broken down into three types of sub-problems [GBH+98]. Hosts need 
to be protected from mobile agents and so do mobile agents themselves. However, the 
severest problem is the protection of mobile agents from malicious hosts, because the 
agents need to be executed and their code cannot be encrypted. The code of a mobile 
agent thus can easily be tampered with by the executing host. For all three problems, 
numerous types of attacks exist, e.g. damage or modification of data, code, or configu-
rations, denial of service, information theft and other types of breaking of privacy, and 
harassment. 
Most concepts and security mechanisms are concerned with the first two sub-problems, 
i.e. the protection of mobile agents and hosts against malicious mobile agents. Solutions 
for these security problems are for instance mobile agent authentication [BGS98] or 
code verification [NeLe98]. In [PeSt97], as a straightforward measure for the third and 
severest problem of mobile agent security, namely the protection of mobile agents 
against malicious hosts, a domain concept has been presented which restrains the num-
ber of hosts a mobile agent can migrate to. Such a domain concept allows to protect the 
mobile agent from malicious hosts, simply by denying its migration to hosts which have 
not been authenticated yet. This, however, cannot be regarded as a suitable solution for 
open networks. Other approaches exist, which attempt to protect mobile agents e.g. by 
replication or by code obfuscation, i.e. the deliberate messing-up of code in order to 
hamper readability of the code [Hoh97]. Even some kind of encryption of mobile agent 
code has been attempted for specific problems by obscuring the execution of a particu-
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lar function via the decomposition problem [SaTs98], similar to the RSA algorithm 
[RSA78]. 
But even under the assumption that the internals of a mobile agent could be successfully 
hidden in some way, then black bock testing would be an attack against these agents. 
Again, concepts against black box testing of mobile agents could be used [HoRo99]. 
This example outlines that security of mobile agents is highly complex. Nonetheless, it 
can be stated that although still many technical advances must be made before the three 
sub-problems can be solved adequately for all mobile agent based applications, current 
work is promising enough to assume that within a few years, mobile agent technology 
will be secure enough for many applications [KoGr99]. 
Due to the complexity of security, this problem cannot be tackled marginally. Although 
it cannot be in the scope of this thesis, the Security Service constitutes a receptacle for 
solutions to the individual security problems. Analogously, receptacles for other general 
and domain specific solutions can be added to the Mobile Agent Support Services. This 
guarantees the extensibility and flexibility of the MASS architecture. The other re-
quirements set up in section 4.3 are also met, as shown in the next section. 
4.5.6 Meeting the Requirements 
By integrating the services as individual components, the Mobile Agent Support Ser-
vices directly address the required flexibility of the agent middleware. The services are 
realised as separate Java classes and can easily be modified and exchanged. Similarly, 
new services can easily be added to the MASS architecture. It has to be taken care, 
however, that a set of services must not be reduced once it has been provided, nor must 
its interfaces be modified, as long as existing applications deploying mobile agents rely 
on these services. 
This requires some care, too, as not only a mobile agent system need to be running on 
each host receiving mobile agents, but also the Mobile Agent Support Services. In order 
to prevent a synchronised update of all agent middlewares to be necessary in case of 
updates and modifications, the services must be equipped with version information, thus 
allowing to figure out whether the required services are present locally or whether re-
mote instances of these services must be used instead. The main advantage of providing 
the Mobile Agent Support Services at each host, however, is that this allows to avoid 
bottlenecks through decentralisation of requests and work load, thus enabling the scal-
ability required for the MASS architecture. 
As the Mobile Agent Support Services are independent of the underlying mobile agent 
systems and in addition are entirely written in Java, portability of the services to other 
agent systems written in Java and to different platforms is directly achieved. Together 
with the definition of interfaces in IDL, this also ensures the adherence to standards. 
Security, not only on mobile agent level, but also on MASS level, is an important issue. 
The protection of the Mobile Agent Support Services against malicious mobile agents 
can be compared to the protection of a mobile agent system, and this is valid for the 
opposite direction too. Therefore, as it is considered to be possible to secure mobile 
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agent systems against mobile agent attacks, this is also valid for the Mobile Agent Sup-
port Services. 
A crucial issue is the performance of software solutions based on a mobile agent sys-
tem, the Mobile Agent Support Services, and following the mobile agent structure. This 
will be discussed in detail in chapters 6 and 7 with help of the Correlation Service and 
the Strategic Mobility Service. 
4.6 Summary 
Related work on mobile agent deployment in network and system management outlines 
the importance of this technology. However, deficits concerning the capacity of the re-
sulting solutions have been identified with the new taxonomy presented in this chapter. 
The MASS architecture has been introduced and the role of both general and domain 
specific services has been described. 
In the remaining chapters of this thesis, a closer look is taken at these services. Prior to 
an indepth presentation and analysis of the Correlation Service and the Strategic Mo-
bility Service – the two main services crucial to network and system management on the 
one hand, and mobile agent performance on the other – the next chapter discusses the 
services required for mobile agent control and communication. 
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5 Mobile Agent Control and Communication 
The last chapters not only identified requirements for mobile agent deployment and how 
these can be met with the Mobile Agent Support Services. They also revealed short-
comings in network and system management and outlined how mobile agent technology 
promises to offer a solution to these shortcomings. This important application domain 
for mobile agents therefore will be kept in mind, not only in this chapter, but also in the 
remainder of this thesis, and new solutions will be validated for network and system 
management as exemplary application domain. 
In order to make the concept of Mobile Agent Support Services and mobile agent tech-
nology in general a success, it is crucial to achieve an integration with existing tech-
nologies. Even more, the proper integration of mobile agents with non-mobile, i.e. 
client-server, concepts has been formulated as the major challenge for a wider use of 
mobile agents in [ChKa97]. This chapter plays an important role in providing this inte-
gration for MASS. Mobile agent communication is tackled, the bridging element be-
tween mobile agent technology and other (non-mobile) ones. Communication in this 
context not only includes communication between mobile agents, but specifically also 
communication of mobile agents with non-mobile entities. The CORBA Communica-
tion Service is presented in section 5.3, and it is shown how existing applications can be 
integrated with this service in interplay with the MASS Proxies, which are introduced in 
section 5.2. While establishing communication between mobile agents on the one hand, 
and between mobile agents and other components on the other hand, is one crucial as-
pect, another one is to have control over mobile agents executing in this context, as they 
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are granted access to other components, including mission critical and high security 
applications like e.g. banking and trading applications which are often referenced 
exemplarily in the mobile agent context. Mobile agent control is dealt with first in the 
following section. 
5.1 Mobile Agent Control 
Autonomy is a major feature of mobile agents and bears a tremendous potential. How-
ever, the more autonomy is granted to the agents, the less control over their actions re-
mains, as autonomy in combination with the ability to change their location makes it 
difficult to localise, observe, and instruct mobile agents. These problems are increased 
in connection with disruptive network connections such as wireless links. In order to ad-
dress these problems of mobile agent control, three major problems have been met by 
the MASS: 
• Mobile agent localisation: This is the core functionality for controlling mobile 
agents. Although it is also possible to interact with mobile agents and to control 
them indirectly, i.e. via asynchronous communication (see also section 5.3), such an 
agent control operates on a best effort level only. This, however, is insufficient for 
many types of applications. The Localisation Service allows to efficiently localise 
mobile agents for direct control measures. 
 Migration control: Mobile agents are particularly valuable for access to wireless 
networks, as the potentials of disconnected operations can be fully taken advantage 
of here. However, these disconnected operations seriously hamper agent control. If 
a mobile agent is e.g. unable to continue its execution, because it is impossible to 
migrate to a different host, means must be provided which allow the agent to some-
how continue in a controlled manner, potentially after waiting for specific resources 
to become available again. This is enabled by the Kindergarten Service and the 
Notification Service. 
 Error detection and recovery: Mobile agent control also includes the ability to cope 
with unforeseen errors. Otherwise, mobile agents operating autonomously and dis-
connectedly in cases of an error could simply disappear without leaving any kind of 
indication of the error itself or of the cause of the error. The Undertaker Service and 
the Excavator Service equip mobile agent based applications with means to analyse 
what went wrong and to track down problems. 
Some authors list additional control mechanisms, e.g. for termination of mobile agents, 
which allows to deliver a termination command immediately with the localisation of a 
mobile agent. However, as this can easily be realised with a special purpose flag for the 
localisation mechanism and does not add any substantially new aspects, it is omitted 
here. In addition, an orphan agent detection mechanism is introduced in [Bau00]. The 
underlying energy concept adds the notion of energy which is assigned to each mobile 
agent. This energy is reduced with every action an agent takes, thus limiting the life 
time of mobile agents and allowing to control them, because mobile agents have to 
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request new energy from their application of origin. If the energy level drops to zero, 
the mobile agent is considered an orphan agent and can be terminated. 
Although this is a reasonable approach to restrict the range of uncontrolled successive 
actions a mobile agent can execute, thus providing some kind of control in case of mali-
cious mobile agents, this approach has the drawback that it cannot be distinguished 
whether a mobile agent intentionally does not receive any new energy any more, or 
whether e.g. the connection allowing it to request new energy is interrupted. This effect 
is especially difficult to handle in the presence of disruptive links. The shadow concept 
which is also presented in the work referenced above allows to alleviate this problem. 
According to this concept, each application generates a placeholder, a so called shadow, 
as its representation in the fixed network. This shadow, which can be mobile itself, 
grants energy to the requesting mobile agents on the application’s behalf. Still, although 
this concept allows to bridge wireless links, it is stated explicitly that although all 
orphans are detected, agents can still be declared orphans erroneously, as intentional 
lack of energy and lack of energy due to failure to connect to a shadow cannot be dis-
tinguished. It is thus insufficient to simply terminate orphan agents. The mechanisms 
for migration control and for error detection and recovery introduced in the following 
sections allow enhanced operations in this context. A set of services comprising these 
mechanisms are presented next, starting with concepts for agent localisation. 
5.1.1 Mobile Agent Localisation 
First of all, a control feature for mobile agents is required which allows to localise them. 
In many situations such a localisation is required, for instance altered instructions or the 
termination of mobile agents triggered by their application of origin. The degree of 
autonomy these agents possess determines the possible localisation mechanisms. 
According to this degree of autonomy, agent mobility can be classified as follows: 
• Planned mobility: If the sequence of hosts to be visited by a mobile agent as part of 
a specific task is statically predefined, the lowest degree of autonomy is given. The 
sequence is called itinerary. The mobile agent might still hold a certain degree of 
autonomy concerning the operations to be executed at the single hosts, but its path 
is fully predetermined. According to [CGR00], planned mobility can be further di-
vided according to fixed and dynamically mutable itineraries. A fixed itinerary is a 
list to be strictly followed, whereas a dynamically mutable itinerary is a tree of lo-
cations which leaves the agent a minimum of migration autonomy. 
 Spontaneous mobility: Predetermining the itinerary of a mobile agent bears certain 
dangers. In cases of high load or unavailability of resources an agent’s itinerary 
might be seriously hampered or the agent is not able to continue the given itinerary 
at all. The mobile agent in this case can try to contact its application of origin and 
have it construct an alternative itinerary. A more flexible approach which entirely 
leaves the decision process concerning which hosts to visit to the mobile agent is 
called spontaneous mobility. In case of a heavily loaded service, for instance, a 
mobile agent might autonomously decide to migrate to another host offering an 
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equivalent service with a lower load. Although this approach is much more flexible 
and adjusts to changing conditions in a network far better, planned mobility in 
some cases offers advantages e.g. for security, because the mobile agent based 
application can determine which hosts a mobile agent is allowed to visit. Planned 
mobility can also be advantageous for mobile agent localisation, which will be 
shown later in this chapter. 
 Controllable mobility: Given a means for remote method invocation of mobile 
agents as e.g. with Voyager (cp. chapter 2.4), the itinerary of a mobile agent can 
also be influenced at runtime. Either the agent’s application or the mobile agent 
system currently hosting the mobile agent can trigger its migration or alter its itin-
erary, e.g. in case of a new strategy or in case of high load. Controllable mobility 
will typically be used in connection with either planned or spontaneous mobility, 
rather than on its own. 
Different kinds of mobile agent localisation mechanisms exist. In the following, avail-
able localisation mechanisms are examined with regard to applicability and perform-
ance. This examination is executed systematically with an approach which is based on 
three parameters – namely discretion, scalability, and availability. Discretion denotes, 
how little overhead is added to the migration process by the localisation mechanism. It 
is the aim to keep this overhead as little as possible, i.e. to reach a high discretion. Scal-
ability indicates, how well a localisation mechanism performs in large scenarios and if it 
is feasible at all. Availability describes, whether a localisation mechanism will always 
be available for parties trying to localise a mobile agent.  
5.1.1.1 Brute Force 
A straightforward approach for 
mobile agent localisation is to 
explicitly query all mobile agent 
systems involved if they are 
currently hosting the specific 
mobile agent. The mobile agent 
system where the agent currently is 
located will then give an 
appropriate reply. This process is 
depicted in figure 5.1, together 
with a visualisation of the parameters of the examination. Concerning the migration 
process, this approach is very discreet, as it does not impose any kind of overhead. The 
availability is also very high, as this approach does not involve any additional 
components, which could be unavailable or error prone. The only case in which a 
mobile agent cannot be localised is when its current host is not connected to the 
network. 
However, this approach has a major drawback. It does not scale at all. Let there be n 
hosts available. When an agent needs to be localised, these hosts can be contacted 
sequentially. In this case, an average of n/2 requests will be required. This process will 
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  Figure 5.1: Brute Force Localisation 
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be very time consuming. In order to achieve a speed up, the requests can be send out in 
parallel. However, this will require n requests. For anything but a small n, neither the 
sequential nor the parallel requests are feasible.  
5.1.1.2 Forwarders 
One way to cut down both the 
execution time and the number of 
hosts to be contacted is to have the 
mobile agent leave a trace. 
Whenever an agent migrates to 
another host, it leaves a forwarder 
to this host. When this agent needs 
to be localised, an invocation 
directed to an obsolete location 
will be automatically forwarded 
along the chain of forwarders, as indicated in figure 5.2. Upon the mobile agent reply, 
subsequent invocations will be addressed to the mobile agent location directly and all 
forwarders are deleted. This approach scales quite well, apart from the fact that in large 
systems, the chain of pointers can grow quite long. There are ways of reducing the 
length of chains, like loop detection and elimination. Nonetheless, availability of 
forwarders is quite low, as any broken link in the chain of forwarders will lead to a 
mobile agent being untraceable. The discretion of the approach is quite high, as for each 
migration, merely a forwarder has to be installed and some optimisations such as loop 
detection need to be executed. Forwarders are discussed in detail in [Bau00].  
5.1.1.3 Agent Registration 
By putting more overhead into the 
migration process than in the first 
two localisation approaches, both 
scalability and availability can be 
maximised. This is achieved by 
agent registration. Here, for each 
migration the mobile agents update 
an entry in the Localisation Service 
referencing their current position. 
In case of an mobile agent local-
isation, its current host can be directly accessed. Discretion of this approach is low, 
because for every single migration, an update of the corresponding entry in the Local-
isation Service is required. Consequently, scalability of this approach strongly depends 
on the nature of the underlying mechanism for location updates and retrievals. In 
[PLK+99] we have shown that it is possible to a certain extent to scale mobile agent 
localisation based on agent registration. We have used the Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP), a protocol for accessing online directory services, for storing 
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  Figure 5.2: Localisation with Forwarders 
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  Figure 5.3: Registration based Localisation 
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the agent locations in an X.500 directory service. Performance evaluations with this 
testbed have shown that in comparison to the migration process itself, which for inter-
arrival times of mobile agents of less than about 300ms appeared to become a bottle-
neck, the updates in the X.500 directory service remained negligibly small. Whereas 
scalability thus can be dealt with, discretion remains the main drawback of this 
approach. In order to avoid the modifications of the migration process the approach for 
mobile agent localisation with agent registration requires, the localisation approach pre-
sented in the following section may be used.  
5.1.1.4 Probabilistic Search 
The three approaches presented 
above all address spontaneous mo-
bility. By restricting mobility to 
planned mobility, an alternative 
approach can be chosen which uses 
the knowledge about the agent’s 
itinerary. In the following, an 
adaptation of a probabilistic search 
algorithm presented in [ChLe97] is 
examined. 
The approach is based on two assumptions. First, the itinerary of the mobile agent is 
fixed and known, i.e. let Hi be a host where the mobile agent needs to execute a job. 
This job involved using one ore more service. The index i denotes the position of the 
host in the fixed itinerary of hosts to be visited. This is the case in scenarios where 
agents work through a predetermined path. In [LiPa99] we have introduced the ticket 
concept. This concept allows to introduce location transparency to mobile agent solu-
tions. A mobile agent which requests several services from the Localisation Service gets 
a ticket in return, which then can be used simply by calling the useService(ticket) 
function without knowledge of the location of the services. For agent localisation it is 
important that the ticket contains a sequence of services to be used by the mobile agent, 
thus leading to planned mobility, i.e. the itinerary of the mobile agent is thus known and 
can be requested from the Localisation Service. But even without the ticket concept, it is 
often possible to predetermine the itinerary of mobile agents, e.g. if they follow certain 
migration patterns or if requests for services can be bundled. Moreover, some mobile 
agent systems like Concordia heavily operate with fixed itineraries. Nonetheless, 
planned mobility is only valid for special classes of mobile agents and cannot be gener-
alised. The localisation solution presented in this section thus merely applies to these 
special classes of mobile agents. 
As a second assumption, the average service times of the mobile agents at the contacted 
services as well as the average migration times are known. Similar to planned mobility, 
this is an assumption which reduces the number of mobile agent applications the local-
isation mechanism can be applied to. Only applications based on services with predict-
able service times can be involved. 
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  Figure 5.4: Probabilistic Localisation 
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Now let us start to model a mobile agent executing on a single host at time k. The high-
est probability of the length of the time for an agent to complete its job should be 
around the mid point of [mini, maxi], where mini is the minimum and maxi the maximum 
time required to complete the job at host i. This is best modelled with a binomial distri-
bution function 
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Consequently, the probability that the mobile agent has not completed its job at host Hi 
can be calculated as 
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Now consider host Hi in a chain of hosts. Let [Mini, Maxi] be the interval determined as 
the sum of minimum and maximum service times of the first i hosts. The probability of 
the agent leaving the first i-1 hosts at time t is the product of the probabilities of the 
individual hosts, as all i-1 hosts can be regarded as one large system: 
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This product is possible due to the binomial distribution function chosen for the service 
times in this model. Finally, the probability of an agent currently running exactly at host 
Hi can be calculated as the sum of probabilities that the agent has left the previous i-1 
hosts in time t-r and that it has not left the i-th host in the remaining time r, for all r in 
[0..maxi], i.e. 
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This can be simplified as 
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Equations 5.6 and 5.4 finally give 
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Equation 5.7 allows to calculate the required probabilities to determine the position of 
mobile agents. 
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Figure 5.5: Probabilistic Search with a) Low and b) High Service Time Variation 
The algorithm to localise a mobile agent now is to select the position with the highest 
probability and send a direct request to the respective host. If the mobile agent is not 
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found, then the neighbouring positions with probabilities in decreasing order are tried 
next. If the mobile agent still is not found, then their neighbouring positions are tried 
and in the worst case, the search is extended to a broadcast. 
Figure 5.5 a) displays the probabilities of mobile agent positions for an example itiner-
ary of length 10 and a scenario where the service times of the entire jobs at the different 
hosts, each consisting of one or more services, vary in narrow bounds. It can be seen 
that even if the agent’s itinerary is already in an advanced stage, the probabilistic search 
still allows to precisely predict the position of the mobile agent. 
However, this algorithm has severe restrictions. As defined in the requirements, it is 
only valid for mobile agents with planned mobility, i.e. applicability is limited to mobile 
agents which follow and do not change a predefined migration pattern. Moreover, the 
algorithm only works for services with predictable service times. If the service times 
vary widely, then the probabilistic localisation can be an inefficient process even for 
mobile agents with planned mobility. This is shown in figure 5.5 b). It can be seen that 
even with only ten hosts, the probabilities for localising mobile agents drop quickly if 
the variance of the service times of the jobs at these hosts increase. Thus, it can be 
deduced that this algorithm can only be deployed for paths of limited size [Lip99a]. 
This effect is amplified by the variation of the migration times, which e.g. vary de-
pending on the network load. Altogether, the scalability of this approach is poor, even 
with the restriction on planned mobility, because the localisation based on probabilities 
can only be reasonably applied for short itineraries and for services with low variances 
of service times. This approach can therefore only be seen as an alternative to brute 
force localisation in suitable small scenarios. 
5.1.1.5 Improved Localisation 
The above examinations of existing localisation approaches for mobile agents have re-
vealed that there is no win-all solution, i.e. that it is impossible to maximise discretion, 
scalability, and availability with a single localisation mechanism. Solutions like brute 
force localisation or localisation based on probabilities allow to maximise discretion and 
availability, i.e. they do not require a high degree of interference with the agent envi-
ronment and reliably determine the agents destination. However, these approaches do 
not scale. Scalability as a crucial issue is addressed adequately by other approaches, 
namely forwarders and localisation based on agent registration. These approaches, how-
ever, show deficits concerning availability and discretion, respectively. 
In order to provide an improved mobile agent localisation, hierarchical mechanisms can 
be deployed. On the lower hierarchical level, a localisation mechanism which fails to 
scale can be deployed, i.e. inside domains of limited size, and another one which scales 
well can be used for determining the domain the mobile agent currently resides at. If 
such a hierarchical approach is chosen, the benefits of both mechanisms can be ex-
ploited. A good combination would for instance be to use localisation based on agent 
registration to keep track of local domains a mobile agent is located at, and localisation 
based on probabilistic search inside these local domains – given planned mobility of the 
mobile agent. On the one hand, this hierarchical approach allows to reduce the required 
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updates of entry in the Localisation Service referencing the current mobile agent posi-
tion, as merely transitions between local domains need to be logged. On the other hand, 
the advantage of maximised discretion and availability inside the local domains is given 
by the probabilistic localisation. 
This, however, cannot be generalised. Depending on the specific application, mobile 
agents might e.g. permanently change local domains, thus eliminating the advantage 
provided in this specific hierarchical combination of localisation methods. Therefore, 
the optimal solution for mobile agent localisation is always application specific. How-
ever, hierarchically structured localisation methods will generally perform better than a 
single one. The general results of the systematic examination presented in the above 
sections is supported by the results concerning another hierarchical combination – for-
warders for determining local domains and brute force for searching inside the domains 
– which has been examined in [Bau00]. 
5.1.2 Migration Control 
The last section has shown that mobile agent localisation as basic requirement for mo-
bile agent control can be installed with appropriately selected mechanisms. The Local-
isation Service not only allows to localise mobile agents, but also services offered in the 
network which are required for mobile agent applications. Some of these tasks belong to 
the class of mobile agent control services, which are inevitable in case of problems and 
errors. 
As a first of the novel services required for mobile agent control, the Kindergarten Ser-
vice is presented. It is employed when a mobile agent tries to migrate to a specific host, 
which, however, is currently unavailable. Two problem can occur due to the unavail-
ability of hosts. On the one hand, if the mobile agent makes a service request, the sys-
tem offering this particular service can be unavailable, i.e. there is no connection or the 
system has broken down. On the other hand, a mobile agent can reside at some host and 
it can be unable to return back to the host it originated from, because this host is tempo-
rarily unreachable, e.g. a PDA has been switched off. In this case, the agents are re-
ferred to as orphan agents10. 
Concerning the first problem, if the mobile agent intended to migrate to a destination 
system to use a specific service and it is not explicitly focused on a particular service, it 
can use the Localisation Service to check the availability of an alternative service 
offering identical functionality, but located at another host. If such a service exists, the 
mobile agent can try to use it. Thus, in this case, simply changing the destination host 
solves this problem. However, if no alternative services are available or allowed, e.g. in 
the case of planned mobility due to a security domain, a different solution is required. 
The other problem of orphan agents also demands for new control mechanisms. As an 
example, take a mobile agent which is to carry out a number of tasks for a mobile user. 
                                                 
10
  The notion of an orphan agent used here is different from the one referred earlier in this chapter. 
Whereas [Bau00] declares a mobile agent an orphan agent if its energy level has intentionally 
dropped to zero, which allows some sort of mobile agent control, an orphan agent here denotes a 
mobile agent which cannot continue execution because of a disruptive network connection. 
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Because a telephone call could be disruptive, the mobile agent is transferred to the 
wired network via GPRS. Upon completion of its tasks, the mobile agent intends to 
migrate from its current location back to its original host, i.e. the user’s PDA. The latter, 
however, can be temporarily unreachable, e.g. because of bad radio coverage. If there is 
no other way of contacting the user, the mobile agent can either die immediately or wait 
until the user can be reached. Neither of these two cases offers an acceptable solution. 
On the one hand, an agent can carry important information, possibly collected in a long 
and expensive chain of migrations, which would be lost if the agent died. Waiting for a 
user or an agent system, on the other hand, might take an undefined period of time, pos-
sibly last forever, and busy waiting is no solution at all in this context. Orphan agents 
such as this one would overload the system on the long run. Hence, both dying of the 
agent with loss of its results, and busy waiting for the destination host to become avail-
able are not acceptable solutions. The Kindergarten Service solves this problem as 
follows. 
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delete mobile
agent entry
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Figure 5.6: Sequence Diagram of the Kindergarten Service Deployment 
The main task of the Kindergarten Service is to suspend mobile agents for an unspeci-
fied time period, if the agents’ requests currently cannot be handled, and to register in-
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formation about the agents and their destinations with the Localisation Service 
[LPP99a]. This is necessary, as more than one Kindergarten Service may be given in the 
agent environment and these services have to be localised in order to wake up a specific 
mobile agent. The Localisation Service has been discussed in detail in the last section. 
The Kindergarten Service requires another service, namely the Notification Service. 
This service informs when a previously unreachable or a new agent system is coming 
up. 
For retrieving mobile agents, an agent system either executes the Notification Service 
during start-up, or the Notification Service is explicitly triggered at any other point in 
time in order to collect mobile agents an application or user is waiting for. The sequence 
diagram in figure 5.6 explains the notification mechanism for the first scenario. 
If a destination host cannot be reached, an agent system will retry to reach the destina-
tion several times. On failure, an exception handling will be initiated: the mobile agent 
will look-up an appropriate Kindergarten Service and move to this service, which is 
located at some host. At this new location, the mobile agent requests the Kindergarten 
Service for suspension until the destination host of a service or user is reachable or until 
a predetermined period of time has expired. It is the responsibility of the Kindergarten 
Service to wake up the suspended agent as soon as either of these two conditions is met. 
A third condition which can trigger the Kindergarten Service to wake up a mobile agent 
is the reception of a message for this agent. If a maximum time has elapsed and the mo-
bile agent is not woken up, it will be deleted in order to avoid flooding of Kindergarten 
Services, either unintentionally or by attacks such as denial of service. 
Depending on whether the mobile agent is trying to reach a particular service or to re-
turn home to a user, the Kindergarten Service stores information about the requested 
user or host of the service in addition to the identification of the mobile agent and the 
location of the Kindergarten Service. Once the mobile agent is suspended and registered 
with both the local database and with the Localisation Service, the following mecha-
nism for invoking the mobile agent is used. Upon start-up, the destination host executes 
the Notification Service, which checks the Localisation Service for relevant mobile 
agents. If an entry is found, the Notification Service receives the location of the Kinder-
garten Service which holds the corresponding mobile agent. The delivery of a notifica-
tion to this Kindergarten Services will activate the mobile agent. 
Mobile agents are also restarted if the respective Notification Service is executed ex-
plicitly, e.g. when a user restarts a particular mobile agent based application. This pro-
cedure is identical to the one described before, apart from the fact that the look-up of the 
Localisation Service is done for a specific user or application. Having received a notifi-
cation message, the Kindergarten Service checks its local database for the requested 
mobile agent. Upon re-activation, this agent obtains the location of the destination sys-
tem host invokes the migration operation. Having notified the mobile agent, the Kinder-
garten Service deletes the corresponding entries from its local database and from the 
Localisation Service. 
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5.1.3 Error Detection and Recovery 
For the problem of mobile agents which are unable to continue their execution due to a 
service or user being unavailable – as with disconnected operations – the Kindergarten 
Service as presented above provides a mechanism to store and revive these agents. What 
still needs to be tackled is the occurring of failures during mobile agent execution. In 
traditional client/server based architectures, an error occurring with a remote procedure 
call can be taken care of by exception handling on the client’s side. A malfunctioning 
mobile agent, however, in many cases will not be noticed by its application of origin at 
all, especially in the case of disconnection. Therefore, a specific means for treating mal-
functioning mobile agents is needed and in the following, the Undertaker Service is 
presented as a solution. 
Mobile agent migration and execution can fail due to a number of reasons, both on 
agent level (e.g. erroneous agent code, unforeseen exceptions) and on agent system 
level (insufficient resources for correct agent execution, system malfunction). The aim 
of the Undertaker Service is to generate reasonable error information in all of these 
cases and, if possible, to retrieve the agent state and to save the information and results 
the mobile agent has collected and generated so far. This is important not only because 
mobile agents can carry sensitive data which they might have collected over a longer 
period of autonomous execution without user interaction, but also in order to have infor-
mation the interpretation of which is vital for determining the cause of the failure which 
occurred. 
A number of components interplay in mobile agent error detection and recovery 
[LPP99b]. First of all, the host containing the mobile agent in trouble needs to be able to 
contact an Undertaker Service. Other components involved here apart from the Under-
taker Service, which is the central component for error handling, are the Excavator 
Service, which will be used to retrieve the collected information, and the Localisation 
Service. 
The crucial aspect for rescuing a mobile agent is where the error occurred. The worst 
case is if an entire host crashes. If no specific actions were taken prior to this crash, all 
processes and information residing at this host will be lost and consequently, rescuing a 
mobile agent is not possible, unless it has already been stored persistently. In case of a 
failure on mobile agent level or a partial failure of the mobile agent system, the proce-
dure depicted in figure 5.7 is initiated, which is described in the following. 
If a failure on agent or agent system level has occurred, a corresponding exception han-
dling is initiated by the agent system the mobile agent resides at. First of all, an error 
message is passed to and stored by the Localisation Service so that the failure can be 
noticed and handled even if the entire agent system goes down prior to further error 
handling. This entry by the Localisation Service containing the agent name and the 
name of its owner thus resembles an SOS signal. In the next step, the agent system will 
go ahead collecting the remainders of the mobile agent and send it to an Undertaker 
Service, which can be looked up via the Localisation Service. Upon reception of the 
mobile agent, the Undertaker Service persistently writes the remainder of the agent to a 
local database and adds an entry to the Localisation Service which specifies all infor-
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mation required to search for the agent remainder, namely the agent name, the name of 
its owner, and the location of the Undertaker Service from which to retrieve the mobile 
agent’s remainder. In addition, the size of the remainder is given. This is valuable in 
connection with small devices as it allows to decide on the suitability of retrieving an 
agent’s remainder depending on given system parameters. By adding this entry to the 
Localisation Service, the rescue phase is completed. 
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Figure 5.7: The Undertaker Service 
If a mobile agent cannot be spotted by using the Localisation Service and the Kinder-
garten Service, it can be assumed that a failure has occurred and the agent has been res-
cued by the Undertaker Service. Therefore, the owner of a mobile agent can deploy the 
Excavator Service in order to retrieve the remainder of this agent. The Excavator Ser-
vice will first check the Localisation Service for rescued agents, searching for the name 
of the user or the mobile agent identification. If the mobile agent can be found, the 
location of the corresponding Undertaker Service holding its remainder is returned. 
From this Undertaker Service, the mobile agent’s remainder can be retrieved and ana-
lysed for reasons which have caused its failure and for information it contained. 
Together, the Kindergarten Service and the Undertaker Service enable a tracking and 
handling of mobile agents both during their scheduled execution, and in the presence of 
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unforeseen errors and failures. These control mechanisms therefore provide crucial sup-
port for an agent based approach to mobile computing. The Localisation Service is fun-
damental for their operation, and has been discussed in detail. 
So far, it has been shown how mobile agents can be localised and how they can be con-
trolled even in case of temporal disconnections. Conceptually, this is an important inno-
vation. In the following, control over mobile agents can be assumed. 
5.2 Mobile Agent Integration 
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the integration of mobile agents with non-
mobile concepts is the major challenge for a wider use of mobile agent technology. Two 
requirements must be given in order to achieve this integration. First, there is the inte-
gration of mobile agent technology with existing applications adhering to non-mobile 
concepts, second, appropriate communication of mobile agents with these non-mobile 
entities must be provided. This section deals with the first requirement, the integration 
of existing applications. This integration will be based on CORBA, and once it has been 
achieved, the CORBA Communication Service will establish communication mecha-
nisms based on this integration which enables that no further distinction between mobile 
and non-mobile agents is required any longer. The CORBA Communication Service 
will be tackled in section 5.3. 
5.2.1 Integration of Existing Applications 
First and foremost, integrating existing applications means to find ways to access the 
functionality of these applications and enable the applications to communicate with 
their environment and vice versa. This can be extended to provide access to the func-
tionality of the integrated applications, i.e. to make them servers in a distributed system. 
This is usually the case when legacy systems need to be integrated. But the integration 
may also be more than that. It may provide information on the application which the 
application itself is unable to provide. Take for instance an application which is to be 
integrated into an overall management solution. It might be required to gather informa-
tion concerning this application which it does not provide itself, e.g. the current number 
of existing connections with this application, information logs etc. In order to add addi-
tional functionality to an application, there are several potential ways of doing this. 
• Direct integration: This is a very specific approach, in which the additional code is 
directly embedded in the original source code. It allows full control over the appli-
cation and provides arbitrary information. Such an embedded approach, however, is 
not only hardly feasible, as it requires full access to the source code, it is also rarely 
advisable, as it is application-specific and the targeted application is typically very 
difficult to be maintained and modified. 
 Interface extension: Objects in CORBA have their interfaces defined in the Inter-
face Definition Language (IDL), in order to hide implementation details and ad-
dress heterogeneity of distributed systems. By extending the IDL specification with 
additional functions, a modular approach is given. The additional functionality pro-
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vided by the object can be accessed by other components via the standardised inter-
face and thus be modified without having to reconstruct the entire system. How-
ever, although the process of adding the code can be automated as part of the IDL-
compilation process, it still re-quires the explicit modification of source code. 
 Linking: To add management functions to an object at a later point, this can be done 
in the linking process. Pre-configured libraries containing the management part can 
be linked to the original application. 
Although the last approach does not require an explicit modification of an object’s 
source code, it still requires the code to be available for re-compilation. This, however, 
is not given with many off-the-shelf and legacy application. Such applications cause 
major problems and therefore, a different approach needs to be taken. One example 
given here tackles the work of the Collaborative Research Centre “Information Tech-
nology Support for Collaborative and Distributed Design Processes in Chemical Engi-
neering” (CRC 476 IMPROVE). This project has the goal to enhance the productivity 
of developers and to improve the quality of design processes and products in chemical 
engineering by using support of database technology, software engineering, and com-
munication systems management [NaMa00]. The focus of this project is on the early 
development phases of a chemical engineering process. Developers located at different 
departments and different companies are interworking in these phases. The range of 
tools deployed reaches from editors for the development of alternatives for processes, 
and simulators for reaction processes, to tools for analysis. These applications are in-
tended to interwork in a joint complex process, which causes a highly heterogeneous 
environment. 
A co-ordinated interworking of tools is necessary, because the failure or blockage of 
one component must not defer the entire development process. Hence, bottlenecks and 
breakdowns have to be found and eliminated as early in the development process as 
possible. Consequently, a service management system for managing the execution and 
interaction of the development tools and the supporting services is needed to guarantee 
high availability, fault tolerance, efficiency, and reliability. CORBA has been chosen as 
basis for this system to handle the heterogeneity and to enable the co-operation of the 
development tools [LLT99]. However, trying to provide a management of the develop-
ment tools, problems arise from the fact that an a-posteriori integration is to be made. 
Since the source code for most development tools is not given, the approaches men-
tioned above cannot be used. Instead, a new approach is needed which is capable of 
adding a uniform management functionality to each of the development tools. Unfortu-
nately the tools offer different capabilities for adding functionality. Some provide OLE 
interfaces, which enable access via a CORBA-COM interface. But although the general 
approach is the same, no uniform access functions are given, because the OLE inter-
faces of the applications are different. Some applications offer CORBA-bridges, which 
usually provide limited access operations. Some applications, however, offer neither of 
these accesses. If any kind of access is given, however, this allows to write a simple 
CORBA wrapper, i.e. a CORBA entity providing an IDL specification of the accessible 
functions. For each application, providing a CORBA wrapper is highly proprietary and 
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thus cannot be examined generally here. However, as an integration is only possible if 
some kind of access to the existing application is given and as a CORBA wrapper can 
then be written, in the following it is assumed that each application has a CORBA inter-
face. 
Given these prerequisites, the concept of MASS Proxies can be introduced. It allows the 
integration of existing applications into the mobile agent context without requiring the 
explicit modification or recompilation of source code. This approach has been used in 
the aforementioned CRC IMPROVE project in order to provide a uniform management 
functionality. It allows mobile agent based management applications – and others too – 
to access the integrated applications via standardised interfaces and thus avoids pro-
prietary and application-specific management solutions. 
5.2.2 The Concept of MASS Proxies 
Let us examine in more detail the integration of existing applications (with a CORBA 
interface) into a mobile agent environment. Again, network and system management is 
the reference application domain. If integration comprises the gathering of additional 
information which is not provided by the applications themselves, different approaches 
are possible. The simplest approach is to use only the management information which 
can be provided by the ORB. Such information could be the number of requests to a 
server or the response time of the server. But this approach merely gives minimal access 
to servers, and only a limited set of management information can be generated. 
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Figure 5.8: Flexible MASS Proxy 
The concept of MASS Proxies introduced here allows more detailed information. The 
concept is depicted in figure 5.8. A MASS Proxy [LiTh99] superimposes the interface 
of the original application, i.e. it mirrors the application’s IDL specification, and in 
addition adds new functionality to this interface. Whereas the encapsulated interface 
remains unchanged and requests made by clients are simply passed to the original inter-
face of the application, the added functions can be tailor-made and offered to specific 
applications, e.g. a mobile-agent based management application. Internally, the MASS-
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Proxy can realise an arbitrary functionality and it can access the original application to 
retrieve required information. The advantage of this approach is that a uniform interface 
can be offered to applications, which thus do not need to adapt to each of the integrated 
applications. In the case of the mobile agent based management application, this con-
cept allows the management application to obtain more detailed management informa-
tion and to perform more complex management actions by using the specific interface 
of an application and additional features of the MASS Proxy, for example measure-
ments, surveying of thresholds, and statistics. Thus, this concept is suitable as a-posteri-
ori approach. It also allows a mobile agent locally executing a management task to ac-
cess the application’s management data via the same methods as a central management 
component. 
It must be taken into consideration that the introduction of the MASS Proxies adds an 
overhead to the underlying system. Therefore, this solution will cause an overhead con-
cerning execution times. This effect is outlined by figure 5.9. As the MASS Proxy inter-
cepts the original client request, passes this request on to the original server, and possi-
bly executes some extra tasks, e.g. logging information, prior to passing the server’s 
reply to the client, an overhead is introduced which grows proportionally with the size 
of the request.  
This is an obvious effect, as an extra RPC plus some extra computation is transparently 
added to the client RPC. As the MASS Proxy typically resides at the server’s host, 
passing the request and receiving the reply involves local communication only. This is 
why the overhead is usually smaller than the duration of the original client call. Note 
that the overhead does not depend on other factors of the original RPC. If, for instance, 
the RPC is made via a network displaying high delays, then the overhead will remain 
unchanged by this. Therefore, with regard to the size of the introduced delay, it can be 
stated that it is acceptable for most applications, thus underlining the feasibility of the 
MASS Proxy concept. 
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Figure 5.9: Overhead of MASS Proxy 
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The above implementation of the MASS Proxies, where the client request is issued to 
the proxy instead of the original server and passed on by this proxy, is valid in all cases. 
However, in most cases an improved realisation of the MASS Proxies is possible with 
the concept of CORBA interceptors. These interceptors are defined in [OMG1] and 
they are intended as ORB extension. They allow to insert function calls into the com-
munication path between clients and servers on ORB level. Both message-level inter-
ceptors, which can execute transformations on unstructured data streams, and request-
level interceptors exist. The latter ones not only allow to extract the names of invoked 
functions, parameters, and object references, they also allow the direct implementation 
of the MASS Proxies. By spawning a new thread which will execute the additional 
computation, the impact on the original request, i.e. the overhead introduced by the 
MASS Proxy, can be minimised. This is also shown in figure 5.911. However, one has to 
bear in mind that interceptors must be specified at runtime and that their deployment in 
an a-posteriori approach is not possible. 
5.3 Mobile Agent Communication 
The last section has shown how the MASS Proxy concept allows to integrate existing 
application adhering to mobile or non-mobile concepts into the mobile agent environ-
ment. In particular, the MASS Proxies allow mobile agents to communicate with these 
applications. Now that such a framework has been provided and mobile agents are able 
to communicate both with other mobile agents and with non-mobile entities, it is neces-
sary to take a look at mobile agent communication itself and find out, how it is affected 
by the presence of mobile and non-mobile entities. 
There are two important aspect to agent communication in general and mobile agent 
communication in particular. First, agent communication involves semantic require-
ments which must be given in order for mobile agents to understand each other. Agent 
communication languages serve this purpose [LFP99]. With such an ACL at hand, it 
must be possible for agents to exchange and understand arbitrary data. The Knowledge 
Query Manipulation Language (KQML) [FLM97] developed at the University of Mary-
land Baltimore County [UMBC] is the best known example of such an ACL. KQML 
is both a language and a protocol for exchanging information and it is based on speech 
act theory [FKF+94]. The idea behind this theory is that any language, even human lan-
guage, can be reduced to a set of primitive speech acts, also called performatives. Con-
sequently, KQML provides an extensible set of performatives which defines the permis-
sible operations that agents may attempt on an application’s or on each other's 
knowledge and goal stores. The performatives comprise a substrate on which to develop 
higher-level models of inter-agent interaction such as contract nets and negotiation. In 
addition, KQML provides a basic architecture for knowledge sharing through a special 
class of agents called communication facilitators which coordinate the interactions of 
                                                 
11
  The per-process filter points of Iona Orbix have been used for these measurements due to lack of 
existing realisations of the CORBA interceptors. Although conceptually identical, the filter points are 
not conform with the CORBA standard. This, however, has no effect on the presented results. 
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other agents. KQML can be used as a language for a (mobile) agent to interact with an 
application – which has e.g. been integrated with a MASS Proxy – as well as for two or 
more (mobile) agents to share knowledge in support of cooperative problem solving. 
Providing these semantic requirements is a complex task. It is required for some mobile 
agent concepts and applications, especially those based on co-ordination of mobile 
agents [FLP98], but not for all, as many applications can make do without the exchange 
of arbitrary data, i.e. with predefined data which does not need interpretation. The 
semantic of mobile agent communication is not in the scope of this thesis. It focuses on 
the technical mechanisms which are involved in the communication process, rather than 
on the interpretation of information which is communicated between mobile agents.  
Traditional distributed systems are based on the RPC mechanism. Its function is to 
allow a client to invoke a method on a server which might not be located at the same 
host, i.e. location transparency is maintained. This is achieved by using client and server 
stubs, which will be described in detail in chapter 7. It soon became apparent that this 
point-to-point and synchronised approach to remote communication of objects with one 
object sending and one object receiving in many situations was not sufficient. Multicast 
and broadcast mechanisms for a one-to-many and many-to-one communication where 
introduced to allow efficient group communication, and asynchronous communication 
mechanisms which avoid the synchronisation requirement. 
These communication mechanisms are important for mobile agents too. However, the 
mobile agents’ ability to migrate requires to modify these communication mechanisms 
and to introduce new ones. In the mobile agent context, different types of communica-
tion partners can be given, which results in different requirements: 
• Mobile agent – stationary agent communication is most similar to traditional 
communication in distributed systems. Stationary agents, which can be any kind of 
component, e.g. a MASS service or an application integrated with a MASS Proxy, 
do not change their location and do not need to synchronize on an event, as they are 
ready to accept communication requests at any time. Therefore, if the target agent is 
stationary, the mobility of the mobile agent initiating a request does not matter and 
communication can be addressed in the traditional client/server style. 
 Mobile agent – mobile agent communication introduces new aspects to communi-
cation, as the role of the communication partners is peer-to-peer, rather than 
client/server. Each of the agents has an own schedule and is able to migrate. Hence, 
the mobile agents can only communicate synchronously if the are able to 
synchronise on a specific event. If no means for synchronisation with the target 
agent are given, asynchronous communication can be used instead. If the agent ini-
tiating the request is stationary, these processes are identical. 
 Mobile agent – mobile agent group communication in addition to mobility adds 
anonymity to the communication requirements. Whereas the first two communica-
tion styles were bilateral, i.e. between two agents, agent groups introduce multilat-
eral communication. In the latter case, a mobile agent communicating with other 
mobile agents of an agent group does not know the whereabouts of these agents, 
and it does not know whether these agents are currently ready to receive messages. 
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Whereas the first communication style can be realised with existing communication 
mechanisms, the latter two ones require new mechanisms. The next section will give an 
overview of both general and mobile agent specific communication mechanisms. 
Thereafter, a mapping of these mechanisms to CORBA communication is presented. 
5.3.1 Types of Mobile Agent Communication 
5.3.1.1 Bilateral Mobile Agent Communication 
Synchronous communication in distributed systems is given with RPC. Originally, both 
communication partners are assumed to be static. Mobility of one or both communica-
tion partners needs to be addressed with specific mechanisms. In case of mobile agent – 
stationary agent communication, where the request is directed to a stationary agent, the 
mobile agent must not migrate prior to the synchronous communication being com-
pleted. If this is not intended, then a special flag can be used to mark the communication 
as unidirectional. In this case, the mobile agent sending out the request cannot receive 
an acknowledgement or result, but it does not need to wait for the communication proc-
ess to be completed. However, in this case, the correct delivery of the request to the 
target agent is not guaranteed (compare to connectionless transport protocols like UDP, 
section 3.3.3). 
If both agents are mobile, both agents must remain static until the end of a synchronous 
communication process. In addition, special localisation and synchronisation means 
must be given, because the target agent is mobile too. If a synchronous communication 
is to be established, the mobile agent initiating this communication can use the Local-
isation Service described in section 4.5.2.1 to localise a particular mobile agent and 
have it blocked for communication, i.e. a session is set up where both agents synchro-
nise. Details on the establishment of session-oriented communication as well as state-
less and state-oriented sessions, the latter maintaining information for sequences of re-
quests, can be found in [BHR+97]. 
Session establishment for synchronous communication is also a requirement for intro-
ducing the meeting concept. This new concept has been made possible by the mobility 
of agents, which allows the agents to meet at a specific location and do all communica-
tion of an entire session via local communication which is much more efficient than 
remote communication. Mobile agents thus allow to exploit the benefit of locality. How-
ever, if the meeting concept is deployed purely for performance reasons, one has to take 
into account the migration overhead, and it must be evaluated whether this overhead can 
be compensated by the more efficient communication. This will be examined in detail 
in chapter 7. 
It is not always possible to establish a communication session with a particular mobile 
agent, as this agent might e.g. currently not be willing to accept a communication ses-
sion, or it might be located at a disconnected host. In this case, asynchronous communi-
cation can be used. Here, a message is sent via a special communication mechanism and 
it is delivered to the target agent asynchronously. A session can be established prior to 
communication, but it does not have to be established. 
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5.3.1.2 Multilateral Mobile Agent Communication 
The last section has listed possible communication styles between two agents. In many 
applications, however, information needs to be exchanged between groups of agents. 
The asynchronous communication of two agents described above can form the basis for 
multilateral communication of mobile agents. Multicast communication, i.e. the simul-
taneous transmission of messages to groups of agents, and broadcast communication, 
where all mobile agents are addressed, can be based on asynchronous communication. 
Rather than delivering the asynchronously sent message to one particular agent, it is 
delivered to a group of agents.  
Although asynchronous communication is typically push-communication, i.e. the re-
ceivers of a message are passive and the message is delivered to them, pull-communi-
cation, where the receivers actively poll the message, can be used for realising so called 
blackboards. Mobile agents can drop messages at a blackboard and these messages are 
read by other mobile agents at any later point in time. This type of communication is 
very important to mobile agents due to their non-continuous readiness for communica-
tion caused by mobility and autonomy. 
The next section shows how the different types of mobile agent communication identi-
fied in the last two sections can be mapped to standardised CORBA communication 
mechanisms, resulting in standardised communication means for mobile agents. 
5.3.2 Mobile Agent Communication over CORBA 
So far, the communication requirements of mobile agents have been outlined and com-
munication mechanisms for these requirements have been presented. Just like the se-
mantic interpretation of the information exchanged between agents requires standard-
ised agent communication languages, the technical communication mechanisms need to 
be standardised too in order to enable the information exchange from the technical point 
of view. Concerning the technical aspects of mobile agent communication, MAF refers 
to CORBA object communication. Accordingly, this section shows how the required 
communication mechanisms can be mapped to existing CORBA communication 
mechanisms. 
5.3.2.1 CORBA Communication Mechanisms 
The ORB, which forms the core of the CORBA standard, is responsible for handling 
requests to remote objects. Using an RPC mechanism to these objects with interfaces 
described in IDL, the remoteness of objects can be kept transparent to the caller. The 
ORB allows two kinds of requests to objects. Using the server IDL description, client 
stubs and server skeletons can be generated which will transform programming specific 
object invocations to and from a language independent representation. This provides 
interoperability in heterogeneous systems, i.e. allows objects to interact independently 
of operating systems, programming languages, and protocols deployed. 
This kind of request, however, is not flexible enough in dynamic environments, as the 
available functions and their parameterisation are often unknown at compile time. 
Therefore, a dynamical construction of requests is supported by CORBA. Dynamic re-
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quests are constructed using the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) and are dispatched 
by the Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI). They have to be handled with care, since a 
consistency check of the IDL syntax of the function called and the actual parameterisa-
tion cannot be performed at runtime. Figure 5.10 shows the main components of the 
CORBA architecture that are involved in the communication between objects. 
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Figure 5.10: CORBA Components for Communication 
Both static and dynamic requests are synchronous, which causes the caller to be blocked 
until reception of results. In order to avoid this blocking and allow unidirectional com-
munication, the request can either be made from a separate thread, as CORBA supports 
multi-threading. Nonetheless, the mobile agent is still not able to migrate prior to the 
termination of the thread. If this is to be avoided, the CORBA oneway operation can be 
deployed. This will cause the request to be send out and the thread of execution to re-
turn immediately, without an acknowledgement or result being returned. 
Synchronous and unidirectional communication for mobile agents can thus be directly 
realised by CORBA communication. However, no means for asynchronous communi-
cation are included in the core CORBA standard. The Event Service, one of the 
standardised CORBAfacilities, can instead be used to provide the missing mechanism 
of bilateral mobile agent communication. 
In the Event Service specification [OMG4], communicating objects are distinguished 
by two roles they can have, that of an information supplier or information consumer. 
The Event Service allows two kinds of communication models, with communication 
being initiated by a supplier in the push-model, or by a consumer in the pull-model. In 
the latter case, events are requested prior to delivery by a blocking or non-blocking 
operation. While in the simplest scenario, a single supplier and a consumer interact 
directly, asynchronous communication is provided by the introduction of an event 
channel. 
An event channel is a regular CORBA object that provides proxies for all kinds of push- 
and pull-style communication as shown in figure 5.11. An event channel will therefore 
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ensure that objects sending out events or requesting them will always find an appro-
priate communication partner, which will prevent the objects from blocking. 
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Figure 5.11: The CORBA Event Service 
Another important aspect of communication based on the event channel is that agent 
groups are supported both as suppliers and consumers. Mobile agents only need to 
register with a consumer- or supplier-proxy of an event channel to be able to send and 
receive requests to and from groups of mobile agents. They need not be concerned with 
the communication partners involved or with their current location, i.e. these can be 
anonymous. In combination with persistency of events, this provides means to easily 
construct distributed blackboard architectures. 
5.3.2.2 CORBA Communication Service 
The Event Service, however, does not foresee persistency of events. In addition, current 
implementations of CORBA Event Services cannot cope with mobility of senders and 
receivers. These problems are solved by the concept of the CORBA Communication 
Service. This service integrates existing communication styles, i.e. it provides all types 
of bilateral and multilateral mobile agent communication discussed above [TLL97], see 
figure 5.12. 
In addition, the CORBA Communication Service also adds additional features like per-
sistency. In order to transmit a message to one ore more mobile agents, a mobile agent 
calls the corresponding method of the CORBA Communication Service. CORBA 
Communication Services are regular CORBA objects with an IDL interface. Upon re-
ception of the message from the mobile agent, the CORBA Communication Service 
passes this message on to one or more CORBA Communication Services. This can be 
done via any type of CORBA communication. The mobile agent sending the message 
can specify the method of delivery. The concept of the CORBA Communication Ser-
vice is very flexible, because it allows to transparently modify the realisation of the 
integrated communication mechanisms and also the addition of new communication 
mechanisms if these become available. Moreover, the persistency of asynchronous 
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messages together with the support for groups of mobile agents allows the straightfor-
ward realisation of blackboards for mobile agent communication. 
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Figure 5.12: The CORBA Communication Service 
5.3.2.3 Exemplary Deployment of the CORBA Communication Service 
Asynchronous communication of mobile agents as an exemplary deployment of the 
CORBA Communication Service is shown in figure 5.13. During an initialisation phase, 
the CORBA Communication Services register with a CORBA Event Service to provide 
asynchronous communication to the mobile agents. In a communication phase, a mobile 
agent initiates the asynchronous delivery of a message to a particular mobile agent by 
sending this message to a CORBA Communication Service. The first step this service 
takes is to localise the respective CORBA Communication Service it will send the mes-
sage to. The localisation is done with the help of the Localisation Service, which is re-
sponsible not only for mobile agent localisation, but also for service localisation. 
Once the target service has been localised, the CORBA Communication Service sends 
the message to this service via the CORBA Event Service. Upon reception of the mes-
sage, the CORBA Communication Service will try to pass the message on to the target 
mobile agent. As no synchronisation has taken place, it is not guaranteed that this is 
currently possible. If the target mobile agents for some reason is temporarily not avail-
able or not receiving messages, the CORBA Communication Service persistently stores 
the message for later delivery. 
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Figure 5.13: Asynchronous Communication of Mobile Agents 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter has addressed three important aspects of mobile agent technology which 
are required in order to implement mobile agent based applications. The integration of 
mobile agents into heterogeneous environments is a fundamental requirement, not only 
for network and system management. The concept of MASS Proxies has been intro-
duced which allows to encapsulate existing applications and to provide the required 
interface and functionality, e.g. for management applications. With the mobile agents 
being able to access and exchange information, the communication styles involved are 
of interest next. It has been discussed how existing mechanisms can be used for mobile 
agents and which additional ones are to be provided. The CORBA Communication Ser-
vice has been presented as a standardised solution for mobile agent communication 
which integrates all of these communication mechanisms. 
With communication and information access at hand, it is on principle possible to build 
mobile agent based applications. However, what is still required to make these applica-
tions work reasonably are control mechanisms which allow to secure that the agents are 
actually fulfilling their tasks and do not go astray doing absurd or harmful operations. 
As a fundamental task for mobile agent control, localisation has been addressed first by 
the Localisation Service, and by two pairs of correlating Mobile Agent Support Ser-
vices. The Kindergarten and Notification Service on the one hand, and the Undertaker 
and Excavator Service on the other have been presented as novel solutions for mobile 
agent control. 
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Discover more at large what cause that was, 
For I am ignorant and cannot guess. 
William Shakespeare, King Henry VI 
6 Alarm Correlation with Mobile Agents 
Mobile agent technology holds large potentials which were identified in chapter 2.3.2. 
However, the inherent restrictions of mobile agents with regard to size, i.e. code and 
data, demand for special means to address highly complex tasks, which otherwise can-
not be realised, as the limitations prohibit mobile agents e.g. from maintaining a global 
view of a network. Typically, mobile agents have local responsibility. The limiting fac-
tor in this context is the overhead of the migration process, because with growing size 
of the agents, migration is becoming inefficient. The next chapter will discuss this issue 
in depth. The Mobile Agent Support Services as presented in chapter 4 not only provide 
crucial support for developing mobile agent based applications, e.g. integrated commu-
nication mechanisms as presented in the last chapter, but also enable the realisation of 
applications of high complexity. In this chapter, the realisation of such a complex appli-
cation with mobile agent technology and the Mobile Agent Support Services will be ex-
amined exemplarily. This application is taken from network and system management 
and realised with a domain specific support service (compare figure 4.3). This Mobile 
Agent Support Service is called Correlation Service and enables the correlation of dis-
tributed alarms. It is predominantly used in fault and performance management, but can 
also be deployed in other management areas such as security management. The effi-
ciency of the Correlation Service as well as its deployment are examined in detail in this 
chapter. First, the core concepts in the context of alarm correlation are presented which 
are required for the understanding of the presented approaches. 
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6.1 Alarm Correlation 
Generally, alarms are messages which are reported by components of distributed com-
puter systems and networks and which indicate the occurrence of an exceptional situa-
tion. These exceptional situations will in the following be titled events. In current net-
work and system management solutions, alarms are usually unsolicited SNMP traps, 
cp. section 3.2.1. In the context of management, alarms can be related to all kinds of 
functionality, for instance  
• to fault management, where an alarm is thrown for example if a client is unable to 
reach a server, which might have crashed, 
 to performance management, where an alarm e.g. indicates that a threshold value 
has been reached for the load of a connection, or 
 to security management, where an authentication failure will cause an alarm to be 
generated. 
In distributed computer systems and networks, an immense number of such alarms is 
thrown by the individual components, the problem being not only the sheer amount of 
alarms, but also that a single fault on a device or server can cause many symptoms indi-
cated by other alarms, i.e. many alarms merely point out side effects of errors. More-
over, alarms are often thrown repeatedly. At the same time, alarms themselves often 
cause cascades of other alarms to be thrown, e.g. a faulty component in a network will 
cause other components, which e.g. try to access it, to report an alarm. 
All of this hampers or prevents to determine the real cause of the occurrence of alarms. 
As a consequence, due to the growing complexity and size of systems and networks – 
cp. sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 – this task cannot be performed efficiently, correctly, and 
exhaustively by a human manager, as alarms are often overlooked and misinterpreted 
due to the sheer mass of their occurrence. But even if none of the alarms were missed, it 
would be nearly impossible to determine their origin, due to the problems of centralised 
network and system management solutions listed above. 
A first approach to deal with this situation would be to use filters to reduce the amount 
of alarms to be processed, i.e. alarms which are assumed to be of no relevance to a par-
ticular area or to have no major importance are neglected. However, in case of errone-
ous assumptions, this can cause essential information to be lost and the reason for 
alarms can be blurred. What is rather needed is an automated correlation of alarms, i.e. 
the alarms have to be collected and evaluated in order to take appropriate management 
actions, for instance source identification, qualified notification, or automatic recovery. 
Alarm correlation aims at putting alarms into a temporal and causal order, interpreting 
their meaning, and tracking down their origin. The main advantage of an alarm correla-
tion is that alarms are not interpreted individually, but in the context of other alarms, 
which allows to make more precise statements about the event causing the alarms. In 
many cases, this is inevitable, as the mass of individual alarms does not carry enough 
information to trace down the event giving rise to all these alarms. The entropy of the 
correlated alarms, however, often is larger than the sum of entropies of the individual 
alarms. This effect can best be described with an example [YKM+96], which is visual-
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ised in figure 6.1. In the depicted scenario, different network domains are given, which 
are typically administered by different organisations. Picture a client connected to a 
database server over a TCP connection, reading out information and setting database 
locks in order to modify database entries. IP packets are transported via the TCP con-
nection through the routers and networks. Assume a T3 link provided by WAN2, 
connecting routers A and B. Let the event in this example be that a clock at an interface 
in WAN2 which supports the T3 link intermittently loses synchronisation, approxi-
mately four times a second, each time for a period of 0.25ms. What this event causes in 
the first place are intermittent bursts of noise on the T3 link. The effect seems to be 
minimal, as merely 0.1 per cent of the link’s capacity are lost. However, this event can 
have serious effects. The TCP connection between the client and the database server 
will display bit errors which will trigger the TCP slow start algorithm. On IP level, 
erroneous packets are dropped either at router A or B, or at the their destination. Even-
tually, this will cause the database connections to have lower throughput and database 
locks to be maintained longer. Overall, the database server performance will decrease. 
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LAN 1 LAN 2
WAN 1 WAN 2
BA
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ServerClient
 
Figure 6.1: Example for Limited Alarm Entropy 
What this example outlines is that events can cause alarms which are propagated among 
related components, they can cause alarms in multiple domains, and – most importantly 
– the events cannot be unmasked simply by observing the individual alarms without 
analysing them in a context. This is done by alarm correlation. 
In order to correlate alarms in networks and distributed systems, information about the 
respective network and system states is inevitable. The required information can be di-
vided into two main areas, namely static and dynamic information. On the one hand, 
static information relates to a class of managed resources and describes the type of 
events which can be caused by these resources and the alarms which can be generated. 
An example for static information is a threshold which will lead to the generation of a 
specific alarm. 
Dynamic information, on the other hand, describes specific configurations of the current 
scenario a managed resource is contained in. Dynamic information allows to examine 
the causal dependency of events and alarms and thus to isolate their occurrence. As this 
comprises information on the changing topology, it is required for correlation algo-
rithms to collect this information dynamically and periodically. 
The process of information gathering is not within the focus of this thesis. There are 
numerous examples of approaches which allow the gathering of static information, for 
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instance the automatic exploration of network topologies [BGM+00, ThRo00], the de-
termination of dependencies [Ens99], but also of dynamic information, such as the pre-
diction of TCP traffic [GGR01, Wal00]. However, the initialisation of the information 
base required for automated correlation of alarms like any other automated task will 
also require human interaction and input. In the following, the focus will be on possible 
methods for alarms correlation where the initialisation phase is completed and the 
required information base is given. 
Deploying a centralised approach for correlating alarms is straightforward and simpli-
fies the gathering and updating of the static and dynamic information, as it is collected 
and stored by one central component. However, as shown in chapter 3, centralised ap-
proaches do not scale with growing distributed systems and networks. If deploying a 
distributed solution and a mobile agent based solution in particular, in order to meet the 
scalability and flexibility requirements, both the correlation mechanism and the collec-
tion and storage of data have to be tailor-made for these solutions. Possible approaches 
are developed and evaluated in the following, first correlation mechanisms, then con-
cepts for information management. 
6.2 Simple Alarm Correlation 
6.2.1 Methods for Individual Mobile Agents 
Several simple correlation mechanisms can be used which do not exceed the limitations 
of mobile agents. They take into account the structure of the alarms. An alarm is speci-
fied by three characteristics, namely its originator, i.e. the component which has re-
ported the alarms, the alarm’s type, and the time of its occurrence. Operating on these 
characteristics, a simple alarm correlation can be done in either of the following ways: 
• Compression: If a type of alarm is reported by the same component several times, 
then these alarms can be merged to a single one. This, however, depends on the 
alarm’s type, as for instance several alarms indicating a server failure might be 
replaced by one alarm, whereas alarms reporting repeated security violations should 
remain unchanged, as they may indicate an intrusion attempt. 
 Count: A predefined number of identical alarms is substituted by a single one. This 
differs from alarm compression in that repeated alarms are expected. Given a ser-
vice, which can be requested by clients, alarm counts can be used for monitoring 
and accounting the usage of this service (originator) by a particular client (type) 
without generating a flood of alarms. 
 Suppression: Distinguishing between different priority classes of alarms, low prior-
ity alarms can be suppressed if high priority alarms occur concurrently. This allows 
for immediate reaction to critical situations without distraction by irrelevant factors. 
 Boolean: A number of correlated alarms can be replaced by a higher order alarm if 
they meet a Boolean pattern, e.g. if for server A, B, and C, all residing on one host, 
alarms of type “unreachable” are reported, then these alarms can be replaced by one 
indicating the failure of that host. 
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 Generalisation: If detailed information of an alarm type is not relevant, but rather 
prevents the application of one of the other four correlation methods, then this 
alarm can be replaced by a more general one. Picture alarms indicating long service 
times, high load, or declined client requests for a single server. All of these could be 
replaced by alarms hinting at an overload, which could then be further correlated. 
These correlation approaches, however, are limited in their capabilities. In order to put 
alarms into temporal and causal order and to interpret their meaning, global knowledge 
of the network or system is required and must be updated frequently. This exceeds the 
capabilities of single mobile agents, as they would have to gather and frequently update 
the relevant network and system data, collect the alarms, do the correlations, and take 
appropriate action. 
Section 3.4 has revealed that current attempts to provide alleviations for the limitations 
of centralised management approaches display severe deficits. Network and system 
management thus is one of the most promising application domains for mobile agent 
technology. But although many promising approaches to deploying mobile agents in 
network and system management exist, none of the approaches presented in section 3.5 
is able to address problems resulting from the limited capabilities of the individual 
agents. 
A first approach to handling this problem is to split these tasks, thus reducing the com-
plexity of the sub-tasks, and have them executed by separate mobile agents. In the fol-
lowing sections, the concept of so called swarming approaches is explained which aim 
at solving complex problems with co-operating components, each having limited capa-
bilities. A swarming approach to alarm correlation with mobile agents will be presented 
thereafter and both its strengths and its limitations will be pointed out. Then, the Corre-
lation Service will be introduced in detail which follows a different approach to alarm 
correlation with mobile agents, allowing to exploit their potentials without being 
restricted by the limitations inherent to swarming solutions. 
6.2.2 Swarming Intelligence 
In nature, several examples can be observed where an intelligent and efficient behaviour 
of a complex system results from the interworking of autonomous individuals obeying 
simple rules, e.g. insect swarms, fish schools, and bird flocks. This behaviour is being 
examined by Artificial Life [Lan87], a research area which forms part of the Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) work. Research in Artificial Life can be distinguished in two catego-
ries. First, work is being executed to analyse and imitate biological and social mecha-
nisms and to model these biological phenomena. Second, it is attempted to apply and 
adapt these models for lifelike behaviour of computer systems.  
6.2.2.1 Characteristics and Mapping to Mobile Agents 
In order to achieve the two aforementioned goals, Artificial Life tries to determine in 
which way the simple rules and behavioural patterns of single entities result in an over-
all system execution. For this, the autonomy of the individual instances and rules 
directing their local interaction and goal-directed behaviour are being examined. It has 
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been found out that there is no behavioural control on a global level, which is called 
locality of the system. It is rather a property called emergence which causes the com-
plex, dynamic, and structured behaviour on system level. Emergence is the crucial 
property in Artificial Life and denotes the occurrence of a system property drawing 
from the interaction of individual components, without having been specified explicitly 
or being directly deductible [For91]. 
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Figure 6.2: Swarming Intelligence in Artificial Life 
Characteristics of such systems thus are autonomy, locality, and emergence. Another 
property of Artificial Life models is called temporal invariance of the components, i.e. 
these components have a predefined lifecycle. They are created and then remain un-
changed, while being able to multiply, and eventually are terminated. The latter can be 
triggered by the instance itself or by another component. This lifecycle is often extended 
by mobility, i.e. the components are able to move through the system autonomously. 
Together with the given lifecycle, especially the ability to multiply, the population of 
the system thus can dynamically adapt to a changing environment. 
These characteristics reveal a strong analogy to mobile agents. These also provide mo-
bility, autonomy, locality, and possess a lifecycle as shown in figure 2.1. A transfer of 
concepts from Artificial Life to mobile agent technology and the exploitation of emer-
gence therefore seems to be straightforward and promises powerful solutions, as indi-
cated by related work e.g. as presented in section 4.1.1. 
In the following, a problem solving technique called swarming intelligence is applied in 
order to provide alarm correlation. Based on independent and autonomous mobile 
agents, the overall system behaviour is to emerge from their co-operation. Figure 6.2 
shows how swarming intelligence can be classified as part of Artificial Life. 
6.2.2.2 Advantages of Swarming Intelligence 
Swarming intelligence solutions offer a number of advantages if applied to distributed 
system and networking issues. First of all, in contrast to centralized approaches, there is 
no problem with scalability, as a swarm of independent agents constitutes an entirely 
decentralized solution which scales with the size of a system by reproduction and mi-
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gration. In addition, swarming intelligence provides highly adaptive systems, as the 
agents’ lifecycle and their ability to migrate allows to dynamically adopt to changing 
system requirements. Therefore, swarming intelligence is particularly suitable for large 
and highly dynamic systems. Moreover, with mobile agents being autonomous, i.e. able 
to execute without relying on other agents, the overall system based on independent 
agents is robust and fault tolerant. While for instance the crash of a central component 
in a centralized approach will cause the entire system to fail, the termination of a group 
of agents can cause a system to act less efficiently, but it will not cause the entire sys-
tem to halt. 
Last but not least, conceiving a problem solution based on individual and self-contained 
components results in highly modular and clearly structured systems, thus improving 
maintenance and updates. Bearing these potential benefits in mind, the next section ex-
plains how mobile agent technology can be deployed for a swarming intelligence solu-
tion in the alarm correlation process of network and system management. 
6.2.3 Alarm Correlation through Swarming Intelligence 
In the following, a swarming intelligence approach as introduced above which bases on 
the interworking of mobile agents is presented which allows the collection of both static 
and dynamic information and the correlation of alarms based on this information. 
6.2.3.1 Mobile Management Agents 
Mobile Management Agents (MMAs) in the following denote mobile agents which are 
dedicated to a specific simple task, and which together in a swarming approach realise 
an alarm correlation which is based on simple, decentralised, and coordinated sub-tasks 
as introduced in the last section [Lip99b]. It will be shown how this – to a certain extent 
– allows to determine the events from the generated alarms, while meeting the restric-
tions imposed by the mobile agents’ size. 
The outline of the swarming approach for alarm correlation with mobile agents is shown 
in figure 6.3. A crucial component is the Agent Factory which holds an extensible pool 
of the Mobile Management Agents. On request of a managing instance, the Agent Fac-
tory can send a group of MMAs to the corresponding system or network. Such a group 
of MMAs comprises four different classes of agents. The first class is termed Observer. 
An Observer is an MMA which is capable of surveying one or more managed resources. 
It registers with managed resources – or the corresponding MASS proxies – for alarms 
and thus operates far more effectively than an object continuously polling these man-
aged resources for alarms. An Observer can provide a first form of alarm correlation, 
namely compression (see section 6.2.1). It can also introduce priority classes for alarms, 
i.e. realise an alarm suppression. However, it is not advisable to add too much of the 
manipulation of the alarm message flow into an Observer, as this might cause a loss of 
information. Dealing with the alarm messages is rather the task of the Correlator, which 
takes care of the actual correlation process. 
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Figure 6.3: Mobile Management Agents for Alarm Correlation 
As pointed out in section 6.2.1, different simple approaches to the correlation process 
can be deployed for individual mobile agents. These approaches can also be deployed in 
the swarming intelligence solution for the Correlator agent. In the prototype implemen-
tation, the correlation has been realised with Boolean patterns which are held by the 
individual Correlator agents. This pattern-based approach can easily be replaced by one 
of the other correlation approaches presented in section 6.2.1, without having any 
substantial effect on the architecture presented here or on the subsequent discussion of 
the suitability of this architecture. 
A Correlator is provided with alarms collected by a number of Observers. As dynamic 
information is required for the correlation process, the Correlator will contact another 
MMA which provides this information, in particular on the current topology. This agent 
is termed T(opology)-Agent. Using services such as the Localisation Service presented 
in section 4.5.1 and information provided by MASS proxies or by the managed re-
sources themselves, T-Agents always maintain an image of currently active components 
and their connections for the system or sub-system they are instructed to observe. A 
T-Agent offers functions to a Correlator for accessing its information. 
If a particular event has been determined by the Correlator, appropriate action needs to 
be taken. For this purpose, the Correlator contacts an Activator which will select a mo-
bile agent from the Agent Factory which implements the corresponding functionality. 
Figure 6.4 describes the overall interaction of the MMAs as part of the correlation proc-
ess. 
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Figure 6.4: Alarm correlation process with a group of MMAs 
6.2.3.2 Limitations of this Approach 
In theory, the approach to alarm correlation presented above offers the advantages pro-
vided by swarming intelligence approaches as presented in section 6.2.2.2. However, 
such an approach also displays several drawbacks which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing. 
• Complexity: The swarming intelligence approach fails to provide a suitable degree 
of complexity. Due to the restriction of the size of the individual mobile agents, in 
particular the Correlators, merely simple correlations can be made which do not al-
low to determine the origin of alarms in the majority of cases. 
 Robustness: The above approach does not provide sufficient robustness concerning 
the occurrence of alarms. If as little as a single alarm is lost, the Boolean rules will 
not be triggered at all. This is due to the fact that management solutions base the 
transmission of alarms on UDP. As the management messages are very short, an in-
tolerable overhead would be introduced by a connection based protocol such as 
TCP, cp. chapter 3.3.3. However, the deployment of UDP does not guarantee the 
transmission of datagrams, i.e. management alarms, as these datagrams remain un-
acknowledged due to a missing NACK-mechanism. There is in fact a checksum 
mechanism to ensure that single datagrams are transmitted correctly, but there is no 
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means of checking if all datagrams arrived. This is why alarms can be lost without 
further notice. Moreover, due to cascading alarms and side effects, spurious alarms 
will often occur which can cause the wrong rules to be triggered. Robustness of a 
correlation approach requires coping with this effect, too. 
 Concurrency: Even if no alarm is lost, correlation based on one or more of the 
mechanisms presented in section 6.2.1 does not allow to determine the actual cause 
of the alarms if more than one event occurs at a time, i.e. if alarms of several events 
are mixed. Moreover, alarms can be delayed due to the underlying network and 
these mechanisms do not allow a temporal order of alarms. 
Consequently, simply deploying Boolean patterns or any of the other simple mecha-
nisms is not suitable. It is rather necessary to use appropriate alarm correlation mecha-
nisms which enable complexity, robustness, and concurrency. However, this cannot be 
realised purely with mobile agents. Swarming intelligence approaches thus seemed to 
offer promising solutions, but it has become evident that the locality requirement is not 
sufficiently given in the context of alarm correlation. In order to do a flexible and com-
plex correlation, a far-reaching knowledge of the system’s current state is required and 
must be used in an appropriate correlation mechanism. 
These result do not disqualify swarming intelligence solutions for mobile agent in gen-
eral. In [LiKr99], we have examined a swarming intelligence approach for mobile 
agents in another context of management, namely performance management. We have 
shown how a swarming approach can be used with mobile agent technology for a de-
centralized load balancing of telecommunications networks. In this case, the situation is 
different, as the locality requirement is given and mobile agents in a swarming approach 
thus constitute a reasonable solution where emergence of the desired overall effect on 
the network can be achieved. 
In the following section, a new idea for enhanced alarm correlation with mobile agents 
is presented which does provide the required characteristics. It is based on the Correla-
tion Service, which is realised as part of the Mobile Agent Support Services, and which 
allows to use mobile agent technology in combination with richer concepts for alarm 
correlation. Such correlation concepts are introduced and a suitable one for the mobile 
agent context is developed.  
6.3 Enhanced Alarm Correlation 
Different methodologies for correlating distributed alarms display better characteristics 
than the simple mechanisms presented in the last section. In the following, three of them 
will be compared. This is not an exhaustive list as in the literature, other methodologies 
can be found. In [WTJ97+] for instance, neural networks are used in order to recognise 
alarm patterns, match new alarms to these patterns, and apply known solutions. [Lew93] 
suggests a case-based reasoning, which maps alarm patterns to well known problems of 
the past. For the sake of scope, the comparison here has been restrained to the three 
methodologies which appeared most promising in this context. 
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Fig. 6.5: Dependency 
6.3.1 Rule-based Correlation 
Another quite simple, but extensible correlation method is rule-
based correlation. Dependencies of events and alarms are here 
registered with IF-THEN rules. For a scenario as shown in 
figure  6.512, rules such as 
IF  a1 AND a2 AND NOT a3 AND NOT a4 THEN e1 
and 
IF NOT a1 AND a2 AND NOT a3 AND a4 THEN e3 
can be set up. In the operational phase, alarms are collected 
and matched against these rules. In this pure form, rule-based alarm correlation does not 
provide concurrency and robustness. If e.g. event e3 occurs and alarm a3 is delayed, then 
this will erroneously be regarded as e4. If alarm a4 is lost, no rule will match the alarm 
pattern. 
However, this general form of rule-based correlation can easily be extended as pre-
sented in the next section in order to displays better characteristics. It is also possible to 
use the history of collected alarms to set up additional rules. [KMT99] describe an 
approach which searches a collection of alarms for recurring patterns. Currently, differ-
ent forms of rule-based correlation constitute the most commonly used correlation tech-
niques and can be found in several commercial products, such as HP Openview’s Event 
Correlation Service [HP98], BMC Software’s Enterprise Manager [BMC], and 
Tivoli’s Enterprise Console [Tiv]. 
6.3.1.1 Model-based Reasoning 
A rule based approach can be used as part of model-based reasoning, where a network 
or system is modelled with two descriptions. The first one describes the structure, i.e. 
the static connections between components, which can be abstracted from and placed in 
a hierarchy depending on the level of aggregation, the leaves describing specific com-
ponents and the higher level nodes being increasingly abstracted. Inheritance of charac-
teristics is supported by this description. The second one, the behaviour of the system, 
describes the propagation of alarms between these components. It is described in a class 
hierarchy, too, and alarms are instantiated as leaf nodes of this hierarchy. In a rule-based 
approach, these alarms are correlated, the difference from the general rule-based ap-
proach being that not only Boolean patterns can be used, but also sequences of alarms in 
temporal order. The alarms can also be given a limited validity, thus allowing to distin-
guish between alarms of successive events. Such a comparison of a predicted and the 
actual behaviour of a network with models of both the network and its behaviour has 
been used in various approaches [JaWe93, JaWe95, FNJ+97]. However, whereas com-
plexity is well addressed and concurrency can be handled to a certain extend, model-
                                                 
12
  Note that for the sake of simplicity, cascading alarms i.e. alarms being triggered by other alarms, are 
not considered here. 
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based reasoning does not provide sufficient robustness with regard to lost and spurious 
alarms.  
6.3.1.2 Correlation Trees 
A different correlation approach, which is also rule-based, deploys so called correlation 
trees [Nyg95] that define dependencies between alarms. In this approach, abstract and 
specific correlation trees are differentiated. The abstract correlation trees describe the 
dependencies of events and alarms. In contrast to the class hierarchy describing the be-
haviour of the system in model-based reasoning, possible events triggering the alarms 
are held in the leaves of the correlation tree and the alarms in the other nodes up to the 
root. Each branch of the correlation tree is to be seen as an OR-connection. In the op-
erational phase of the correlation, specific correlation trees are constructed from the 
abstract one according the occurring alarms, i.e. each alarm can e.g. start a new tree, be 
added to an existing tree, connect or split trees, if events have shown to be related or 
independent, or delete a tree, if the event has been tackled. The construction of these 
correlation trees is rule-based. 
Similarly to model-based reasoning, the deployment of correlation trees allows to deal 
with arbitrarily complex correlation processes and it allows for some concurrency of 
events and their alarms. From the performance point of view these approaches are fairly 
efficient, with model-based reasoning, where alarms are instantiated as leaf nodes, per-
forming better than the correlation tree approach, which requires the specific correlation 
trees to be constructed at runtime. These characteristics are common to rule-based 
approaches. However, concurrency not being entirely addressed and failure to ensure 
robustness concerning spurious and lost alarms is common to rule-based approaches 
too. This can be achieved with dependency graphs. 
6.3.2 Correlation with Dependency Graphs 
In order to provide an approach which will recognise the original event, even if alarms 
are lost or if noise blurs these alarms, the exact matching as given in rule-based 
approaches must be replaced by a search for the best match. A dependency graph as 
suggested in [Gru98a] represents the dependencies of components in a network or sys-
tem. In order to do a correlation, the observed alarms are assigned to those components 
in the graph where they occur and a search is started for that component which most of 
the components displaying alarms depend on. Although a detailed algorithm for this 
search is missing, [Gru98b] suggests a breadth-first search for performance issues with 
a limited length for the paths. Dependency graphs allow to dynamically specify the 
quota of matching alarms required for a match to be found and thus are insusceptible to 
spurious alarms. 
Robustness can be further improved by a finer-grained modelling of occurring errors 
which cause alarms to be lost. This is provided by an extension of correlation graphs as 
presented in [KaSc95]. Probabilities are assigned to the components of a network denot-
ing their probability of failures. The links are assigned probabilities too, denoting the 
dependency of the connected components. Dependency in this context means that if an 
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event occurs on one component, an event will also occur on the other one. An example 
scenario is given in figure 6.6. For the sake of simplicity, the probabilities of links in 
both ways are assumed to be identical, though they need not be. For any two compo-
nents, say e.g. C1 and C6, the probability of an error being propagated between these 
components can be calculated by determining possible paths between the components, 
multiplying the propagation probabilities of the links involved, and selecting the maxi-
mum propagation probability. In the case of C1 and C6, the maximum propagation prob-
ability P16 is calculated as P16 = max {p15·p56, p12·p26, p12·p23·p34·p48·p87·p76, 
p12·p23·p37·p76} = p15·p56 = 0.012. 
p1=0.01
C1
p2=0.015 p3=0.01 p4=0.03
p5=0.005 p6=0.01 p7=0.01 p8=0.02
C2 C3 C4
C5 C6 C7 C8
p15=0.12
p56=0.1
p12=0.02
p26=0.06
p67=0.08
p23=0.14
p78=0.11
p34=0.07
p37=0.06 p48=0.09 ij pij=pji
where
 
Figure 6.6: Correlation Graph with Weighted Dependencies 
Upon the occurrence of an alarm, the probability for a specific component being the 
source of the related event can be calculated by multiplying the probability of events of 
that component with the maximum propagation probability to the component displaying 
the alarm. In the example, an alarm in C1 has been caused by an event in C6 with a 
probability of p12·p26·p6 = 0.000012. By clustering components of similar probabilities, 
domains can be specified. With these domains, the smallest number of components 
maximising the occurrence of all alarms can be determined. This approach can always 
find the most probable explanation for the alarms, but it requires exponential runtime. 
Polynomial runtime can of course be achieved with heuristic approaches. 
Whereas dependency graphs thus allow to cope with erroneous and lost alarms, they are 
prone to concurrent events. They also only allow to determine general dependencies of 
components, rather that specific events. In addition, their runtime behaviour is problem-
atic. The next section presents a new approach which seems most promising for de-
ployment in the Correlation Service and which in the subsequent section will be ex-
tended to match the requirements for deployment with mobile agents. 
6.3.3 Codebooks 
None of the above approaches allows to adequately address all of the requirements for 
alarm correlation. In order to achieve complexity of correlation, robustness in the pres-
ence of erroneous alarms, and concurrency of events in a highly efficient manner, new 
approaches deploy codebooks [YKM+96]. This technique is presented here and it is 
thereafter optimised for the use with mobile agents. 
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6.3.3.1 The General Idea 
Codebook approaches are based on dependency graphs too. However, these graphs are 
not used for correlation directly, but rather for the generation of codebooks. Moreover, 
both the events and the alarms are modelled as nodes of the dependency graph here. The 
overall correlation process with codebooks generally includes the following steps: 
• All information which is not required for the correlation is removed from the 
Dependency Graph, thus yielding the Correlation Graph. 
 With the help of the Correlation Graph, all alarms which can be caused by the 
occurrence of a particular event are determined. These alarms constitute the code of 
this event. The codes of all events are stored in a Correlation Matrix. 
 Next, all redundancies are removed from the Correlation Matrix. This results in a 
Codebook. As in real life systems typically a high redundancy of alarms is given, 
this reduction allows to observe a far smaller amount of alarms, thus improving the 
overall performance. 
All of this can be done during the initialisation phase. In the operational phase, the ob-
served alarms merely need to be matched against the codes in the codebook in order to 
determine the alarms’ cause. 
6.3.3.2 A Demonstrative Example 
Let the Dependency Graph in figure 6.7 a) describe an exemplary system to be observed 
with an alarm correlation. The Ei denote events which can occur, the Ai the alarms 
which can be triggered by these events. This Dependency Graph can be simplified, as 
e.g. symptoms which add no information extra information like A4 and A6 can be omit-
ted and cycles can be eliminated, i.e. replaced by one common symptom, like A3, A5, 
and A7. 
E1 E2 E3
A1
A2
A8
1
1 1
1
E1 E2 E3
A1
A2
A357
A8
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
E1 E2 E3
A1
A2
A3
A6
A7
A8
A5
A4
E1 E2 E3
A1 A2 A8A357
a) b)
c) d)
 
Figure 6.7: Example of Initialisation Steps in Codebook-based Correlation 
These simplifications lead to the Correlation Graph shown in figure 6.7 b). The transla-
tion into the Correlation Matrix shown in figure 6.7 c) is straightforward. As A357 does 
not help to differentiate between the events, it may be omitted, thus resulting in the 
codebook presented in figure 6.7 d). 
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6.3.3.3 Advantages of Codebooks 
As already mentioned above, the elimination of redundancies strongly improves the 
performance of the codebook approach, as less alarms need to be collected. The match-
ing process is also simplified. However, not all redundancies should be eliminated, as 
these ensure the robustness of the correlation, because lost alarms can be compensated 
by others. The redundancy also allows to compensate an incorrect or imprecise model-
ling of the original system. It is thus a trade-off between performance and robustness 
which is examined in more detail in section 6.6.3, which reveals that correlation of 
events with codebooks can display both high performance and high robustness, if code-
books are properly chosen. 
Robustness is provided because it is not required to match the entire code of an event in 
order to have a match. It will rather be sufficient to determine the codes matching the 
collected alarms best in order to have good candidates for the original event. 
In addition, the correlation approach allows to set these parameters dynamically 
according to specific requirements. The Hamming distance is a measure for the redun-
dancy of two codes. It denotes by how many different alarms these two codes are dif-
ferent. The radius of a codebook is half the minimum Hamming distance of all pairs of 
codes and generally with a radius of r at least r erroneous alarms can be detected and at 
least r-1 erroneous alarms can be corrected [Rom92]. 
The codebook approaches also enable correlation processes of high complexity, as these 
can always be reduced to a manageable size and in addition perform well, as merely the 
matching process is required at runtime. The only drawback of codebook approaches 
with regard to the requirements listed in section 6.2.3.2 is their failure to address 
concurrency of events. This goes for the general correlation process with codebooks as 
described above, as well as for variants which will be described in section 6.6.1. It is 
thus required to add an extra mechanism which can cope with concurrent events. Such a 
mechanism is presented as part of this work and it will be shown, how codebooks can 
be used at the core of the Correlation Service supporting alarm correlation for mobile 
agents and how efficient this proves to be. 
6.4 Architecture of the Correlation Service 
Prior to presenting and evaluating the existing and improved codebook approaches for 
alarm correlation, the architecture of the Correlation Service as part of the Mobile Agent 
Support Services is presented in this section. The Correlation Service alleviates the 
tasks of mobile agents by taking over key functions of the correlation process. Three 
main functionalities of the Correlation Service can be identified: 
• Collection of static and dynamic information and transfer into suitable representa-
tion 
 Collection of alarms 
 Correlation of alarms and providing results to mobile agents  
These three functionalities are reflected by the Correlation Service’s architecture, which 
is shown in figure 6.8. The figure displays two Correlation Services and their 
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interconnection. Each Correlation Service is composed of three modules which corre-
spond to the three functionalities. The Information Module collects static and dynamic 
information, builds up a class hierarchy and constructs a correlation graph. This corre-
lation graph is used as input to the Correlation Module, which converts this information 
into a system matrix. The system matrix is used for the construction of codebooks 
according to the correlation requests of the mobile agents. The Correlation Module also 
reports detected events to the agents. The Monitoring Module takes care of the collec-
tion of alarm and reports these alarms to the Correlation Module. 
The Correlation Services communicate on two levels. On Correlation Module level, 
they exchange subscriptions of events for cross-domain correlations. On Monitoring 
Module level, they exchange collected events according to these subscriptions. 
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Figure 6.8: Internal Structure of the Correlation Service 
Figure 6.9 describes how an exemplary Correlation Service can be accessed by mobile 
agents and by managed resources through its interface, which is specified in IDL. The 
mobile agents can determine specific types of events which they want to be notified of 
by specifying the type of a problem, its location, and by giving a problem description 
with predetermined key parameters. They can also specify whether they want to actively 
poll the detected events or whether a push-mechanism e.g. via the CORBA Communi-
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cation Service presented in section 5.3.2 should be used to notify the mobile agents of 
these events. The Correlation Service interface also foresees a function call which 
allows managed resources to subscribe with the Correlation Service in order to actively 
report alarms. This will only be feasible for managed resources containing a component 
like a MASS Proxy as presented in section 5.2.2, which will take care of these notifica-
tions. 
 
typedef sequence <string> Stringlist; 
 
typedef sequence <Problem> Problemlist; 
 
struct Problem { 
 string problemtype; 
 string location; 
 string problem_description; 
} 
 
interface ICorrelation { 
 int subscribe_Problems( in Problemlist problems, 
    in boolean notify_me); 
 int subscribe_Motypes( in Stinglist motypes, in boolean notify_me); 
 void unsubscribe (in int correlation_id); 
 Problemlist get_problems( in int correlation_id); 
} 
Figure 6.9: Simple Interface of a Correlation Service 
With this architecture for a distributed correlation of alarms at hand, let us take a look at 
the performance aspects of this solution. 
6.5 Modelling the Correlation Performance 
6.5.1 The Problem with Distribution 
A suitable information basis is inevitable for the correlation of alarms. In centralised 
approaches, this requires to collect all information in a central repository. This approach 
– as all centralised approaches – bears several dangers. They all concern the aspect of 
scalability. If the system the centralised approach is applied to grows too big, an infor-
mation overload will occur at the correlation entity as information from all components 
of the system needs to be collected and evaluated by a single central entity. Performance 
bottlenecks such as network bandwidth and processing speed are limiting factors to the 
size of the system centralised approaches can be applied to. 
The situation is quite different for the Correlation Service as presented in the last sec-
tion. It involves the local collection of information which improves scalability, but it 
also requires the exchange of static and – what is more difficult – dynamic information 
between the correlation modules of the Correlation Services as shown in figure 6.8. 
With regard to network traffic, we therefore have a situation as depicted in figure 6.10. 
The λi denote the quality of the network connections and will be used in the model pre-
sented below. Note that all networks connections within one domain are considered to 
be equal. Also, the central correlation service could be placed in one of the correlation 
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domains, which would minimally change the results presented below. Placing the 
central correlation service outside the domains eases the modelling of the network traf-
fic. 
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Figure 6.10: Modelling the Network Traffic of the Correlation Process – Set-Up 
Let us briefly look at the process of initially providing the information required for the 
correlation. The central correlation service collects this information exactly once and 
stores it in a central service. Let N be the number of nodes in the system, each contain-
ing correlation information. Let I be the amount of this correlation information. Then 
altogether, information of size N·I must be collected by the central correlation service in 
order to have the required information basis for the correlation process. 
As part of the Mobile Agent Support Service, the distributed Correlation Services also 
retrieve all information of size I exactly once, but in a brute force approach, it is 
required to distribute this information among all other Correlation Service entities in 
order to enable cross-domain alarm correlation. Let C be the number of correlation 
domains. If the information is collected centrally and distributed to all other N-1 Corre-
lation Services, this amounts to a total network traffic of N·I+(C-1)·N·I=C·N·I. Collect-
ing and exchanging the correlation information in a distributed way does not change 
anything with regard to the total network traffic. If each correlation service collects the 
correlation information locally and then exchanges this information with all other cor-
relation services, this amounts to a network traffic of size N·I (data collection) + C·(C-
1) ·(N·I )/C (data exchange) = N·I +(C-1) ·N·I = C·N·I. Setting aside the characteristics 
of the networks involved – this will be tackled in detail in section 6.5.3 – and without 
suitable strategies for adjusting the data exchange to the requirements, the distributed 
correlation solution therefore results in much higher network traffic, depending on the 
number of Correlation Services, as shown in figure 6.11. 
However, the crucial aspect here is that it is unnecessary to exchange all of the informa-
tion between the correlation services. Merely information which relates to dependencies 
that span several correlation domains are relevant. Using a subscription mechanism 
which allows Correlation Services to only retrieve required information from related 
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Correlation Services (information on demand), rather than from all, like in the brute 
force approach discussed above, the amount of data can be reduced; this will be mod-
elled in the following. It will also be shown that the characteristics of the networks 
which were neglected in the above consideration are in fact of vital importance. 
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Figure 6.11: Data Transfer for Information Gathering 
6.5.2 Determining the Network Traffic of the Correlation 
Process 
Using a distributed Correlation Service for supporting mobile agent based solutions as 
described above requires to deploy a suitable distribution mechanism in order to avoid 
the massive exchange of static and dynamic information as shown in figure 6.11 which 
would cancel the benefits of the agent based approach. Therefore, a subscription 
mechanisms which allows the Correlation Services to exchange only the actually 
required information is introduced here and the network traffic involved is modelled and 
evaluated in this section. The process of providing the required information basis for the 
correlation and the process of dealing with the alarms will first be modelled separately. 
6.5.2.1 Collecting the Correlation Information 
The static and dynamic information concerning the network and its components, which 
is required for the correlation of alarms, is handled by the correlation entities. For the 
distributed Correlation Services, the network traffic caused by the information exchange 
is to be particularly examined and the overall traffic is to be compared to the centralised 
approach. A model introduced in [BaPi98] has been adapted and extended for this pur-
pose. This quantitative model allows to compare client/server, remote evaluation, code 
on demand, and mobile agent approaches to network management with regard to the 
network traffic involved. The adaptations are necessary because this model does not 
foresee distributed services supporting the mobile agents and thus does not allow to take 
into account the traffic generated by the information exchange. 
Take a network set-up as presented in figure 6.10. Let the following definitions be 
given: 
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TX,d : overall traffic of approach X in domain d (if given, else in the entire 
  network) (per time unit) 
CM : central manager 
CS : correlation service 
CTX,d : traffic for collecting correlation information in domain d, 
  with X∈{CM,CS}(per time unit) 
N : number of nodes in the overall network 
D : number of correlation domains 
Mi : number of nodes in domain i, i.e. Mi =  DN /  
Q : number of requests (per time unit) 
Iq : size of the q-th information request 
Rq : size of the q-th reply 
η : protocol overhead 
The configuration traffic in the d-th correlation domain, i.e. the network traffic caused 
by polling static and dynamic information from all components in that domain13, for the 
centralised correlation approach then amounts to 
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The overall traffic for collecting all correlation information from all correlation domains 
in a centralised manner can then be calculated by a summation of equation 6.1 over all 
these domains: 
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In the case of the distributed Correlation Services, each Correlation Service polls the 
required information in its own correlation domain. By using a subscription mecha-
nisms, the massive exchange of information, which is given in the brute force approach 
as shown in figure 6.11, can be avoided (i.e. replaced by information on demand). This 
is inevitable, because the polling of information is to be repeated in certain intervals in 
order to ensure the accurateness of information. Typically, this is done every few 
minutes [HP98]. If the massive exchange of information was not cut down, this would 
result in a permanent transfer of large amounts of data. However, with the subscription 
model, no information will be exchanged between the domains as part of the informa-
tion gathering at all. Consequently, the network traffic in the configuration phase of the 
distributed Correlation Services is thus identical to the one in the centralised case, i.e.  
dCMdCS CTCT ,, =  and CMCS CTCT = . (6.3) 
                                                 
13
  Note that in contrast to [BaPi98], some modifications to the underlying model have been made. A 
constant protocol overhead is added to both request and reply, rather than multiplying them with a 
constant value. Also, this protocol overhead is assumed to be equal for requests and replies, as there is 
no reason why these should be different. Moreover, all replies are assumed to be equal. 
14
  For reasons of simplicity, multiple requests to one component are aggregated into one request. 
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The subscription mechanisms guarantees the exchange of merely the required informa-
tion – which will always be up to date – as part of the process of handling alarms. This 
is described in the following. 
6.5.2.2 Dealing with the Alarms 
For the following considerations, let the additional definitions be valid: 
ATX,d : traffic related to the collection of alarms in domain d (if given, else in the 
entire network) with approach X (per time unit) 
A : size of an alarm 
NA,d : number of alarms in domain d (per time unit) 
NS,d : number of required subscriptions for domain d 
NMA,d : number of agent migrations to the d-th domain (per time unit) 
NI,d : number of correlation instructions for domain d (per time unit) 
CMA : size of the code of the mobile agents 
SMA : size of the state of the mobile agents 
ηMA : overhead of agent migration 
Ed : number of detected events in domain d (per time unit) 
M : size of information message to mobile agent 
ηM : overhead of event notification 
PS : size of subscription information 
ηP : subscription information overhead 
f : fraction of alarms which are propagated between Correlation Services 
g : degree of distribution, i.e. how many Correlation Services an alarm is 
propagated to 
h : average fraction of nodes holding required information for a specific 
correlation (inter-domain dependency) 
For the centralised approach, dealing with the alarms comprises the reception of the 
alarms in all of the d domains and passing these alarms to the central correlation entity. 
For a given time unit, the corresponding network traffic thus amounts to 
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For the distributed Correlation Services, network traffic not only arises from receiving 
alarms, but also from  
1. the migration of agents, 
2. the information exchange triggered by mobile agent instructions of the Correla-
tion Services to look out for specific events, 
3. events being propagated between Correlation Services, 
4. the correlation information which is triggered by these alarms (information on 
demand), and 
5. the reporting of detected events to the mobile agents. 
These five additional reasons for network traffic are modelled in the following. 
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The network traffic caused by a mobile agent migration (1) can easily be calculated 
from the size of the agent’s code and state, together with the protocol overhead. The 
network traffic of all agent migrations to the d-th correlation domain in a given period 
of time thus amounts to 
)(
,, MAMAMAdMAdMA SCNT ++⋅= η . (6.5) 
The subscription mechanism for correlation information exchange allows to avoid the 
necessity to exchange all information between the Correlation Services. However, upon 
mobile agent instructions, a Correlation Service needs to retrieve the corresponding 
correlation information from other Correlation Services (2). For the d-th domain, this 
correlation information which is transferred over the network can be calculated as  
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This information needs to be updated in each time unit. The propagation of alarms be-
tween the Correlation Services (3) reflects the degree of dependency between the cor-
relation domains, i.e. how many cross-domain correlations have been initiated by the 
mobile agents. The corresponding network traffic for event propagation originating 
from the d-th domain can be calculated as 
DgANfT dAdEP ⋅⋅⋅⋅= ,, . (6.7) 
The crucial data exchange in this decentralised approach is the correlation information 
related to the alarms (4). Upon the reception of an alarm, the relevant correlation infor-
mation is requested from the corresponding Correlation Services (information on 
demand). This network traffic can be calculated for each correlation domain as 
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Finally, the traffic for reporting detected events to the mobile agents (5) can be calcu-
lated as 
)(
, eMddR MET +⋅= η  (6.9) 
Together, equations 6.4 to 6.9 can be summed to get the overall network traffic in the 
process of correlating alarms with distributed Correlation Services: 
dRdIETdEPdIEdMAdCMdCS TTTTTATAT ,,,,,,, +++++= . (6.10) 
Taking equations 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.10, the overall traffic for the two correlation ap-
proaches can now be calculated as 
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As CTCM = CTCS (equation 6.3) and ATCM < ATCS (deduced from equation 6.10), it can 
be stated that the correlation approach with distributed Correlation Services results in 
more network traffic than the centralised approach. However, one has to take into ac-
count where exactly in the network this traffic occurs, because depending on the net-
work characteristics, this traffic can have different effects. This is evaluated next. 
                                                 
15
  Note: For h=1, the case of fully meshed information exchange is given. 
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6.5.3 Evaluating the Network Traffic of the Correlation Process 
With equations 6.1 to 6.11, it is possible to calculate the total amount of network traffic 
generated by the centralised and distributed approach to alarm correlation. As stated 
above, the distributed correlation approach is inferior to the centralised approach from 
the point of view of the absolute amount of network traffic. However, it is generally 
better if network traffic appears in high speed, local area networks, rather than e.g. in 
wide area or wireless networks. It is therefore necessary to take the network character-
istics into account when evaluating the network traffic of the correlation approaches. 
6.5.3.1 Weighting the Transfer of Correlation Information 
In order to do so, we take a look at the weighted network traffic. The weight of the traf-
fic in this analysis depends on the network links this traffic is transported over. Let the 
following definitions be given (all applied to a given period of time): 
WT  : weighted network traffic 
WCT : weighted traffic for collecting correlation information 
WAT : weighted traffic related to the collection of alarms 
The correlation information in the centralised correlation approach has to be transported 
both over the links in the local correlation domains, and over the links connecting the 
central correlation entity. Equation 6.1 therefore has to be extended by weights for both 
types of links, compare figure 6.10: 
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For the distributed correlation approach, due to the subscription mechanism, this infor-
mation is collected locally in the correlation domains. Consequently, from equations 6.3 
and 6.1, the following equation can be deduced by adding the weights for the local 
links: 
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The traffic related to the collection of alarms in the centralised approach again needs to 
be transported both over the links inside the correlation domains, and over the inter-
domain links, i.e. the corresponding traffic can be determined by the following equation 
extending equation 6.4: 
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According to equation 6.10, different types of network traffic are involved in the corre-
sponding process in the distributed approach. Whereas both alarms and messages 
informing mobile agents about detected events are transmitted inside of correlation 
domains only, the network traffic involved in the migration of mobile agents, the infor-
mation exchange during the instruction process as well as upon alarm reception, and the 
event propagation affect the inter-domain links, too: 
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Equations 6.12 and 6.14, as well as equations 6.13 and 6.15 can be used to calculated 
the overall weighted traffic for the centralised and distributed correlation process: 
CMCMCM WATWCTWT +=  and CSCSCS WATWCTWT += . (6.16) 
6.5.3.2 Comparative Evaluation of the Correlation Approaches 
With the equations in 6.16 it is now possible to compare the network traffic caused by 
the centralised correlation approach and by the distributed Correlation Services, taking 
into account the characteristics of the networks. We will evaluate the network traffic  
within one polling interval of the centralised approach, i.e. Q=1, which in given net-
work management solutions is set to several minutes as indicated above. We assume 
this interval to be 5 minutes. As a first step, the parameterisation of the model intro-
duced above is required. In the following evaluations, the parameters to be varied are 
the number of alarms per domain within the given interval, NA,d, the fraction of propa-
gated alarms, f, the degree of distribution of propagated alarms, g, and the average num-
ber of nodes holding correlation information for a specific correlation, h, which in the 
following will also be referred to as inter-domain dependency. All other parameters will 
be set to realistic values as follows. 
In the modelled network, 100 correlation domains are assumed (D=100), each contain-
ing 100 nodes (Mi=100), i.e. there are a total of 10000 nodes in the network. According 
to [BaPi98], an average size of 48 byte for the correlation information requests 
(Iq=48 byte) and of 66 byte for the replies (Rq=66 byte) are assumed. Taking standard 
SNMP requests as basis, a protocol overhead η=60 byte is assumed, consisting of 20 
byte for the IP header, 8 byte for the UDP header, and 32 byte for the SNMP header. 
For the alarms, a size of A=48 byte is assumed in analogy to the requests. 
The mobile agents instructing the Correlation Services and receiving the notifications of 
events consist of code (CMA=6Kbyte) and state (SMA=1Kbyte). As most agent transfer 
protocols are based on TCP, the resulting overhead of an agent migration can be calcu-
lated as 
byte
byte
bytebytebyteMA 6001460
7000402405 =
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
⋅⋅+⋅=η , (6.17) 
because for setting up and closing a TCP connection, 5 messages of size 40byte are re-
quired, and the mobile agent is segmented into TCP frames, which usually have the size 
of 1500 byte in order to fit into an Ethernet frame [Tan96]. Besides 20 byte both for the 
IP and TCP header, each of these frames provides 1460 byte for agent data, and each 
frame has a header of 40 byte and is acknowledged by another 40 byte message. As the 
correlations of events typically are installed for a longer period of time, mobile agent 
migrations and Correlation Service instructions will not occur too often. For the number 
of migrations to a correlation domain and for the number of Correlation Service 
instructions per time slot, values of NMA,d=NI,d=0.01 are assumed. The same value has 
been chosen for the number of detected events per domain. For the remaining values 
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concerning the subscriptions and notifications, comparable values have been chosen 
which relate to the values above. Most importantly, however, the weights for network 
traffic in local and wide area networks has been chosen as λi=0.01 and λij=1, as pro-
posed by [BaPi98]. 
Given this parameterisation, the following evaluations have been made. The impact of 
the propagation of alarms, which is required in the distributed correlation process, has 
been examined. For this purpose, the fraction of alarms propagated and their distribu-
tion, i.e. the part of Correlation Services they are propagated to, have been varied. The 
number of alarms per domain and per time slot as well as the average fraction of nodes 
holding required information for a specific correlation have been held constant. The 
resulting weighted network traffic is shown in figure 6.12. As the centralised correlation 
on the one hand does not require the exchange of alarms at all, but on the other hand 
involves a centralised polling of all correlation information once per time slot, the total 
network traffic required in such a time slot is constant at about 2.5Mbyte, regardless of 
the alarm reception. In the decentralised case, however, the network traffic heavily de-
pends on the way alarms are received and propagated.  
Figure 6.12 confirms the results of the preparatory examinations in figure 6.11. If the 
number of alarms and the corresponding correlation information, which both need to be 
exchanged between the correlation services, as well as the degree of distribution grow 
too large, then the model of the weighted network traffic shows that the distributed cor-
relation becomes less efficient than the centralised correlation, even though most of the 
traffic occurs locally. 
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Figure 6.12: Impact of Alarm Propagation on Weighted Network Traffic 
In order to determine in which constellations this is the case, the number of alarms 
occurring in one time slot and the degree of distribution of alarms has been varied, 
while observing the influence of the fraction of alarms which are propagated between 
the correlation services. The results are shown in figure 6.13. It can be seen that for 
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growing number of alarms and for a growing degree of distribution, the fraction of 
alarms which can be propagated between the Correlation Services while the distributed 
correlation approach outperforms the centralised one in terms of network traffic quickly 
decreases if a certain threshold value is exceeded. For instance, for about 10 alarms per 
time slot and an alarm distribution of 50 per cent, all alarms can be propagated and the 
distributed solution will still outperform the centralised one. With growing number of 
alarms, this fraction will quickly decrease to about 10 per cent. 
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Figure 6.13: Performance Comparison of Distributed and Centralised Correlation 
However, one has to bear in mind what this actually means. For a frequent occurrence 
of alarms in every single correlation domain, more than per cent of these alarms must be 
exchanged at least with every second Correlation Service in order for the distributed 
correlation to perform worse than the centralised one. It can be assumed that such a sce-
nario will rarely occur. In realistic constellations, we will see a few alarms, only some 
of which will be propagated to a few Correlation Services, because most of the correla-
tion processes will be done within the correlation domains. Hence, we can deduce that 
the model of weighted traffic indicates that the distributed correlation based on the Cor-
relation Services can compete with a centralised approach, even though it requires the 
distribution of correlation information. 
However, there is a limiting factor for the efficiency of the distributed correlation. The 
above results assume that correlation information exchange is merely required with one 
other correlation domain. However, if this inter-domain dependency is higher, i.e. if 
correlation services upon the reception of an alarm need to request related correlation 
information from several other Correlation Services, this will have a strong influence on 
the network traffic involved. This impact of information on demand is outlined by 
figure 6.14. The number of alarms per domain have been varied together with the inter-
domain dependency. For number of alarms for one correlation domain within the time 
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slot of 5 minutes, values in the range of [0..5] for NA,d are assumed. This corresponds to 
up to 1 alarm per minute and thus to 3,600 alarms per day, which is a realistic value. For 
the inter-domain dependency, values range from 0 to 0.04, i.e. upon the reception of an 
alarm, correlation information is received from up to 4 out of one-hundred Correlation 
Services. 
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Figure 6.14: Impact of Information on Demand on Network Traffic 
It can be seen that as soon as the number of alarms per domain exceeds two and as soon 
as correlation information needs to be retrieved from more than two Correlation Ser-
vices, for the given parameter settings the weighted network traffic in the distributed 
correlation approach exceeds the centralised one. The limitations concerning the effi-
ciency imposed by the inter-domain dependency can thus clearly be seen. 
Still, the efficiency of the distributed correlation process can be rated as high, because in 
real life, the exchange of correlation information in most cases will be restricted to two 
or possible a few domains. In these cases the distributed correlation either performs 
better than the centralised correlation, or at least not considerably worse, as shown 
above. Only in cases of high inter-domain dependency, the performance of the distrib-
uted correlation process will drop in comparison with the centralised correlation. How-
ever, bearing in mind the advantages given by mobile agent based applications, this 
simply has to be put up with. 
In summary, it has thus been shown that from the network traffic point of view, it is 
possible to construct a complex correlation mechanisms – which is exemplary for other 
complex distributed services – which can compete with centralised solutions. 
What remains to be shown is the quality of the correlation itself. The following section 
shows how a distributed Correlation Service can be implemented, how this approach 
performs, and how altogether, this Mobile Agent Support Service allows to realise 
complex task alarm correlations with mobile agent technology. 
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6.6 Realisation of the Correlation Service 
The last sections have focused on the network traffic as an important factor for the per-
formance of one particular task of network and system management, the correlation of 
alarms. It has been shown that this complex task can be realised efficiently with mobile 
agents and the Mobile Agent Support Services, taking network traffic as measure. What 
still needs to be shown is the performance of this process in terms of executions times 
as well as the quality of the correlated results. In section 6.3, it has been shown that 
codebook-based correlation is a good candidate for realising the Correlation Service 
with regard to complexity, robustness, and concurrency. This is particularly valid, as in 
the codebook approach, after reducing the system matrix, merely the remaining alarms 
contained in the codebook need to be observed. In combination with the subscription 
mechanisms for correlation information exchange presented above, this is a major bene-
fit over the other approaches. In section 6.3.3, we introduced the general idea of code-
books. Now, we will take a closer look at existing codebook approaches and optimise 
them for deployment with mobile agents. 
6.6.1 Codebook Approaches 
In the presentation of the general idea of the codebook approach in section 6.3.3.1, the 
reduction of a correlation matrix to a codebook was followed by the matching of 
observed alarms against this codebook. This is the approach that has been chosen by 
[YKM+96] in the original codebook approach. In the context of mobile agents this 
means that a mobile agent instructs the Correlation Service to construct the codebook 
for a given event and then observe this event by matching the collected alarms against 
this codebook using a minimal-distance decoder. A pre-processor algorithm which 
ensures that the generated codebook will have minimum size can be found in [GuSu99]. 
It balances the codes in the correlation matrix prior to selection for the codebook. Vari-
ants of the original codebook approach exist which try to reduce the correlation matrix 
further prior to codebook generation, which allows to speed up the codebook generation 
process. But as these variants are not substantially different and all adhere to the general 
scheme of constructing the codebook upon instruction and matching the alarms in the 
operational phase, we will make no further distinction and refer to this group of variants 
as approach 1. 
In [LCL00], a different codebook approach has been presented which delays the code-
book generation to the operational phase. Whenever an alarm is collected, the correla-
tion matrix is reduced to an intermediate matrix containing only the observed alarms. 
This intermediate matrix is further reduced by eliminating all events the codes of which 
contain less than two alarms.16 The resulting matrix is divided into partial codebooks.17 
Depending on which variant of this approach is used, for each partial codebook either 
                                                 
16
  Dummy alarms are used to avoid the deletion of events which can only generate one alarm, as these 
would otherwise always be struck out.  
17
  The number of alarms per codebook is calculated from the radius and the minimum number of alarms 
contained in one event. Please refer to [LCL00] for details. 
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the event displaying most alarms, or only events which display all alarms are returned 
as detected events. Variants which follow this codebook generation and application 
scheme will in the following be referenced as approach 2.  
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Figure 6.15: Difference in Correlation Approaches 
The main difference between the above codebook approaches is the time of the code-
book generation. In approach 1, the codebook is generated in the set-up phase, i.e. when 
the mobile agents instruct the Correlation Service to observe specific events. In 
approach 2, the mobile agent merely informs the Correlation Service which events it 
wants to be informed about. The Correlation Service, however, will not generate a 
codebook right away. It is not until the reception of alarms that the Correlation Service 
starts to generate codebooks, merely taking into account the alarms observed so far. 
This difference is emphasised in figure 6.15, where the step of generating the codebook 
as part of the entire correlation process is highlighted. 
6.6.2 Evaluating the Codebook Approaches 
In the following, the effect of this difference in approaching the correlation task on the 
overall correlation performance is examined, starting with approach 1. Figure 6.16 dis-
plays the time required for the codebook generation in approach 1. 
Two variants are shown. Variant 1 uses a pre-processing of the correlation matrix. This 
allows to considerably speed up the codebook generation upon mobile agent request in 
comparison to variant 2 which uses the original correlation matrix to generate the code-
book upon agent request. However, as the codebooks in approach 1 are already gener-
ated when the mobile agents issues its instructions to the Correlation Service and thus 
does not affect the operational phase of the correlation service, even the required time 
span of several seconds in variant 2 is acceptable. 
As pointed out above, codebook generation in approach 2 is shifted to the operational 
phase. This considerably affects the correlation process, as figure 6.17 a) points out. It 
can be seen that the correlation is processed very quickly with approach 1, because with 
the existing codebook at hand, the correlation merely consists of matching the alarms 
against the codes of the codebook and selecting the best match. 
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However, in approach 2, for each newly observed alarm, a new codebook has to be gen-
erated in order to correlate all alarms observed so far. Depending on the number of 
alarms already collected and the frequency of newly observed alarms, this can result in 
the permanent generation of codebooks, as each generation process can take up to sev-
eral seconds. 
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Figure 6.16: Performance of Codebook Generation – Variants of Approach 1 
This duration, however, depends on various parameters, like the radius of the codebook 
deployed or the filling level of the system matrix the codebook is generated from, i.e. 
the density of 1s in the matrix. The effect of the latter is exemplarily shown in fig-
ure 6.17 b).  
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Figure 6.17: Duration of the Correlation Process 
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It can be seen that for a growing density of 1s in the matrix, the codebook generation 
process accelerates. However, in real live scenarios, quite the opposite situation is 
given, as system matrices are typically sparsely populated due to the large number of 
disjunctive alarms for the different events. 
One direct approach to alleviate the codebook generation bottleneck would therefore be 
to trigger codebook generation only after a certain number of alarms has been collected, 
in order to reduce the frequency, rather than improving speed. This, however, leads to 
the risk of delaying the detection of events, if more alarms are being waited for. 
Although approach 2 is inferior to approach 1 in terms of performance, it delivers cor-
relation results of higher quality. One important aspect is the robustness of the 
approaches, i.e. the quality of their results in the presence of lost alarms. This is com-
pared in figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.18: Quality of Correlation Results – Missing Alarms 
It can be seen that although approach 1 is resistant to a small number of lost alarms, 
larger numbers of lost alarms will quickly affect the quality of the correlation results, 
i.e. not all events are detected and the number of erroneous detections increase. Under 
these circumstances, approach 2 performs much better and still displays nearly perfect 
results. 
Another critical situation for the correlation process is caused by concurrent events and 
alarms. If events occur at the same time and if their alarms thus mix, approach 1 is no 
longer able to detect the origin of the alarms, as the pre-calculated codebooks are prone 
to misinterpreting concurrent alarms. Figure 6.19 shows that only some of the original 
events are detected by approach 1 and a large number of events are erroneously 
reported, whereas approach 2 allows to detect the true events and erroneously adds 
merely a few ones. 
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Both approaches thus bear shortcomings. Whereas approach 1 fails to properly address 
concurrent alarms, approach 2 has shown to be infeasible in large systems, where 
alarms are permanently observed. As a result, either approach 2 has to be sped up, or the 
quality of results of approach 1 has to be improved in order to provide an efficient and 
reliable correlation mechanism. It is obvious that there is little time to be gained in the 
codebook generation process of approach 2 as described in section 6.6.1. 
The following section shows how results of higher quality can be achieved with 
approach 1. The combination of this enhanced approach 1 with approach 2 reveals a 
correlation mechanism which delivers high quality correlation results with high per-
formance in all situations. 
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Figure 6.19: Quality of Correlation Results – Concurrent Events 
6.6.3 The Enhanced Codebook Approach 
The idea for enhancing the codebook approach is to use a combination of the two ap-
proaches discussed above. Depending on the frequency of alarms either of the two will 
be deployed, i.e. if alarms occur only sparsely and enough time is left for the codebook 
generation on the fly – by exploiting the grouping of alarms to a certain extent – then 
approach 2 will be deployed. If alarms occur massively, then approach 1 will be used, as 
it allows to cope with these alarms more efficiently. 
Two goals must be met in order to make this hybrid approach work optimally. First, the 
quality of the correlation results of approach 1 must be improved in order to guarantee 
the best possible results even in times of bursts of alarms. Second, the modifications 
applied to approach 1 must not cause the results of approach 2 to deteriorate, in order to 
allow the straightforward switching between the two approaches. For the latter reason, 
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the modification applied to approach 1 will in the following also be tested for 
approach 2. 
The main problem with approach 1 is to be found in the correct assignment of alarms to 
the corresponding events. Given a reliable and disjunctive alarm pool, approach 1 dis-
plays perfect correlation results. However, if alarms are lost (see figure 6.18) or if 
alarms of concurring events mix (see figure 6.19), the quality of the correlation results 
deteriorate. Unfortunately, there is nothing to be done about the lost alarms. However, 
one can try to eliminate the remaining alarms which – due to the lost alarms – are not 
consumed in the correlation process. This avoids the erroneous detection of events 
resulting from these left alarms, which figure 6.18 revealed. 
As a solution, a sliding window mechanism has been introduced to the correlation proc-
ess. This mechanism is motivated by sliding window protocols used on the data link 
layer, although these protocols work slightly different. The essence of all sliding win-
dow protocols is that at any instant of time, the sender maintains a set of sequence num-
bers corresponding to frames it is permitted to send, which is called the sending win-
dow.18 Whenever a new packet arrives from the network layer, it is given the highest 
sequence number. Whenever a packet is acknowledged by the receiver, the lower edge 
of the sender’s window is advanced by one. In this way, the sender’s window continu-
ously maintains a list of unacknowledged frames [Tan96]. 
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Figure 6.20: Effect of Width of Steps on Sliding Window Mechanism 
In the sliding window mechanisms introduced here, a window of a specific size is set 
which restricts the temporal validity of alarms. Moreover, a constant width for the steps 
is defined in which the window is shifted. In this way, not only alarms which have not 
been consumed by the correlation process are eliminated, but the problem of concur-
                                                 
18
  Similarly, the receiver maintains receiving window, i.e. a set of sequence numbers it is permitted to 
accept. However, this is not of importance here. 
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rency of alarms can also be alleviated. Even if events concur and their alarms overlap, 
limiting the validity of the alarms to a certain degree allows to map them to their event 
of origin. 
In this context, the choice of the window size and of the value by which the window is 
shifted is of crucial importance to the obtained results. This is emphasised by fig-
ures 6.20 and 6.21, which depict the results of the two approaches with the sliding win-
dow enhancement for the same situation which was examined in figure 6.19. Here, the 
situation of ten concurrent events is examined, i.e. given the identical constellation of 
events and alarms constellation, the enhanced approaches are applied and the width of 
steps and the window size are varied. First of all, it can be seen that the results of 
approach 1 are considerably better than without the sliding window mechanism. On 
average, only four out of ten events were detected with the original approach. With the 
enhanced approach, all events are detected with a suitable constellation of width of steps 
and window size. For approach two, the results can be about as good as in the original 
approach, but they can also be worse, depending on the choice of parameters. 
In general, it can be seen that both the results generated by the enhanced approaches 1 
and 2 vary widely, but with a good tuning of the relevant parameters, the overall result 
can be considerably improved. 
As a result for the tuning process, it can for instance be concluded from figure 6.20 for 
both approach 1 and approach 2 that it is mostly advantageous to shift the sliding win-
dow in small intervals. 
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Figure 6.21: Effect of Window Size on Sliding Window Mechanism 
Figure 6.21 reveals that a sliding window of size 5 is optimal in the given situation, 
because for approach 1, nearly all events are detected in this set-up and no events are 
erroneously identified at the same time, whereas for approach 2, all events are detected 
and an average of one event is erroneously reported. Choosing a smaller window size in 
approach 1 will cause more erroneous events to appear, choosing a larger window size 
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will cause events to be missed. This situation is different for approach 2, as reducing the 
window size will here have a merely marginal impact, whereas increasing the window 
size will let the erroneously detected events increase. 
Depending on the given network and system characteristics, there might not be one 
global optimum like the one depicted in figures 6.20 and 6.21. In general, the process of 
determining the appropriate parameters thus needs special attention as part of the ini-
tialisation process. 
In order to conclude the evaluation of the sliding window mechanism, the capabilities of 
the enhanced approaches concerning the quality of the correlation results in the presence 
of concurrent events has been determined. This has been done by varying the degree of 
overlap of alarms belonging to these concurrent events. The results of this examination 
are shown in figure 6.22. It can be seen that the behaviour of approach 1 concerning 
concurrent alarms has been vastly improved compared to the original approach. Up to 
an overlap of about 80 per cent, the enhanced approach is still able to detect most of the 
underlying events. Figure 6.22 also reveals that the sliding window mechanism does not 
hamper approach 2, as merely for high overlaps of alarms, a higher rate of erroneous 
events are reported than in the original version of approach 2. 
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Figure 6.22: Concurrent Events Detected with Sliding Window 
With these enhanced approaches at hand, it is thus possible to realise an efficient and 
high quality alarm correlation based on codebooks to support mobile agent based net-
work and system management. Depending on the requirements of the application sce-
nario, it can dynamically be switched between the two enhanced correlation approaches 
presented in this chapter in order to best meet the given situation at all times. For mis-
sion critical environments, e.g. an airport information monitoring system where all 
effort must be directed at detecting all anomalies (which are events in terms of fault 
management), additional computing power might be provided to run approach 2 in cer-
tain intervals in parallel to approach 1, in order to analyse both the high performance 
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correlation results of the enhanced approach 1 and the high quality results of the 
enhanced approach 2. 
6.7 Summary 
This thesis exemplarily examines network and system management as an important 
application domain for mobile agent technology. In this chapter we have dealt with 
alarm correlation, a crucial task of network and system management. We have shown 
how this task reveals limitations of mobile agents and how the Mobile Agent Support 
Services presented in this thesis allow to cancel these limitations and allow to construct 
a complex agent-based application. The Correlation Service has been presented and a 
suitable correlation mechanisms which also works in the distributed mobile agent envi-
ronment has been presented and evaluated. 
But although the Correlation Service provides the required infrastructure for mobile 
agent deployment in the alarm correlation, just like the Mobile Agent Support Services 
provide the required infrastructure on a larger scale for all types of mobile agent appli-
cations, it remains an open issue when a mobile agent should actually migrate to a spe-
cific location and for which specific reasons. This is an important question not only for 
the topic presented in this chapter, but for general mobile agent deployment. 
 Chapter 7 
 
 
On the other hand, 
we cannot ignore efficiency. 
Jon Bentley 
7 Strategically Mobile Agents 
The previous chapter has shown how the Mobile Agent Support Services allow to con-
struct complex solutions based on mobile agent technology, despite the limitations of 
the agents themselves with regard to size and complexity. The necessity of these Mobile 
Agent Support Services motivated earlier in this thesis has thus been stressed and their 
applicability has been demonstrated for the reference application domain, network and 
system management, particularly for the problem of correlating alarms. Detailed exami-
nations have underlined the efficiency and suitability of this approach. But performance 
of the supporting services and feasibility of the overall approach still are insufficient to 
claim the benefit of deploying mobile agents. It is rather necessary to take into account 
the efficiency of the migration process, as it is crucial to the efficiency of the overall 
solutions. In this chapter, the migration process is examined in detail and a novel 
approach is presented which is made available to the mobile agents as Strategic Mobil-
ity Service. 
In the literature on mobile agents, their ability to provide improvement of efficiency is 
often praised. Network traffic is reduced, it is said, as mobile agents can migrate to a 
target host and exploit the benefit of locality. At the same time, this allegedly also 
reduces execution times, as local communication undoubtedly outperforms remote 
communication by a considerable factor. While this is basically true, as demonstrated 
e.g. in chapter 2.3.2 with the example of searching a remote and unsorted table, the gen-
eral assumption that mobile agent based solutions perform better than those relying on 
remote communication is not correct, as it neglects the impact of the overhead intro-
duced by mobile agent migration. It is rather true that it all depends on many factors 
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such as mobile agent size, size and number of communication requests, parameters of 
the underlying network etc. whether solutions based on mobile agents do perform bet-
ter. 
In this chapter, first the performance of the migration process is compared to remote 
communication. It will be shown that there generally exist a break even point where 
after a start-up period, the overhead of mobile agents is compensated and higher per-
formance is achieved, as indicated in the remote table example in chapter 2.3.2. The re-
sults are aligned with comparable results of related research. New approaches from the 
literature to make migration of agents more efficient, e.g. by splitting the bulk of the 
migration into parts, are presented and their drawbacks are discussed. 
The chapter continues by elaborating that the main problem of mobile agent efficiency 
is that it is all application dependent. In particular, the settings decisive for the migra-
tion decision are non-deterministic. Moreover, in the optimisation process, competing 
goals can exist which make the entire process even more complex. A novel approach to 
a situation dependent migration is then introduced, which is checked for feasibility and 
performance. 
7.1 Migration vs. Communication 
In order to compare and optimise the use of migration and remote communication, let us 
first have a detailed look at the mechanisms involved. The migration process has 
already been described in detail in chapter 2.2.3. Please recall that serialisation, agent 
transfer, class loading, and deserialisation were the main phases of this process. Similar 
to the serialisation and deserialisation phase of the migration process, the RPC mecha-
nism contains marshalling and unmarshalling phases, as shown in figure 7.1. The RPC 
allows to hide the actual location of the called procedure from the client. By using client 
and server stubs which take care of the marshalling and unmarshalling of parameters 
transferred over the network, the client is unaware whether the called procedure resides 
at the same or at a remote host. 
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Figure 7.1: Remote Procedure Call 
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Whereas the mobile agent transfer resembles the transferring of marshalled parameters 
of an RPC, there is no counterpart to class loading. It is also obvious that the migration 
process is far more complex in comparison to an RPC, as the volume of class files and 
code being transferred over the network is considerably larger than most parameters in 
an RPC. Hence, the migration process requires an additional amount of time, the ques-
tion thus being how this affects the statement that mobile agents can reduce network 
traffic and execution times. 
7.1.1 Measurements on Migration and Communication 
In order to assess this, measurements have been made to compare the migration process 
with remote communications. As CORBA [Lin98] is the standardised middleware plat-
form and plays a crucial role in the mobile agent communication infrastructure pre-
sented in chapter 5, CORBA communication has been used here for evaluation pur-
poses. As figure 7.2 shows, CORBA communication is not decisively different from a 
pure RPC in terms of execution time, as it merely introduces a small overhead for addi-
tional marshalling and unmarshalling of parameters. Whereas this overhead is of some 
importance for RPCs executed on standalone machines as shown in figure 7.2, it can 
also be seen that in local area network communication, this overhead is already becom-
ing negligible due to longer communications times. This effect is amplified if any kind 
of slower network is given and as RPC communication is deployed in distributed sys-
tems, rather than in a standalone manner, there will be no distinction between CORBA 
RPC and pure RPC in the following. 
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Figure 7.2: CORBA Communication Overhead 
Now, let us focus on the comparison of RPC, i.e. synchronous communication as dis-
cussed in section 5.3, with the mobile agent migration process. The values of corre-
sponding measurements are shown in table 7.1. The measurements have been made in a 
local area network. A single agent migration has been compared with remote communi-
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cations. Two cases were to be distinguished, a migration including a class loading proc-
ess and another excluding it. The former is required if a mobile agent arrives at a host it 
has never visited before and which does not hold the mobile agent’s classes – specific 
ones, recall that ubiquitous classes are given at all hosts – prior to its arrival. The latter 
is given if the classes are already present upon arrival. 
 
a) 
 Time in ms one migration equals 
Migration with class loading 1430.1 - 
CORBA RPC 0.9 1557 
CORBA RPC (100 byte) 1.2 1210 
CORBA RPC (1 Kbyte) 3.8 372 
CORBA RPC (10 Kbyte) 23.1 62 
b) 
 Time in ms one migration equals 
Migration without class loading 19.4 - 
CORBA RPC 0.9 21 
CORBA RPC (100 byte) 1.2 16 
CORBA RPC (1 Kbyte) 3.8 5 
CORBA RPC (10 Kbyte) 23.1 0.6 
 
Table 7.1: RPC vs. Migration 
As a first result of table 7.1a), it can be stated that a migration including class loading is 
an expensive process, as in the meantime, an awful lot of remote communication can 
take place, even if the size of the parameters is reasonably large. 
Things look a lot better for the migration process, if no class loading is required (see 
table 7.1b). In this case, agent migration appears very efficient, as in the meantime, only 
few remote communication can occur and following the migration, the agent will be 
able to use local communication. 
These results align with related work carried out on the comparison of mobile agent 
migration with remote communication [Knu95, RuDu99b, IsHa99]. In all examinations, 
break-even points have been determined which only vary according to the mobile agent 
system implementation, mobile agent size, underlying network etc. However, what 
these examinations usually neglect is the importance of class loading in the overall 
migration process. This is depicted in figure 7.3. Here, the overall duration of a process 
involving either a number of RPCs or a migration – either with or without class loading 
from a remote host – followed by local communication is shown. The values given in 
table 7.1 can be found as starting values, i.e. one RPC and migration with and without 
class loading followed by one local communication. 
Figure 7.3 clearly reveals the effect of class loading. If no classes need to be retrieved 
from the remote server, mobile agent migration followed by local communication 
quickly outperforms the sequence of RPCs, whereas the break-even point is reached 
after a much higher number of requests if class loading is involved. Note that the results 
of the model concerning the data transfer for migration and remote communication set 
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up in section 2.3.2 are confirmed with the results given here (especially compare 
figure 2.4). 
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Figure 7.3: The Importance of Class Loading 
7.1.2 The Impact of the Network 
But even paying special attention to class loading in the comparison does not suffice. It 
is also necessary to take into account the effect of the underlying network on the effi-
ciency of both RPC and migration. In section 2.2.3 and in this section, we have identi-
fied the phases involved in these processes. It is of crucial importance to see, which of 
these phases are network dependent and what part of the overall process they amount to. 
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Figure 7.4: Phases of RPC and Migration Process 
This can be examined with the help of figure 7.4 which displays the duration of the sin-
gle phases of both RPC and migration. The values are generated from RPCs and mobile 
agent migration carried out on a standalone PC. It can be seen that the major part of an 
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RPC consists of request and reply, i.e. the duration of these two phases is very high 
compared to the other phases. For a migration, serialisation and deserialisation take 
most of the time, the mobile agent transfer and class loading are executed much quicker. 
While this surely depends on the agent’s size and on the way the class loading is organ-
ised, the main difference which can be deduced here is that with RPCs, the most time 
consuming processes are network dependent, whereas in a migration, the critical phases 
are not network dependent. Consequently, if slower connections like in a WAN or a 
wireless network are given, the relation between RPC and migration as shown in 
table 7.1 will be more in favour of mobile agent migration, as the given values were 
generated in a LAN. 
7.1.3 Improving the Performance of Migration 
Still, even with slow connections given and with little class loading required, an agent 
migration will always take at least as much time as a few RPCs. It is therefore required 
to find out, whether the deployment of migration can be further improved. There are a 
number of possible approaches to this improvement. 
• Confine migration: This seems to be a straightforward solution to the problem: sim-
ply do not allow migration if it does not offer benefits. However, this approach not 
only prohibits to exploit mobile agent migration in cases where it would offer con-
siderable improvements which are not obvious in advance, it also is hardly feasible. 
It is extremely difficult if not impossible to come up with a static, yet suitable met-
ric predicting when migration is promising and when not. This will be further 
elaborated in section 7.3 and it will become clear that only dynamic decisions on 
the suitability of migration can be deployed reasonably. 
 Confine agent size: In order to prevent the migration process from taking too much 
time, one could aim at restricting the agents’ size. In the next section, an exemplary 
approach comparing different unload strategies for mobile agents is discussed. 
These agents collect data during their itinerary and as a result their size grows over 
time. Although different intervals and means for reporting the collected data can be 
applied, this does not generally solve the problem of keeping the migration process 
efficient, as for other tasks, the agent size cannot be confined in this way. 
 Agent fragmentation: Another approach tries to offer a general solution for the re-
striction of mobile agent size. The idea is not to tackle a migration as an atomic 
process, but rather to try to break the mobile agents into manageable parts, i.e. 
make agent migration scalable by moving only those parts of the mobile agent 
which are actually required. Such an approach is presented and discussed in detail 
in the next section and it will be shown that this solution is equivalent to deploying 
groups of small agents rather than a single, potentially bigger one. Moreover, it will 
be shown that this solution does not offer a solution to the problem of efficiently 
using migration. 
 Dynamic decision on migration: In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, 
which are all static, this novel approach dynamically decides on the deployment of 
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migration, i.e. the agents are equipped with means and information to figure out 
whether a migration or remote communications are to be favoured in a specific 
situation. 
The following section will point out that none of the first three approaches are actually 
generally feasible for mobile agent migration. The approach mentioned last will then be 
presented, the idea of which is to dynamically decide on the deployment of migration at 
runtime. 
7.2 Related Approaches on Migration Efficiency 
It does not make sense to try to rigidly confine the use of mobile agents. For instance, 
by limiting mobile agent deployment to wireless networks, one might attempt to restrict 
the use of mobile agents to this undisputedly promising field and avoid their use in 
other, less promising scenarios. However, such a classification of fields of applications 
can never be precise and dynamical enough to ensure that migration is used efficiently, 
because in many cases, migration will lead to a decrease of performance even in wire-
less networks, whereas its deployment can be very beneficial in other areas. This has 
been well understood and no such classification can be found in the literature. 
7.2.1 Limiting the Size of Mobile Agents 
As confining the use of migration to specific scenarios does not solve the problem of 
efficiently deploying migration and does not allow to exploit the benefits this new 
mechanism has to offer, a more promising way of preventing the migration process 
from becoming to cumbersome seems to be the confinement of the agents’ size. How-
ever, this is not generally feasible, as the agents may contain algorithms and chunks of 
data of atomic nature, i.e. it needs the entire algorithm or data to be present in order to 
be applied reasonably. Moreover, the upper limit to be determined for the agents’ size 
strongly depends on the capabilities of the hardware involved, e.g. network bandwidth 
and end device capacity. 
But even assuming a static solution for assessing the mobile agent’s size, the problem 
remains that this size can vary over time. Consider a mobile agent roaming the network 
and collecting information from all visited nodes. If this information cannot be aggre-
gated or summarized, the agent’s size can grow considerably over time. In order not to 
exceed a given limit for the agents’ size, this has to be taken care of. In [RDP00b], 
unload strategies have been investigated which prevent mobile agents from growing too 
big due to the collection of information. It had been noticed that the performance other-
wise got worse than in centralised approaches. A strategy where after visiting a fixed 
number of nodes, the mobile agents return to their home system, has been compared 
with another one where they merely transmit the collected data. Not surprisingly, the 
second strategy performed better for smaller number of successive hops, because the 
migration overhead is avoided here. Alternatively, the intervals for returning home or 
reporting information could also be made dependent on the amount of collected data. 
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In fact, the agents’ size can be limited with such an approach. In total, however, the 
overall itinerary of the mobile agent is merely broken into manageable parts without 
solving the actual problem. Generally, it is neither feasible nor advisable to limit the 
agent size. Taking into account not only complex algorithms but also tools for auto-
mated software engineering which tend to construct code which is not optimised, a 
mobile agent’s size cannot generally be forced below a rigid limit. A different approach 
therefore has been to break bigger mobile agents into parts, rather than limiting their 
size. 
7.2.2 Mobile Agent Fragmentation 
The idea of splitting mobile agents into parts has been examined in [GeHa00]. The parts 
are called fragments and they allow a partial migration of agents where only those parts 
of a mobile agent are migrated that really offer a benefit. The model used for this frag-
mentation of mobile agents has been called Fragmented Object Agent Model (FOAM). 
It is based on the concept of distributed objects introduced by INRIA [MGL+94] and 
Globe [VHT99]. A distributed object consists of several fragments, which can interact 
with each other. A client of a distributed object always has at least one of its fragments 
in its local address space, compare figure 7.5. 
fragment
distributed objecthost
host host
fragment
fragmentfragment
 
Figure 7.5: A Distributed Object Spanning Three Hosts 
A fragment can be as simple as a CORBA stub located at the client’s site. Each frag-
ment consists of a fragment interface and a fragment implementation. This allows to 
transparently exchange the fragment implementation and in addition, different interfaces 
can share one implementation. With the help of this fragmentation model, mobility can 
be realised by extending and shrinking a distributed object, i.e. by migrating single 
fragments to other hosts whenever this seems appropriate. 
This approach is supposed to improve scalability of migration, as ordinary systems only 
allow migration of complete mobile agents. FOAM allows partial migration with no 
migration and full migration being special cases. Whilst this sounds catchy, it must be 
noted that this model does not solve the underlying problems at all. First, there are no 
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means given at all indicating which of the fragments are to be migrated and when this is 
reasonable. What is even more important, the communication patterns involved and the 
resulting expenses are neglected. A partial migration might seem reasonable at first 
sight, but the additional communication effort required between the fragments can make 
the approach highly inefficient. This is one of the inadmissible assumptions made in the 
mathematical evaluation used in [GeHa00] in order to promote the fragmented object 
model, as the actual problem of migration efficiency is merely transferred to the level of 
fragments and left unsolved there. Other limitations are that merely single-hop scenarios 
are considered, whereas multi-hop scenarios would reveal even more inter-fragment 
communication. Last but not least, the model of fragmented mobile agents does not 
address disconnected operation, i.e. the effect of intermittent network connectivity like 
in wireless networks on the inter-fragment communications of distributed objects is not 
taken into account. 
However, the main counterargument for this approach is that it is assumed that a parti-
tion of the mobile agent into several fragments of identical size exists. However, deter-
mining and separating the individual fragments is what is most interesting, but also 
most difficult to achieve. The main result, after all, is that the bigger a mobile agent, the 
more phases can be transferred without reaching the time used for the monolithic pen-
dant. Without an automated mechanism for generating reasonable fragments of a mobile 
agent, one has to ask why no group of small mobile agents has been used right away, 
rather than using a single large one and then trying to split that one. 
Such an approach is e.g. followed by Emerald [HRB+87, Jul89], which proposes to 
build groups of objects that are to be moved together by attaching objects to each other. 
The proposed attachment is recursive and transitive, but not symmetric. However, the 
design of attachment relations is tedious and error-prone, as code needs to be changed 
explicitly, spoiling distribution transparency and the ease of design and maintenance. 
Therefore, neither splitting the mobile agent into fragments and moving some of these 
fragments while others remain stationary, nor using groups of mobile agents and 
moving a selection of them, offer a solution for efficiently using migration. These 
approaches merely transfer the problem to another level and it remains unknown, which 
of the fragments or small agents are to be moved and in which cases. 
7.2.3 Strategic Mobility 
It is necessary to make the migration itself more dynamic. In current mobile agent sys-
tems, mobile agents are always mobile, independent of the characteristics of the appli-
cation and the network. However, moving an object can reduce network traffic, but it 
can also result in larger network communication [Bog98]. It is thus required to enable 
mobile agents to make intelligent decisions about mobility. By extracting relevant char-
acteristics of applications and networks, a basis for strategic decisions on migration can 
be created. Based on these characteristics, agents are then able to dynamically change 
between mobile and non-mobile modes of operation, depending on which mode best 
satisfies the objectives of the application. 
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An approach aiming in this direction has been presented in [ChKa97]. This approach 
starts from a general characterisation of mobile agent applications. Three layers of these  
applications are identified, namely the problem layer, the application framework layer, 
and the infrastructure layer. Each of these layers is assigned characteristic parameters. 
The number of interactions of the mobile agent and the server for example is assigned to 
the problem layer, whereas the size of the mobile agent is assigned to the application 
framework layer. The latency of the network is an example of a characteristic of the 
infrastructure layer. 
By identifying and categorising these parameters and modelling their interrelationships, 
it is aimed at providing a model the mobile agent can use to make intelligent decisions 
in the problem solving process such that the objectives are optimised. For example, if 
the objective was to complete a tasks with high reliability, the mobile agent may decide 
on a one-time migration to a server at a greater cost, rather than taking the risk of a 
network failure during many remote interactions with the server. It is of outermost 
importance to understand that these objectives are all application dependent. As an 
example, take a stock quote application, where migration size and results may be 
smaller than for other applications due to simpler logic and data requirements. At the 
same time, the demand for speed and reliability is higher than for many other applica-
tions, because important financial decisions are based on the contained information. 
This translates to a very low tolerance for network latency and failure. Security 
requirements are low, as stock quotes are public anyway. For other applications, things 
are quite the opposite. 
Due to these requirements, in addition to the existing always stationary approach of 
client-server architectures and the always mobile approach of mobile agent systems, 
strategically mobile agents (SMA) are introduced. 
There are two kinds of parameters which are relevant for strategic mobility. First, there 
are static parameters such as the size of the code of a mobile agent. Static parameters 
are easy to handle as they remain unchanged for the entire lifetime of a mobile agent. 
They can be modelled as attributes of the mobile agent. Second, there are dynamic 
parameters such as the network latency between two particular hosts. These parameters 
vary over time and thus can only be estimated at a given point in time. Two approaches 
can be used for these estimates. Either, specific application classes are modelled and the 
parameters are instantiated with estimated values for these application classes, or the 
parameters are inductively inferred using historical data and statistical analysis. The 
former case guarantees low effort and overhead, but the estimates may be counterpro-
ductive and misleading, as they do not adapt to the current situation. The latter offers 
high precision by up-to-date information, but it has to be evaluated how much overhead 
it imposes on the migration process. 
For handling dynamic parameters, the Mobile-AgentX architecture presented in 
[ChKa97] defines different classes of mobile agent applications and statically deter-
mines important parameters for each class. The values of these parameters are regularly 
updated. This approach simplifies the mechanisms to collect and analyse the parame-
terisation data. Statistics are grouped for the different application classes and in each 
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class, a function will be approximated with the statistics of that class. The analysis in 
each application class involves determining the estimation functions from the statistics. 
Only if a newly determined function is significantly different from previously obtained 
ones, it is reported to a specific service for update. From this service, mobile agents can 
query these estimation functions. 
7.2.4 Shortcomings 
The aforementioned approach has a couple of disadvantages and shortcomings. First, it 
is assumed that the number of interactions and thus the total volume of interactions for 
specific classes of applications is a static parameter. This is not realistic, especially with 
regard to applications such as negotiations, successive operations with interdependent 
parameters etc. Since each mobile agent depends on this data when determining which 
server to migrate to and which to contact remotely, modelling these parameters as static 
ones is not feasible. The Mobile-AgentX also requires the mobility strategies that the 
mobile agent uses to be explicitly coded into its control code. It is therefore the respon-
sibility of the agent programmer to decide which parameter should be used to decide on 
mobility. This is unbearable for the user who cannot be restricted to predefined applica-
tion behaviour. It must rather be left to the user to instruct the mobile agent which 
objectives to prioritise and for this selection process, convenient tools must be provided. 
But most importantly, an approach for strategically behaving mobile agents must be 
able to address multiple, possible competing goals. While in the Mobile-AgentX archi-
tecture, besides reducing network traffic, mobility can be strategically used for intelli-
gent network routing or reducing connectivity requirements in an unreliable network by 
using relevant characteristics as mobility decision factors, these objectives cannot be 
concurrently aimed at. This, however, is inevitable, as an application might for instance 
require both fast execution and accuracy. 
In the following, a novel approach will be presented which – based on dynamic parame-
ters – allows mobile agents to behave strategically while aiming at multiple goals con-
currently. First, however, the impact of multiple concurrent goals and another aspect ne-
glected in the aforementioned approaches, namely non-determinism, are further elabo-
rated, as they form crucial factors of situation dependency. 
7.3 Situation Dependency 
As shown in section 7.1, a break-even point can be determined where – from the per-
formance point of view – the migration overhead is compensated by the following local 
communications. Given these results and methods, one might assume the all it takes to 
efficiently deploy mobile agents is to replace a certain number of remote communica-
tions by a migration, simply by looking at the break-even point. However, a number of 
questions remain unanswered: 
• How many successive remote communications will occur that can be replaced? 
 Are there returning communication patterns? 
 What is the size of the transferred parameters? 
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 What is the size of the mobile agent? 
 What type of network connection is given? 
 How error prone is this network connection? 
 What is the currently available bandwidth? 
Rather than having reached a solution, here is where the problems start. In most cases, 
the required information listed above cannot be obtained in advance. Take for example 
operations that are too complex to calculate their communication costs in reasonable 
time. Even worse, take non-deterministic operations such as sequential searches or 
negotiations. In any of these cases, how are the parameters to be determined? 
The last section has taken a look at related work dealing with mechanisms to make the 
migration process more flexible. All of the approaches use static mechanisms. More-
over, they only focus on one goal, usually performance improvement. However, under 
the condition that a static approach was sufficient, a decision on the applicability of a 
migration would be far from perfect if merely the aspect of data transfer or execution 
time was taken into account. Mobile agent deployment can offer additional  benefits 
which can be just as valuable or even far more important than performance improve-
ment. Benefits of mobile agent deployment can be 
• Reduced execution time, 
 Reduced network traffic, 
 Improved service accessibility, 
 Improved reliability, and 
 Reduced energy consumption, i.e. longer uptime of mobile systems. 
Picture a case, where not enough communication occurs in order to justify a migration 
with regard to performance. The link which is used for these communications, however, 
is not reliable, e.g. a GSM connection in a moving vehicle. Depending on the impor-
tance of the process to be executed, improved access to a specific service might be the 
main target. Moving a mobile agent to the wired network thus might be reasonable after 
all, because this agent would have permanent access to the service. 
In order to determine which kind of dynamic information is to be considered in the 
decision on the migration process, it is helpful to divide the tasks which the agents are 
trying to fulfil into three categories: 
• Class 1 – non-recurring and non-periodic tasks: Examples of such tasks are simple 
status checks or a procedure call to initiate a service. As there is no recurring 
scheme behind such tasks, a migration would be of no use in this case, neither with 
regard to execution time, reliability, nor any other of the goals. 
 Class 2 – periodic and permanent tasks: Here, a migration will always be useful. 
Take for instance the permanent monitoring of a remote component, e.g. the sur-
veillance of a particular threshold. A migration will improve all parameters. 
 Class 3 – all other tasks (i.e. either non-deterministic, with competing goals, or 
both): Whereas simple solutions for both of the first two classes of tasks exist, no 
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trivial solution for this class of tasks exists, which – unfortunately – comprises the 
majority of tasks. 
Hence, the two main problems outlined above need to be solved prior to a reasonable 
deployment of mobile agent migration. First, there is the problem of non-determinism. 
The crucial parameters for deciding on the efficiency of mobile agent migration in most 
cases cannot be determined in advanced, i.e. what needs to be done is to reason under 
uncertainty.  Second, there is the problem of competing goals. From one point of view, 
moving an agent can be useless while at the same time, the migration can be promising 
from another point of view. So far, no approach exists which allows to efficiently 
deploy mobile agents. Before a novel approach is introduced which allows these prob-
lems, an overview of methods stemming from other fields of research is given which 
might be applicable in the mobile agent context. 
7.4 Approaches to Strategic Mobility 
Searching for a solution to the two problems pointed out in the last section in order to 
exploit the benefits of mobile agent migration, it can be seen that most of the promising 
work for such a solution has been done in the field of artificial intelligence. Here, rea-
soning under uncertainty is a key issue. For the problems tackled here, different 
approaches exist which could form a basis for a solution, e.g. neural networks, expert 
systems, decision and belief networks. 
However, whilst these approaches have a high impact on many application fields, they 
are not applicable for the problems discussed here. This is due to the fact that mobile 
agents impose severe constrictions on multiple factors of the decision process: 
• Time: There is no use of a time-demanding reasoning process to be executed in 
order to optimise a far shorter migration process. 
 Computational power: As converging networks comprise wireless networks and 
mobile devices, where mobile agent deployment is of particular benefit, restrictions 
concerning the computational power of such devices have to be met. 
 Memory: In analogy to the computational power, restrictions apply to memory 
capacity too. 
 Data volume: This restriction is set by the nature of mobile agents; carrying larger 
amounts of data will cause the migration process to swell, less due to increased 
transfer times, but mainly due to more complex serialisation and de-serialisation 
phases, as shown in section 7.1. 
One sub-domain of artificial intelligence, however, is very promising with regard to 
these restrictions, namely utility theory [RuNo95]. Here, preferences of agents between 
different states are expressed as utilities. Using multi-attributive utility functions allows 
to cope with competing goals. Combining the utilities of states with the probabilities of 
these states allows to address non-determinism. Together, means for solving both of the 
aforementioned problems in the context of mobile agent migration are given. The 
adaptation of such an approach to the field of mobile agents, paying special attention to 
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the requirements given here, allows the creation of the Strategic Mobility Service. As 
one of the Mobile Agent Support Services presented in chapter 4, the Strategic Mobility 
Service thus enables the efficient deployment of mobile agents. The structure of the 
Strategic Mobility Service and its evaluation are presented in the following sections. 
7.5 The Strategic Mobility Service 
7.5.1 Structure of the Strategic Mobility Service 
As shown in section 7.2.3, both static and dynamic information are required in order to 
make situation dependent decisions on migration. Whereas the static information is 
limited in size and can be kept as attributes in the mobile agent, the dynamic informa-
tion cannot be handled by the mobile agent itself. On the one hand, this is due to the 
sheer amount of dynamic information which is required. On the other hand, this infor-
mation may need to be updated frequently and thus imposes an unwanted strain on the 
mobile agent. In the literature, a number of approaches exist which examine methods to 
provide the required information base. For strategic mobility, information both on net-
work connections and on hosts are relevant. The situation is thus similar to alarm cor-
relation as discussed in chapter 6, where static and dynamic information were required 
too. Although the information requirements are generally similar, the specific parame-
ters which are required are slightly different. Examples of the required information are 
the service times and interaction patterns of specific services. Other parameters, like 
network connectivity and reliability, however, which are required for the correlation 
process, will be required here too. 
As shown with the Correlation Service in chapter 6, it is reasonable to have a Mobile 
Agent Support Service in analogy to the Correlation Service which collects the required 
information and provides it to the mobile agents via a suitable interface. In the follow-
ing, the focus will be on the information evaluation and provisioning, rather than on 
information gathering. The latter will be done with the approaches for information pro-
visioning referenced in chapter 6 and, where available, with the additional help of the 
MASS Proxies which were presented in section 5.2. 
The providing and the evaluation of information are handled by the Strategic Mobility 
Service. Providing such a service bears the additional advantage that data has to be col-
lected only once, rather than separately by each mobile agent. In order to show how the 
Strategic Mobility Service is deployed, let us take a look at the regular course of a 
mobile agent execution. Whereas in figure 2.1, the focus was on the lifecycle of mobile 
agents and merely demonstrated the status an agent can be in, figure 7.6 shows the 
sequence of actions a mobile agent steps through during the execution of a single task, 
both without and with deployment of strategic mobility. 
Once a task is specified for a mobile agent – either by instruction or by autonomous 
deduction of this task from earlier tasks –  the mobile agent will know which step to 
take next. At this point, the mobile agent can try to plan ahead, i.e. determine not only 
the next step to take, but also predetermine subsequent steps. If it is possible to do so, 
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this information can be used not only for a more complex planning of tasks, but also for 
optimisations of e.g. agent localisation, compare section 5.1.1. 
Next, the mobile agent needs to specify and localise the services which it will require in 
order to fulfil the task. The Localisation Service presented in section 5.1.1 can be used 
here which not only allows to localise mobile agents, but also services. Now that the 
mobile agent has determined at least one step to take and one service to use, its behav-
iour varies depending on whether strategic mobility is applied. 
receive or generate
task
determine next step;
predetermine itinerary
as far as possible
localise required
services with
Localisation Service
and generate list
migrate to next
service in list
use service
list empty?
determine and
localise new services;
add to list
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Strategic Mobility
Service
evaluate benefit of
migration
migrate?
strategic
mobility?
yes
no
yes
no
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no
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Figure 7.6: Sequence of Steps of a Mobile Agent Executing a Task 
Let us first take a look at the simpler case without strategic mobility. In figure 7.6, this 
agent behaviour can be seen by omitting all boxes marked in dark grey. In this case, the 
mobile agent will migrate to the host where the service required next is located. Upon 
arrival, the agent will use this service. If the task is not completed after using this ser-
vice, the agent will continue with the next step. In case of controllable and spontaneous 
mobility (see section 5.1.1), new steps can be inserted prior to the agent moving on to 
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the next step, in the former case either by the agent itself or by an external request, in 
the latter case only by the agent itself. This cycle continues until all services have been 
visited by the agent, i.e. the task has been completed. 
It is easy to see that stubbornly working off a list of services can be very unprofitable 
with regard to performance. Given only two hosts offering services, in the worst case 
this can result in a ping-pong behaviour. Moreover, it can occur that only few interac-
tions take place, in which case migration would impose a large overhead on the overall 
execution of the task. Therefore, the mobile agent needs to be enabled to decide whether 
to migrate or not, depending on the given situation. The required decision process is 
inserted right after the localisation of the required services, as shown in figure 7.6. What 
the mobile agent needs to do is to request the relevant information for the decision proc-
ess from the Strategic Mobility Service. Based on this information, the agent decides 
whether a migration in the current situation is assumed to be beneficial and then acts 
accordingly. 
The general algorithm for deploying strategic mobility thus has been presented. In the 
remainder of this chapter, it will be shown how the required Strategic Mobility Service 
can be realised with utility functions, and the suitability and performance of this 
approach will be evaluated. First, however, it will be shown with a mathematical model 
that deciding dynamically whether to migrate or not can provide large benefits. 
7.5.2 Model of the Strategic Mobility Service 
In this section, a mathematical model will be used in order to identify the potential of 
dynamic decisions on mobility. The focus will be on execution times of tasks, i.e. 
response times of a system. The shorter the response time of a system is, the better its 
performance. The results presented in the following can easily be transferred to other 
parameters like the amount of transferred data. 
7.5.2.1 M/G/1 Queuing Model 
For comparing RPC-based communication and communication involving migration, i.e. 
a mobile agent migrating and then communicating locally, an M/G/1 queuing model has 
been used [Hav98]. This queuing model assumes a Markovian arrival process (M) with 
the special characteristic of being memoryless, a generally distributed service time (G), 
and a single server. The buffer size, i.e. the maximum number of customers in the 
queuing station, is assumed to be unlimited and the scheduling discipline deployed is 
First-Come-First-Served (FCFS). 
E[S]
λ
arrivals waiting in service
queue server
E[R]
 
Figure 7.7: M/G/1 Queuing Station 
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An M/G/1 queuing station is shown in figure 7.7. Let S be a continuous random variable 
denoting the service times of the server and let pS(s) be the probability density function 
of these service times. Moreover, and let λ be the arrival rate, i.e. the average number of 
jobs arriving per time unit. The expected or mean service time E[S] of the server, i.e. 
the average time a job spends in the server, is specified by a probability density function 
pS(s) and can be calculated as 
∫
∞
∞−
⋅= dssspSE S )(][ . (7.1) 
Random variables are often characterised by their moments, rather than by their com-
plete distributions. In addition to the expected service time, an important moment 
required in the following is the variance, var[S] or δS2, of S, which is its second central 
moment, i.e. 
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δS2 can be calculated as 
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(7.4) 
Given the expected service time and its variance, the expected number of customers in 
the queuing station, E[N], can be calculated with the Pollazcek-Khintchine formula: 
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CNE , (7.5) 
ρ is the load of the system and can be calculated as 
][SE⋅= λρ . (7.6) 
CS2 is called the squared coefficient of variation and is a frequently used measure in 
performance analysis. It expresses the variance of a random variable X relative to its 
average value and it can be calculated as 
2
2
2
][XE
C XX
δ
= . (7.7) 
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Little’s law is valid for all G/G/m queuing models and says that the expected number of 
customers in a system equals the product of the arrival rate times the expected response 
time of the system, E[R], i.e. 
][][ RENE ⋅= λ , (7.8) 
E[R] can thus be calculated as  
][1][ NERE ⋅= λ . (7.9) 
The expected response time of the system E[R] denotes the average time a job spends in 
the entire queuing station. By calculating E[R] for RPC communication, communica-
tion after a migration process, and the strategic combination of both, a comparison of 
these different approaches can be made. 
7.5.2.2 Model Parameterisation 
In order to evaluate whether strategic mobility can offer an improvement with regard to 
performance of execution, a suitable model has thus been found. What is required now 
is to instantiate this model with reasonable parameters. In order to adequately model the 
behaviour of RPC and migration based communication, a suitable probability density 
function must be found. Due to the typically cumulative distribution of response times 
for RPCs and migrations, it is a good choice to use a normal random variable with a 
density function 
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This density function, by definition, has E[X]=µ and var[X]=δ2. However, it is not 
reasonable to allow negative response times. Moreover, there is a minimum amount of 
time which is required for completing a task, which is different for tasks deploying 
RPCs or migrations. Therefore, the density of the functions used in this model are de-
fined as 
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This partial definition of the probability density function requires a normalisation of the 
function. This is achieved by the normalisation factor NFξi, which can be calculated as 
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The mean value µ and the variance δ2 are explicitly given in the density function and 
can be varied in order to provide suitable density functions for both RPC communica-
tion and migration. This is shown in figure 7.8. 
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Both for RPC communication and for a migration followed by local communication, 
two cases are distinguished: correct decisions and erroneous decisions. Correct decision 
means that given a break-even point as shown in figure 7.3, the better alternative of 
RPC communication or migration with regard to response time has been chosen. If, e.g. 
merely a few communications are required for a specific task, then deploying RPC 
communication is a correct decision, whereas using migration in this case introduces a 
large overhead and thus is an erroneous decision. 
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Figure 7.8: Probability Density Functions – Correct and Erroneous Decision 
Figure 7.8 a) shows the probability density functions for the two cases of RPC 
communication. RPCs are used correctly, if the number of communications for a task is 
low and the break-even-point is not reached. In this case, the task is quickly finished, 
whereas in case of an erroneous decision, where many RPCs are required, it can take 
much longer for a task to be completed. Accordingly, the probability density function 
pRPC,C(s) for the case of correct decisions has been parameterised with a mean value 
µRPC,C = 0, a variance δRPC,C = 1.5, and a lower bound ξRPC,C = 0.2. For erroneous 
selection of RPC, larger values both for the mean value and the variance must be 
assumed, resulting in the parameterisation of pRPC,E(s) with µRPC,E = 3.3, δRPC,E = 3, and 
an unchanged lower bound ξRPC,E = 0.2. Figure 7.8 b) shows the analogous probability 
density functions for correct and erroneous decision for a mobile agent migration fol-
lowed by local communications. Here, the overhead for the migration is considerable 
larger than for RPCs. In accordance with table 7.1, a lower bound of ξMA,C = ξMA,E = 1.5 
has been chosen, i.e. no migration can be executed in less than 1.5 seconds. Note that 
this excludes the case where no class loading is required, as here, the lower bound can 
be much lower. However, for reasons of simplicity, it has been assumed in this model 
that class loading is always required. This is appropriate, as it does not generally change 
the outcome of the performance analysis. 
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For pMA,C(s), i.e. for the case of correct selection of migration, a mean value µMA,C = 2 
and a variance δMA,C = 1.5 have been chosen, and µMA,E = 3 and δMA,E = 2 for pMA,E(s), 
i.e. erroneous selection. δMA,E is smaller than δRPC,E, because even if a mobile agent has 
decided erroneously to migrate, than after the migration – which displays a certain vari-
ance –only few and very quick local communications are required, i.e. the variance in 
only influenced by one migration process and not by many remote communications. 
7.5.2.3 Combining the Probability Density Functions  
So far, two distinct cases have been defined for RPC and migration, correct and errone-
ous decisions. It is required to combine these two cases, as typically, both will occur in 
a sequence of tasks. It is required to allow the specification of the ratio of correct and 
erroneous decisions. In a scenario where the majority of tasks involves only a small 
number of communications, addressing all tasks with RPCs will result in many correct, 
and few erroneous decisions. Such a scenario will in the following be called a pro-RPC 
scenario. Analogously, a scenario where most tasks require a number of communica-
tions which is beyond the break-even point will be called a pro-migration scenario. Of 
course, the scenarios can have a different markedness. In order to grasp all of these sce-
narios, the cases introduced above are combined into one probability density function 
each for RPC and migration, namely 
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(7.16) 
The calculation of δRPC and δMA cannot be simplified in this way, i.e. the variances of 
the probability density functions pRPC(s) and pMA(s) must be calculated as shown in 
equation 7.17. δMA is determined analogously. 
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The resulting probability density functions pRPC(s) and pMA(s) for various weights are 
shown in figure 7.9. The weights here are depicted as percentage, i.e. that for instance 
wRPC,C = 0.2 corresponds to 20% of correct decisions being taken and thus 80% errone-
ous decisions. These families of functions will be used for the computation of the 
expected response time E[RRPC] and E[RMA] of RPC and migration based processing of 
tasks, using the Pollazcek-Khintchine formula and Little’s law as described in the last 
section. 
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Figure 7.9: Combined Probability Density Functions with Weights 
First, however, the probability density function of the strategically mobile agents, which 
dynamically decide whether to migrate or to communicate remotely, needs to be speci-
fied. This is done with a combination of functions in analogy to the specification of 
pRPC(s) and pMA(s) above. Strategically mobile agents can chose either of four cases. 
They can choose to communicate remotely, which can turn out to be correct (pRPC,C(s)) 
or wrong (pRPC,E(s)), and they can do the same for migration ((pMA,C(s) and pMA,E(s)). 
The four corresponding probability density functions are combined into one, namely 
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The resulting probability density function for strategically mobile agents not only 
allows to specify the ratio of RPC and migration, it also allows to specify the ratio of 
correctly and erroneously taken decisions for both. This is shown in figure 7.10. Fig-
ure 7.10 a) shows the family of probability density functions of strategically mobile 
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agents for a fixed ratio of RPC and migration. These density functions thus correspond 
to the density functions for RPC and migration marked with bold lines in figure 7.9. As 
both RPC and migration are always deployed here, even in scenarios which are very 
much in favour of one of the two processing techniques, it can be seen that the extremes 
in the density functions of the strategically mobile agents are not as strongly developed. 
However, the strategically mobile agents are not bound to such a ratio. Instead, they can 
decide freely whether to migrate or not prior to processing a task. This results in the 
family of density functions is shown in figure 7.10 b). 
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Figure 7.10: Probability Density Functions of Strategically Mobile Agents 
7.5.2.4 Evaluation 
The above probability density functions for strategically mobile agents (equation 7.18) 
have been used to calculate the expected response time (equations 7.5 and 7.9). The 
same has been done for static agents which always communicate remotely (see equa-
tion 7.13) and for mobile agents which exclusively communicate locally, i.e. always 
migrate prior to communication (see equation 7.14). At the same time, the ratio of cor-
rect and erroneous decisions has been varied, thus covering all possible scenarios of 
tasks. The results are shown in figure 7.11. 
Figure 7.11 a) shows that the response times for RPC based processing of tasks and for 
a processing based on mobility, the expected response times are contrary. The more a 
scenario is in favour of RPC communication, the better RPCs will perform and the 
lower the expected response time will be. For mobility, things are just the opposite. Fig-
ure 7.11 a) also shows that depending on the quality of the decision process, the 
performance of the strategically mobile agents can widely differ. The two extreme cases 
of a strategically mobile agent always making the right decision on the one hand, and 
always being wrong on the other, limit a wide range of possible outcomes of strategic 
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mobility. Figure 7.11 b) reveals that the potential of strategic mobility with regard to 
performance is high. Compared to pure RPC and migration based task processing, the 
strategically mobile agents can achieve a performance improvement of up to 84 and 70 
per cent respectively. However, one has to bear in mind that given inadequate decisions, 
the performance can also deteriorate considerably. 
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Figure 7.11: Expected Response Times for All Approaches 
The model presented in this section thus identified the potential of strategic decisions on 
mobile agent migration. The model, however, does not take into account the overhead 
introduced by the decision process. So far, the strategically mobile agents in some 
mysterious way are able to make the right decision. Moreover, the model does not allow 
to evaluate the quality of the decisions themselves for specific scenarios, as they need to 
be taken in advance and under uncertainty. In order to evaluate these decisions, an 
approach based on utility functions is used, as motivated in section 7.4. This approach is 
presented in the following section. 
7.5.3 Realisation of Strategic Mobility based on Utility Theory 
The last section has shown the potential of performance improvement with strategic 
mobility. This, however, can only be achieved if the two main problems of situation 
dependency identified in section 7.3, namely non-determinism and competing goals, can 
be solved efficiently. The basic idea for an appropriate realisation of strategically 
mobile agents followed here is that these agents are given some preferences on individ-
ual goals and that they are able to derive results about preferences for complex decision 
making scenarios. 
7.5.3.1 Axioms of Utility Theory and of Utility 
In utility theory, such complex scenarios with different attainable outcomes are called 
lotteries, and the outcomes are referred to as states. These states are assigned probabili-
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ties. The corresponding notation  is L = [p,A;1-p,B], where L is a lottery, A and B are 
states, and p and 1-p are the corresponding probabilities. Let the notation for the exis-
tence or non-existence of preferences both between lotteries and states be M > N (M 
preferred to N), M ∼ N (strategically mobile agent is indifferent between M and N), and 
M ≥ N (agent prefers M to N or is indifferent). Given this notation, the axioms of utility 
theory can be set up for strategically mobile agents: 
• Orderability: Given any two states S1 and S2, a strategically mobile agent must 
either prefer S1 or S2 or must else be indifferent, i.e. 
(S1 > S2) ∨ (S2 > S1) ∨ (S1 ∼ S2). (7.19) 
• Transitivity: Given any three states S1, S2, S3, if a strategically mobile agent prefers 
S1 to S2 and S2 to S3, then the agent must prefer S1 to S3, i.e.  
(S1 > S2) ∧ (S2 > S3) ⇒ (S1 > S3). (7.20) 
• Continuity: If S2 is between S1 and S3 in preference, then there is some probability p 
for which a strategically mobile agent will be indifferent between getting S2 for sure 
and the lottery that yields S1 with probability p and S3 with probability 1-p, i.e.  
S1 > S2 > S3 ⇒ ∃p [p,S1; 1-p,S3] ∼ S2. (7.21) 
• Substitutability: If a strategically mobile agent is indifferent between two lotteries 
L1 and L2, then it is also indifferent between two more complex lotteries that are 
identical except that L1 is substituted for L2 in one of them.  
L1 ∼ L2 ⇒ [p,L1; 1-p,L3] ∼ [p,L2; 1-p,L3]. (7.22) 
• Monotonicity: Given two lotteries with the same outcomes S1 and S2. If a strategi-
cally mobile agent prefers S1 to S2, then it must prefer that lottery which has a 
higher probability for S1 (and vice versa), i.e.  
S1 > S2 ⇒ (p ≥ q ⇔ [p,S1; 1-p,S2] ≥ [p,S1; 1-q,S2]. (7.23) 
• Decomposability: Compound lotteries can be reduced to simpler ones with the laws 
of probability, i.e.  
[p,S1; 1-p, [q,S2; 1-q,S3]] ∼ [p,S1; (1-p)q,S2 ;(1-p)(1-q),S3]. (7.24) 
 This is to prohibit the preference of a lottery over another because of the number of 
choice points. 
Utility theory bases on utility functions which assign numbers to states in order to 
express their desirability, thus allowing a ranking of these states according to their pref-
erence. Given the axioms of utility theory, the existence of such a utility function fol-
lows from the axioms of utility: 
• Utility Principle: If a strategically mobile agent obeys the above axioms, then a 
real-valued utility function U exists which operates on states such that 
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U(L1) > U(L2) if and only if L1 is preferred to L2, and U(L2) = U(L2) if and only if 
the agent is indifferent between L1 and L2, i.e.  
U(L1) > U(L2) ⇔ L1 > L2 and 
U(L1) = U(L2) ⇔ L1 ∼ L2. (7.25) 
 Maximum Expected Utility (MEU) Principle: The utility of a lottery is the sum of 
probabilities of each outcome times the utility of that outcome.  
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Let the utility U(S) of a state S be given by a utility function U according to 7.25. Let C 
be the current state a strategically mobile agent is in and let A be a non-deterministic 
action with i possible results Resulti(A), i.e. a transition from C to any state in Resulti(A) 
is possible. If for C and for all A19, the probabilities P of the results Resulti(A) are given, 
i.e. P(Resulti(A)|A, C) given for all A and for all i, then for all A, the expected utility EU 
for one action A can be calculated as 
))((),|)(()|( AResultUCAAResultPCAEU i
i
i ⋅=∑ . (7.27) 
7.5.3.2 SMAs using Utility Functions 
The above MEU principle states that a rational agent should choose an action which 
maximises the agent’s expected utility, i.e. the agent is to maximise the average utility 
expressed in equation 7.27 [RuNo95]. Although this principle defines the right action to 
be taken in any situation, it is the determination of the MEU which can be prohibitive 
due to complex computations. Due to the restrictions of mobile agents discussed in sec-
tion 7.4, only so called one-shot decisions will be considered, i.e. the mobile agents will 
only focus on the next step to be taken (in contrast to plans for multiple sequential deci-
sions). The algorithm to be followed by a strategically mobile agent is shown in fig-
ure 7.12 (for reasons of simplicity in pseudo-code). 
 
void next_step(){ 
 determine current state C; 
 for all actions Ai { 
  for each possible outcome Resultj(Ai) { 
   obtain current probability P(Resultj(Ai)|Ai, C); 
  } 
 } 
 maxEU = 0; 
 for all possible actions Ai in status C { 
  eu = calculate EU(Ai|C); 
  if(maxEU < eu) 
  maxEU = eu; 
 } 
 execute action Ai with maxEU; 
} 
Figure 7.12: Algorithm for Strategic Mobility (in pseudo-code) 
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  Note that there are only two actions for strategically mobile agents, migration or no migration. The 
general form is maintained here for reasons of uniformity with other utility approaches. 
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This algorithm follows the aforementioned steps. First of all, the current state needs to 
be determined. Whilst this is fairly straightforward and can be done by the strategically 
mobile agent itself, the probability densities of the possible goal states of actions A1 and 
A2 – migration and no migration, which are required in the next step, depend on the 
current system state and thus need to be retrieved from the system, i.e. from suitable 
system components. This information cannot and must not be provided separately by 
each mobile agent. It must be collected and pre-processed by one of the Mobile Agent 
Support Services, namely the Strategic Mobility Service. This service can request the 
information from other support services, e.g. from the Localisation Service in order to 
determine the frequency with which a particular service is requested and used, or to find 
out whether there are alternative services the strategically mobile agent can be redi-
rected to. In addition, the Strategic Mobility Service can request valuable information 
on services from the MASS Proxies (see section 5.2.2), if these have been used to inte-
grate the particular services. 
Then, given the current state C, the possible actions A1 and A2, and the probabilities of 
their outcomes, the expected utilities can be calculated and maximised. This can be 
done by the strategically mobile agent itself, as this does not impose a large computa-
tional strain on the agent. However, in order to compute the expected utilities, the 
appropriate utility function is required. The determination of suitable utility functions is 
a key effort in order to make this approach for improved deployment of mobility based 
on utility theory work, because the evaluation in section 7.5.2 has shown that the 
performance can deteriorate if the wrong decisions are made. In order to have a look at 
the nature of these utility functions, recall the example given in section 7.3 of a mobile 
device with a GSM connection inside a moving vehicle. In case of a performance opti-
misation, a mobile agent requires a utility function which assesses the utility of residing 
at the mobile device compared to the utility of migrating to the wired network, e.g. 
depending on the number of interactions required for a particular service. There are two 
basic ways of providing such a utility function for a single attribute. Utility functions 
can either be predetermined for a particular class of agents and be provided via inheri-
tance from this class, or the utility function can be specified by the user. While both 
solutions are feasible, they only work for single attributes. If the mobile agent is to take 
into account multiple attributes, determining the corresponding multiattributive utility 
function cannot be done via inheritance or via direct user specification. However, it is 
possible to determine the utility functions for the individual attributes – in the example 
with the moving vehicle, one utility function could describe the mobile agent’s intention 
to minimise execution time, and a second one the intention to maximise reliability over 
the disruptive link. However, eventually the strategically mobile agent can only make 
one decision – namely to migrate or not to migrate – the question being how to unite the 
utilities into one decision and thus address multiattributive cases. 
7.5.3.3 Multiplicative Utility Functions for Multiattributive Preferences 
The evaluation of multiattributive preferences between states forms a complex mathe-
matical problem in deterministic cases already. In non-deterministic cases, however, 
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this definitely violates the constraints of mobile agents listed in section 7.4. What is thus 
required is not only a combination of the utility functions of the individual attributes, 
but also a form which does not violate the constraints and which can be handled by 
mobile agents. Multiplicative utility functions are such a form, as they allow to directly 
construct the multiattributive utility functions from the utilities of the individual attrib-
utes by multiplication. Strategically mobile agents thus merely need to carry along one 
utility function [LiSt00]. 
Let a set of attributes for the utility functions be given, such as execution time, data 
transfer, and accessibility. Two requirements for such a set of attributes X1,...,Xn need to 
be given in order to ensure the existence of a multiplicative utility function. First, the 
attributes need to be preferentially-independent, i.e. for all Xi, Xj, the preference 
between Xi and Xj needs to be independent of all other attributes. Second, the set of 
attributes needs to utility-independent, i.e. for each attribute Xi, preferences over lotter-
ies on Xi do not depend on the values of the remaining (fixed) attributes. Under these 
conditions, a multiplicative utility function exists which has the form 
∏
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It can be seen that the multiattributive utility function u(x) is determined as a product of 
the utility functions of the individual attributes. Additional weights ki with 0 < ki < 1 are 
part of this product which allow to determine the influence of the utilities of the indi-
vidual attributes. In addition, a scaling constant k with k > -1 allows to scale the result-
ing multiattributive utility function. For a prove of equation 7.28, see [Kee74]. 
The assumptions of preferential- and utility-independence can only be verified by the 
decision maker himself, i.e. by a programmer or by a user specifying the single utilities 
of attributes. In order to check whether Xi×Xj is preferentially independent of Xk, first xk 
must be chosen. Next, (xi, xj) and (xi’, xj’) must be found such that (xi1, xj1, xk) is indif-
ferent to (xi’, xj’, xk), while Xi and Xj are at a relatively undesirable level. Then a 
different xk’ must be chosen with Xi and Xj at a relatively desirable level. If (xi, xj, xk’) 
still is indifferent to (xi’, xj’, xk’) and if this valid for arbitrary values xk and xk’, then 
Xi×Xj is preferentially independent of Xk. 
Preferential independence will be checked exemplary in the following. It will be shown 
that required data transfer (Xi) and accessibility of services in the fixed network (Xj) are 
preferentially independent of the required uptime of the mobile end device holding an 
agent capable of migration (Xk). Let the required uptime of the mobile device be high 
(xk). With RPC communication, let the preferential independence for very low data 
transfer (xi) and low accessibility (xj) be indifferent to low data transfer (xi’) and very 
low accessibility (xj’). Replacing RPCs by migration and local communication will 
result in a low required uptime of the mobile device (xk’). xi will now stand for high data 
transfer due to the migration overhead and the accessibility will be very high due to 
direct access in the wired network. The pair of attributes now denoting very high data 
transfer (xi’) and high accessibility (xj’) still is indifferent to (xi, xj), thus resulting in 
preferential independence of Xi×Xj from Xk, as this is also the case for other xk and xk’. 
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Preferential independence can thus be checked. The second requirement – utility inde-
pendence – can be shown by assessing the conditional utility functions over Xi, given 
different amounts of Xj. If these utility functions are positive linear transformations of 
each other, utility independence of Xi and Xj is given. This is depicted exemplary in 
figure 7.13 for the example of a mobile device with a wireless connection hosting an 
agent. The regarded attributes here are transferred data and accessibility of a service due 
to the number of errors on a wireless link. Reducing the error rate on the wireless link 
results in RPCs being more reliable, thus shifting the utility function indicating the util-
ity of a migration with regard to transferred data to the right, whereas a higher error rate 
will cause more retransmissions in the RPC case, thus shifting the utility function of a 
migration to the left. Analogously, preferential independence and utility independence 
for the attributes execution time, data transfer, accessibility, reliability, and system up-
time can be checked for mobile agent migration. 
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Figure 7.13: Utility Independence – An Example 
The utility functions shown in figure 7.13 have another characteristic: they are normal-
ised, i.e. the utilities range from zero to one. Although this is not a general requirement 
according to [Kee74], it introduces uniform weights for the individual utilities of a mul-
tiattributive utility function. It also makes the extra scaling constant k in equation 7.28 
redundant, as the resulting values of a multiattributive utility function are limited to the 
range [0,1], because this function is generated from normalised utility functions by 
multiplication. Moreover, due to normalisation, the weighting of the utilities is left to 
the weighting constants ki entirely, thus making the weighting process explicit and bet-
ter to handle. The next section will show how the specification of these weighting con-
stants and of the utility functions themselves can be supported by appropriate tools. This 
allows users of mobile agent based applications themselves to determine the behaviour 
of the mobile agents. 
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7.5.4 Using the Strategic Mobility Service 
The last section has shown how the behaviour of strategically mobile agents can be 
derived from a specification of utilities for the individual attributes involved. This is the 
basic requirement for enabling the user of a mobile agent based application to determine 
the behaviour of its agents, either on a per-agent or on a per-application basis. This 
approach of strategic mobility is much more dynamic than any a-priori definition of 
mobility patterns for mobile agents. Figure 7.14 shows how this specification of the 
individual utility functions and the derivation of the resulting multiattributive utility 
function can be presented in an easy to use manner to the user. This sample tool for the 
parameterisation of strategically mobile agents originating from a mobile device fore-
sees four attributes – the number of communications per task, accessibility of services, 
reliability of service access, and required uptime of the mobile device. 
 
Figure 7.14: Tool-Based Parameterisation of Utility Functions 
The user can choose which of these attributes are to be considered in the strategically 
mobile agent’s decision on mobility. Each of the selected attributes can be assigned a 
specific type of utility function. The types provided in the sample application are break-
even, decreasing, increasing, and limited trust. Each of these functions can be specified 
in more detail. Take for instance the first attribute, number of communications per task. 
Here, the user can specify, when a migration is expected to be efficient with regard to 
performance. The break-even point – marked by a grey line – indicating the point where 
the migration overhead is compensated can be shifted simply by clicking on the graph. 
Reliability as another exemplary attributes requires a different type of function with 
decreasing values. Here, the user can e.g. express that he does not trust a mobile agent 
which has stayed on foreign hosts for a longer period of time. In addition, the user can 
specify the impact of the individual attributed by using the sliding bars. In the graph 
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located in the lower part of the tool, the multiattributive utility function generated from 
the individual ones and the weights according to equation 7.28 is displayed. This has 
been added for demonstration purposes only and can be omitted from the actual tool 
support for the user, because this function is not intuitively intelligible to the user. 
Thus, provided the utility functions for the individual attributes and the weights ki of 
these utility functions, e.g. with a tool-support as shown above, all means for a utility 
based solutions to the problem of non-determinism and multiple goals are given. In the 
next section, an evaluation of the utility based approach to strategic mobility with a 
prototype implementation is given. 
7.6 Performance of the Strategic Mobility Service 
In order to assess the suitability of the solution presented in section 7.5, strategically 
mobile agents deploying the utility based approach described above have been imple-
mented prototypically [Lip00a]. This implementation has enabled a performance com-
parison of strategically mobile agents with stationary agents and conventional mobile 
agents, i.e. mobile agents without decision support for mobility. The focus has been on 
the execution times, as these allow a quantitative evaluation of the suitability of the pro-
posed approach. 
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Figure 7.15: Performance of Strategically Mobile Agents 
The services in the experimental system were extended by MASS Proxies as described 
in section 5.2.2. These proxies collect information on communication patterns, in par-
ticular the size of sequences of requests to specific services. This information is pro-
vided to the strategically mobile agents as probability distributions. These probabilities 
distributions are not requested by the other agents but only by strategically mobile 
agents, in order to calculate the maximum expected utility according to equation 7.27, 
thus introducing an extra overhead to the strategic mobility approach in form of addi-
tional data transfer. Another overhead is caused by the calculation of the expected utili-
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ties, the maximum of which is then chosen. The utility functions, which the decisions on 
migration vs. no migration are based on, were provided and parameterised in advance 
for particular classes of agents displaying a certain behaviour and are part of these 
agents’ code, thus increasing their size during migration. It is to be seen how these 
overheads of strategic mobility affect the performance of this approach, i.e. whether this 
overhead can be compensated by the performance improvement identified in sec-
tion 7.5.2. 
The performance evaluations in figure 7.15 show that the strategically mobile agents not 
only compensate the introduced overheads, but that they lead to considerable perform-
ance improvements. In figure 7.15 a), the performance measurements of stationary, 
mobile, and strategically mobile agents are compared. The examined scenario consist of 
two phases, a pro-migration and a pro-RPC phase, i.e. the former predominantly con-
tains communication pattern in favour of migrations, the latter of RPC communication 
(compare section 7.5.2.3). It can be seen that mobile agents clearly outperform station-
ary agents in the first phase, because blocks of requests are long here. The strategically 
mobile agents in this phase mostly choose migration based communication. Only some 
specific services are requested with RPCs, if this is indicated by the maximum expected 
utility. One can see that this is reasonable, because the strategically mobile agents in 
this scenario perform even better than the mobile agents. The second phase, where 
blocks of requests are rather short, is in favour of RPC communication. Hence, the per-
formance of the stationary agents is good, whereas the mobile agents, which introduce a 
large overhead for migration which cannot be compensated by the short sequences of 
local requests, perform poorly. It can be seen that after an initial detection phase, the 
strategically mobile agents switch to RPC communication and in the remainder of the 
second phase perform as well a the stationary agents. In total, the strategically mobile 
agents in the overall scenario improve the stationary agents’ performance by 53 per cent 
and the mobile agents’s performance by 42 per cent. This is not as much as the theoreti-
cally possible improvement of 84 and 70 per cent determined in section 7.5.2.4, but the 
strategically mobile agents are not able to always make the right decision. Nonetheless, 
the performance improvement is considerable [Lip00b]. 
Figure 7.15 b) displays the results of performance measurements in what is a worst case 
scenario for strategically mobile agents. Here, no longer pro-RPC or pro-migration 
periods are given, which causes stationary and mobile agents to perform similarly.  As a 
consequence, the entropy i.e. the quality of information contained in the probability 
distributions which the strategically mobile agents receive from the MASS Proxies is 
low. The information thus in many cases is misleading, causing the strategically mobile 
agents to make erroneous decisions. Nonetheless, the evaluation of partially existing 
sequences of similar blocks of requests is sufficient for the strategically mobile agents 
to compensate their overhead, leading to a performance which can compete with the 
other two approaches. 
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7.7 Summary of Results 
This chapter has focused on the Strategic Mobility Service which enables the efficient 
deployment of mobile agents. Starting from an examination of the performance of 
migration in combination with local communication as an alternative communication 
pattern to RPCs, the situation dependency of both approaches has been outlined. Non-
determinism and competing goals have been identified as the main problems in this 
context. As a solution to both problems, the concept of strategically mobile agents has 
been introduced. Strategically mobile agents dynamically decide in an application and 
network dependent manner whether a migration is profitable. With the help of an 
appropriate mathematical model, the potential of strategically mobile agents has been 
pointed out. Various approaches for realising strategic mobility have then been dis-
cussed while special attention has been paid to the inherent restrictions of mobile agents 
and the environments in which they can be used. As most suitable approach, utility 
functions have been identified and a solution has been developed accordingly. Eventu-
ally, a performance evaluation of a prototypical implementation of this solution has 
shown that the potentials identified in the model can be realised in mobile agent based 
applications. 
 
 Chapter 8 
 
 
 
Mobile agents are coming. 
David Kotz and Robert S. Gray  
8 Conclusion 
This thesis has discussed mobile agent technology and has had three main goals. First, a 
framework was to be developed which allows the integration of various solutions to 
problems in the mobile agent context. Adhering to standards, and providing a modular 
and extensible structure, a basis for mobile agent based applications was to be estab-
lished which can evolve with future developments of mobile agent technology. The 
second goal was to find a way to construct complex applications based on mobile agents 
which are limited in size and complexity because of their migration overhead. To evalu-
ate the proposed solution it was to be realised for one exemplary problem, alarm corre-
lation in network and system management. The third goal was to develop a new concept 
which allows to efficiently deploy mobile agent migration despite the overhead 
involved. 
Summary of Work and Results 
A systematic analysis of requirements for mobile agent based applications was the basis 
for the solutions presented in this thesis. These requirements were compared to features 
of today’s mobile agent systems. Some of these features, like mobility and resource 
discovery, are provided by most agent systems. For other features, like mobile agent 
security and control, only rather rudimentary solutions exist that do not meet the appli-
cations' requirements. In addition, new features have been identified which are inevita-
ble to allow the construction of powerful applications with mobile agents, but which are 
nonetheless not available in today’s mobile agent systems. These features concern the 
second and third goal – complexity and performance. 
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Network and system management has been the reference application domain in this 
thesis. Due to centralisation and rigid structures, current solutions for network and sys-
tem management are unable to cope with changing requirements like the need for scal-
ability and dynamic structures. Using a suitable taxonomy, it was shown that mobile 
agents promise to be an adequate technology for solving problems in this application 
domain, due to their mobility, autonomy, and flexibility. However, it also became evi-
dent that mobile agents have inherent restrictions which limit their capability to address 
complex solutions. 
In response to these restrictions, the Mobile Agent Support Services (MASS) have been 
introduced. They allow to provide functionality in a distributed and flexible way, which 
cannot be offered by mobile agents alone. This approach is similar to the 
CORBAfacilities in the CORBA context. The Mobile Agent Support Services have a 
modular structure. They allow to flexibly exchange and add new services. These ser-
vices are accessible via standardised CORBA interfaces, thus supporting common stan-
dards and being accessible to mobile agents from different mobile agent systems. Thus, 
the Mobile Agent Support Services meet the first goal of providing an extensible and 
standardised framework. 
Using this framework, solutions to the other goals were presented. In order to provide a 
basis for solutions to more complex problems in network and system management, 
some of the general services had to be realised first. Therefore, fundamental concepts 
for mobile agent integration, communication, and control were presented. MASS prox-
ies played a crucial part in the integration. They allow to bridge the gap between mobile 
and non-mobile concepts. Once the non-mobile entities had been integrated into the 
mobile agent environment, concepts for communication and control could be estab-
lished on top of the common interfaces. Concepts both for inter-agent communication 
and for communication of mobile agents with non-mobile entities were identified and 
subsequently matched to existing CORBA communication mechanisms. By integrating 
these mechanisms into the CORBA Communication Service, a standardised and effi-
cient mobile agent communication has been established. This communication is essen-
tial for the concepts of mobile agent control. Mobile agent localisation was the first 
issue to be addressed here. Different localisation concepts were analysed systematically. 
It turned out that combined localisation approaches achieve the best results. The 
localisation mechanisms were integrated into the Localisation Service; this allowed to 
construct innovative control mechanisms for mobile agents. These have to meet the new 
requirements which result from the combination of autonomy and migration of agents, 
and disruptive links, e.g. in wireless networks. Regarding the problem of migration 
control, in particular the problem of interrupted mobile agent execution due to closed 
network connections, the Kindergarten Service and the Notification Service were pre-
sented. Regarding the problem of error detection and recovery of remotely operating 
mobile agents, the combination of the Undertaker Service and the Excavator Service 
was presented. 
Based on these services the goals of complexity and performance could be addressed. 
Alarm correlation in network and system management was motivated and explained. 
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The requirements to be met by a mobile agent based solution were identified and the 
Correlation Service, which is based on an enhanced codebook approach, was presented. 
Particular attention in this context was paid to the capability of the resulting solution, 
and to the network traffic caused by the exchange of correlation information required in 
this distributed approach. Using a mathematical model it could be shown that a sub-
scription mechanisms deployed by the distributed Correlation Services allows to effi-
ciently address this problem. These results have been verified with corresponding 
measurements based on an implementation of the Correlation Service. Overall, the Cor-
relation Service thus enables a complex mobile agent based alarm correlation which can 
fully exploit the benefits of mobile agents. 
The remaining goal of this thesis, efficient mobile agent deployment, could be achieved 
through the Strategic Mobility Service. First, using a mathematical model the theoretical 
potential of situation- and application-dependent migration of mobile agents has been 
identified. In contrast to approaches in the literature, which fail to appropriately address 
the problem of non-determinism in the context of mobile agent migrations, the Strategic 
Mobility Service allows to actually realise the performance benefits of mobile agents 
often claimed in the literature. The solution is based on multiattributive utility functions, 
which also allows to deal with competing goals. Performance measurements with an 
implementation of the Strategic Mobility Service confirmed the theoretical results. 
Future Developments and Open Issues 
The results of this thesis show that mobile agent technology not only promises substan-
tial benefits, but that these benefits can actually be realised, given the necessary support 
for mobile agents. Nonetheless, the future development of mobile agent technology is 
an open issue. It depends on numerous factors whether a mobile agent proliferation will 
take place. 
Of course, security is one of these factors, probably the most frequently cited one. 
Whereas the results of this thesis have shown the technical feasibility of mobile agent 
solutions and the realisation of corresponding benefits, it is still an open issue whether a 
sufficient security level can be reached for mobile agent based application. Their 
breakthrough will not be triggered by the detection of perfect security measures as often 
claimed. Rather, commercial deployment of the technology will boost the use of mobile 
agents. As with all other commercial solution, perfect security is not required. What is 
required, though, is a suitable level of security for specific application domains in order 
for mobile agents to be applicable in commercial application. 
Another important requirement for mobile agent proliferation is tool support. Only if 
suitable tools for both development and deployment of mobile agent based applications 
are available on the market, the technology will be widely deployed. Only with tools (as 
e.g. the utility specification tool described in chapter 6) providing an intuitive and easy 
to use interface to mobile agent based solutions the necessary user acceptance can be 
achieved. This acceptance is an inevitable prerequisite for any kind of successful tech-
nological development. At the same time, this will provide a vital feedback for advances 
in mobile agent technology. “Good tools can also benefit those who are developing 
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agent theory. By creating powerful tools that allow us to explore specific decisions 
about appropriate management or conversion policies…, we will have thereby created 
a mechanism with which to explore the theories themselves.” [BGH+99] 
Today, it cannot be predicted in which application domains mobile agent technology 
will eventually penetrate the commercial world. Network and system management is a 
very good candidate. However, active networks, e-commerce, workflow management 
systems or any other of the application domains discussed here are also promising can-
didates. Likewise, one can think of distributed multi-user games and of an integration of 
mobile agents into web servers [FüMa99]. Mobile agents may even turn out to be the 
key technology for future Internet access, as claimed in [KoGr99]. “It seems likely that, 
within a few years, nearly all major Internet sites will be capable of hosting and willing 
to host some form of mobile code or mobile agents.” 
It is also easily imaginable that application domains unforeseeable today will be based 
on mobile agents. Maybe eventually it will not be mobile agent technology which will 
have a breakthrough, but rather a derived technology which adds innovative aspects. 
It is most likely, however, that in the near future mobile agent based solutions will 
increasingly be used in wireless networks and for disconnected operations. It is here 
where this technology reveals its greatest potential. It is also to be expected that mobile 
agents will first be deployed in the intranet world, as particularly security issues are of 
less concern here, before spreading in the Internet. 
Many open issues remain which need to be addressed prior to mobile agent prolifera-
tion, no matter in which domain. In this thesis, the MASS framework has been pro-
posed, which can be a foundation for the development of mobile agent based applica-
tions. This framework, however, is not to be regarded as complete. The scope of this 
thesis needs to be extended in order to develop mobile agent applications for key issues 
in other application domains, e.g. billing and accounting in telecommunications. This 
will not only allow to identify domain specific services required for these applications, 
but potentially reveal additional general services which are crucial to mobile agent 
deployment in other domains, too. 
A framework like the Mobile Agent Support Services must also be subject to a stan-
dardisation process with a broad acceptance in industry in order to develop a culture of 
mobile agent applications. And security of mobile agent technology, of course, is still 
waiting for innovative concepts. 
In summary, it can be said that the potentials ascribed to mobile agents have to a large 
extent been supported by the work carried out in this thesis. Nonetheless, mobile agent 
technology must not be seen as cure-all for existing problems and future challenges. 
This technology needs to be tightly integrated with other ones in order to have a major 
impact in the future. 
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A   
ACL Agent Communication Language  
AI Artificial Intelligence  
ASE Application Service Elements  
ATP Agent Transfer Protocol  
   
C   
CCITT Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique  
CMIP Common Management Information Protocol  
CMISE Common Management Information Service Element  
COD Code on Demand  
COM Component Object Model  
CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture  
   
D   
DCOM Distributed Component Object Model  
DII Dynamic Invocation Interface  
DLL Dynamic Link Library  
DSI Dynamic Skeleton Interface  
   
F   
FCFS First-Come-First-Served  
FIPA Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents  
FOAM Fragmented Object Agent Model  
   
G   
GDMO Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects  
GPRS General Packet Radio Service  
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications  
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H   
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol  
   
I   
IAB Internet Activity Board  
IDL Interface Definition Language  
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force  
IIMC Internet Management Coexistence Initiative  
IIOP Internet Inter Orb Protocol  
ILM Intermediate Level Manager  
IN Intelligent Network  
IP Internet Protocol  
I-SMI Internet Structure of Management Information  
ISO International Organization for Standardization  
I-TCP Indirect TCP  
 
  
J   
JIDM Joint Inter-Domain Management  
JMAPI Java Management API  
JMX Java Management Extension  
JVM Java Virtual Machine  
   
L   
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol   
   
K   
KQML Knowledge Query Manipulation Language  
   
M   
MA Mobile Agent  
MAF Mobile Agent Facility  
MAS Mobile Agent System  
MASIF Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facilities  
MASS Mobile Agent Support Services  
MbD Management by Delegation  
MEU Maximum Expected Utility  
MIB Management Information Base  
MMA Mobile Management Agent  
   
N   
NMF Network Management Forum  
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O   
OMA Object Management Architecture  
OMG Object Management Group  
ORB Object Request Broker  
OSI Open System Interconnection  
   
Q   
QoS Quality of Service  
   
R   
REV Remote Evaluation  
RMI Remote Method Invocation  
RMON Remote Monitoring  
RPC Remote Procedure Call  
   
S   
SIP Session Initiation Protocol  
SMA Strategically Mobile Agent  
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol  
SOMA Secure and Open Mobile Agent  
   
T   
TCP Transmission Control Protocol  
   
U   
UDP User Datagram Protocol  
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System  
   
V   
VPN Virtual Private Network  
   
W   
WBEM Web-based Enterprise Management  
WBM Web-based Management  
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